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Challenging interdisciplinary applications inspire new methodological developments in

data understanding. Two somewhat disjoint communities provide current solutions to

data understanding. Statistical inference approaches based on abstract models allow in-

corporation of physics priors and parametric uncertainty. But to provide accurate models

for complicated real-world data, one is often challenged by the curse of dimensional-

ity. Alternatively, machine learning, especially the deep learning community, provides

empirical descriptions of large complicated datasets. However, little prior knowledge

is incorporated in current design of deep neural networks and such methods are often

challenged by problems including data scarcity and limited transferability of the models.

This dissertation includes methodological development in image understanding from

each of the two perspectives: (1) Using statistical inference based on analytical models,

3-D spatial structure and temporal dynamics of nanoscale particles were reconstructed

directly from large sets of cryo electron microscopy data. With a statistical framework

incorporating the continuous heterogeneity among the imaged particles, a generative

mechanical model was developed to provide sparse and analytical parametrization of

the stochastic description of particle structure. This work contributes a systematic way

to incorporate a fourth (temporal) dimension to the concept of 3D reconstruction. (2) Via

deep neural networks-based machine learning approaches, the problem of concept learn-

ing in computer vision was investigated. Motivated by the challenge of data scarcity, a



deep generative model-based framework, ConceptGAN, was developed to decompose

data into transferable and composable semantic concepts and generatively recompose

physically meaningful but unseen data, without complete training data over the joint

latent space. It contributes a smart data augmentation technique which provides infor-

mative augmentation to improve the resilience of real-world applications. Finally, this

dissertation concludes with a discussion on potential future research directions, in par-

ticular, on how methodological ideas from both the two perspectives of physics-based

modeling and of deep learning can be fused to provide hybrid solutions that incorporate

the strengths of both components, especially targeting real-world challenges including

resilience, robustness, transferability and interpretability of the solutions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Motivated by broadening the horizon of computational signal and image understanding,

algorithmic developments from both the analytical statistical inference perspective and

the deep learning perspective were investigated in this thesis to provide novel, efficient

and robust solutions of importance to diverse application domains in science and engi-

neering. The following sections summarize research efforts towards this idea based on

specific life science, materials science and computer vision applications.

1.1 Maximum-likelihood based 3-D reconstruction for heteroge-

neous nano particles

The goal of structural biology is to determine the 3-D structure of nano-scale biological

particles (e.g., viruses or ribosomes) where the structure can be as precise as the 3-

D location of each atom. Understanding the structure of a biological particle lays the

foundation for understanding its function and potentially has great impact on medical

applications such as the development of new drugs or vaccines. Single particle cryo

electron microscopy (cryo EM), an imaging technique honored by the 2017 Nobel Prize

in Chemistry, is transforming structural biology by capturing biological particles in their

natural states via flash freezing and allowing high-resolution determination of the 3-D

structure (i.e., 3-D electron scattering intensity). The experimental design is dominated

by the desire to minimize the damage done to the samples by the electron beam from the

microscope. Therefore, in a typical cryo EM experiment, 104-106 2-D projection images

are recorded at low electron dose (leading to noisy images), and only one projection

image can be afforded for each instance of the particle. Furthermore, due to the low
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signal-to-noise ratio of the images, the projection orientation information lost during the

flash freezing process cannot be determined from an individual image. These several

challenging features distinguish the cryo EM single particle problem from the classic

computed tomography (CT) reconstruction problem of medical imaging, where many

projections of the same object are measured at known orientations. Current standard

cryo EM reconstruction methods [87] typically rely on a strong assumption, that all

the imaged instances are identical, sharing a single unknown 3-D electron scattering

intensity and only the projection direction is unique to each instance. This assumption

greatly simplifies the problem but results in only a single deterministic 3-D structure.

All information about the differences among the instances is lost. In order to achieve a

more informative reconstruction, the proposed method described in this thesis focused

on modeling and exploiting the heterogeneity of data.

To fully understand the heterogenous nature of single particle cryo EM data, instead

of providing a single deterministic estimate of the 3-D structure, a more realistic imaging

model was adopted where each instance of the particle was described as an independent

realization of a stochastic process. In particular the stochastic process was determined

by estimating its first and second order statistics from image data, a computation which

is described in Chapter 2. The first order statistics provide a nominal 3-D structure

comparable to results of deterministic approaches [87] while the second order statistics

describe the continuous variability among the instances of the particle, which has never

previously been characterized quantitatively (Figure 1.1). Such variability information

is crucial for further analysis of the particle as it reflects its space-time dynamics as

well as its compositional heterogeneity, both of which are critical for understanding the

functioning of the particle. Accurate accounting for rotational point group symmetries,

that are known to occur in many biological particles, would reduce the required amount

of data and speed up the computation by factors. To do so efficiently, the algorithm

2



describes the stochastic process in the Fourier domain. In particular, Fourier series co-

efficients of the electron scattering intensity are modeled as a Gaussian mixture where

the classes describe the discrete heterogeneity and the statistics describe the continuous

heterogeneity for each class. A maximum likelihood (ML) estimator learned by a gen-

eralized expectation-maximization (E-M) algorithm is utilized to determine the class

probabilities, mean vectors and covariance matrices of the Fourier coefficients, with

class labels and projection orientations as the nuisance parameters. As demonstrated in

Chapter 2, this technology was successfully employed in virology where heterogeneous

analysis of bacteriophage HK97 provided computational evidence on the existence of

a disordered domain in one type of mutant, while standard deterministic reconstruc-

tion approaches failed to do so. More recently, the same technology was applied to

the materials science problem of discovering highly symmetric synthetic silica cages,

as discussed in Chapter 3, which is one of the first efforts reported to employ cryo EM

single particle reconstruction techniques on inorganic nano-particles. These successes

in applying statistical inference to provide data-driven validation for scientific hypothe-

sis are also great examples of computational methodology development contributing to

path-breaking research and thus impacting many other disciplines.

1.2 Understanding particle dynamics via a generative mechanical

model

While traditional reconstruction problems often focus exclusively on recovering 3-D

structural information, the aforementioned statistical framework advances the state-of-

the-art and enables further analysis of the particles based on second-order statistics.

Successful application based on the 3-D variance function of the electron scattering in-
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Figure 1.1: Via a generative mechanical model, the information bottleneck is overcome
to understand temporal dynamics of biological nano-particles based on large sets of cryo
EM 2-D projection images (Chapter 4)

formation is demonstrated in Chapter 2. However the complete 6-D covariance function

(as a function of two arbitrary locations in 3-D space) is challenging to interpret. In

response to this challenge, a systematic understanding of the particle dynamics is de-

veloped via learning a generative mathematical mechanical model directly from data,

as discussed further in Chapter 4. The ideal data for observing dynamical behavior

would be a movie including 4-D measurements (3 spatial and 1 temporal) of the particle

(Figure 1.1). However, the most informative data available is an ensemble of 2-D pro-

jections, each corresponding to one instance of the particle, at a random moment in its

motion and projected at a random orientation as locked in the flash freezing process. The

nominal temporal behavior of the particle is encoded in this ensemble statistically. To

decode this information, statistical mechanics was adopted to provide a sparse parame-
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terization of a high-dimensional statistical description of the structure. For example, in

a simple spring-and-mass model, instead of estimating the complete 6-D covariance of

the electron scattering intensity, which is generally challenging at high resolution and

usually requires strong assumptions on the structure of the statistics [3], the model can

be characterized by estimating a few spring constant parameters. Given the estimated

causal mechanical model, one can compute essentially any mechanical property of the

model (e.g., normal modes) which implies the time evolution of the dynamics of the

biological system. Via the physics-based model, this method enriches the concept of re-

construction in structural biology to incorporate a fourth dimension and enables a more

comprehensive understanding of the biological particles.

1.3 Understanding latent concepts via deep generative models

In additional to model-based statistical inference approaches, recently deep learning

has greatly accelerated the progress in machine learning and provided an intuitive per-

spective to approach many data understanding problems empirically. In particular this

thesis describes a deep learning based method tackling the challenge of data scarcity

in Chapter 5. For most deep learning-based methods, the performance of the mod-

els greatly relies on large sets of training data with proper annotations, and is usually

validated with standardized benchmark datasets especially developed for research pur-

poses. However there are generally more limitations in data acquisition for physically-

grounded applications especially of industrial interest. Motivated by this challenge, a

generative adversarial network (GAN) [31] based framework, ConceptGAN, was devel-

oped for concept learning, as discussed in Chapter 5. While prior GAN-based methods

have demonstrated impressive performance in translating images from one domain to

another [120], such translations (e.g., a color photo to its outline sketch) are implicitly

5



defined by capturing the data distributions of the source and the target domain empiri-

cally. Therefore such learned mappings cannot be easily transferred to a different input

distribution without a second training and thus cannot be meaningfully composed in

an efficient way. To address this limitation, ConceptGAN seeks to capture underlying

semantic shifts instead of learning mappings restricted to data distribution. In particu-

lar, with a graph-based model, ConceptGAN can decompose incomplete data (i.e., not

uniformly distributed over the latent space) into transferable and composable semantic

concepts, and recombine them to generatively create physically meaningful but unseen

data. This work is a novel extension to current state-of-the-art methods in image-to-

image translation and conditional image synthesis under an extreme assumption of data

scarcity, which demonstrates great potential as a smart data augmentation scheme to

improve resilience for real world applications.
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CHAPTER 2

CHARACTERIZING VIRUS DYNAMICS VIA VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF

CRYO EM PARTICLE ENSEMBLES

Bacteriophage HK97 has been intensively studied by a variety of structural meth-

ods including standard algorithms for reconstruction from single-particle cryo electron

microscopy (cryo EM) image data. Cryo EM structures of maturation-intermediate

Prohead I of bacteriophage HK97 with (PhIPro+) and without (PhIPro−) the viral pro-

tease packaged have been reported [102]. In spite of PhIPro+ containing an additional

∼100 × 24kD of protein, the two structures appeared identical although the two par-

ticles have substantially different biochemical properties, e.g., PhIPro− is less stable to

disassembly conditions such as urea. Here the same cryo EM images are used in novel

statistical algorithms to characterize the spatial heterogeneity of the particles at 17Å

resolution by variance analysis and show that PhIPro− has roughly twice the standard de-

viation of PhIPro+. Furthermore, the greatest differences in standard deviation are present

in the region where the δ-domain, not seen in x-ray crystallographic structures or fully

seen in cryo EM, is expected to be located. Thus presence of the protease appears to

stabilize the δ-domain which the protease will eventually digest. 1

2.1 Introduction

Virus particle maturation is a well-orchestrated series of transitions in which the parti-

cle goes from a non infectious provirion to a mature, infectious virus particle. Double

stranded (ds) DNA bacteriophage maturation is characterized by an elaborate sequence
1This chapter is based on “Yunye Gong, David Veesler, Peter C. Doerschuk, and John E. Johnson.

Effect of the viral protease on the dynamics of bacteriophage HK97 maturation intermediates character-
ized by variance analysis of cryo EM particle ensembles. Journal of Structural Biology, 193(3):188–195,
March 2016.”
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of intermediates and a number of these have been stabilized and isolated for bacterio-

phage HK97 by employing virus-like particles (VLPs). Co-expression of the capsid

protein and a virus encoded protease in E. coli leads to a stable Prohead II intermediate

that is the substrate for dsDNA packaging. This particle results from assembly of 420

subunits of identical sequence that form a T = 7l quasi-equivalent capsid with about

100 copies of the viral protease packaged. The protease is activated upon completion

of particle assembly and digests 103 amino acids (δ-domain) from the N-termini of the

capsid proteins and then the protease auto-digests with all of the polypeptide fragments

diffusing from the particle through holes in the capsid. Prohead I, the particle containing

full-length capsid proteins and the viral protease molecules, can be isolated if a mutation

is introduced in the protease to make it non functional. Prohead I, without protease, can

also be made by expressing only the capsid protein. Previously cryo EM structures were

reported [102] of the Prohead I with protease (PhIPro+) and without protease (PhIPro−)

and shown to be closely similar with the protease density largely disordered. Hydro-

gen deuterium exchange experiments in the same study demonstrated that the δ-domain

residues were largely protected in PhIPro+ compared to PhIPro− indicating that the pro-

tease bound to its own substrate prior to digestion. Biochemical experiments showed

that PhIPro+ particles were more resistant to urea and other disassembly conditions com-

pared to PhIPro− suggesting its overall greater stability.

Previously the analysis of cryo EM particle ensembles was used to characterize par-

ticle dynamics of maturation intermediates of the RNA virus NωV [98, 103]. It was

demonstrated that particles in which a maturation dependent auto-catalytic cleavage was

inhibited by mutation showed much greater variance in the ensemble of particles than

mature particles that had undergone auto-cleavage. The approach treats each particle

of the ensemble as a single instance that is preserved at the moment of freezing. The

continuous heterogeneity displayed by the ensemble is characterized by treating the
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Fourier series coefficients of the resultant reconstruction, not as individual numbers, but

as Gaussian random variables. The coefficients and their variance are computed with a

maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm thereby characterizing the heterogeneity of the en-

tire ensemble. Employing this method results in reconstructions that are closely similar

to those computed with traditional methods, but it is also possible to plot the variance

of the reconstruction at each voxel providing a powerful method to examine particle

heterogeneity based on first principles.

There are several alternative approaches for characterizing heterogeneity. With

enough computing, many systems can compute the mean function and second moment

function2 at each voxel in the 3-D reconstruction by resampling [76, 93, 115, 77, 90].

Resampling is the process of randomly selecting images from the image stack and using

the randomly selected images to compute a reconstruction. Repeating this process many

times results in many reconstructions and the mean and second moment at each voxel

can then be computed by standard statistics. As discussed in [103, Section 3.2.6], an ad-

vantage of resampling is that very little must be assumed about the probability density

functions, perhaps just the existence of convergence theorems for averages. However,

the assumptions we use (which are described in detail in Section 2.6.4) have a long his-

tory (dating back to at least 1984 [82]) in the pattern recognition and machine learning

communities as assumptions that are still useful even if there is no underlying physical

model to motivate them. It is difficult to discuss the relative requirements on the number

of images and computation because they depend on the reconstruction algorithm that

is used in the resampling approach. Other investigators estimate the covariance of the

2Let ρ(x) be the electron scattering intensity at location x. The mean function (denoted by ρ̄(x)), which
is the structure, at location x is the average over all of the particles of ρ(x). The covariance function,
which characterizes the heterogeneity of the ensemble of particles in a particular class, is the average of
[ρ(x1) − ρ̄(x1)][ρ(x2) − ρ̄(x2)] where x1 and x2 are not necessarily equal. The second moment function is
the average of [ρ(x)]2 and the variance function is the average of [ρ(x) − ρ̄(x)]2. The second moment and
variance functions can be computed from the covariance function but the covariance function cannot be
computed from the second moment or the variance function.
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voxel values from the sample covariance of the images [62, 61, 46]. Resolution is lim-

ited, e.g., 16 × 16 × 16 in [62], and it is not clear how to account for the measurement

noise that contaminates experimental images. Other investigators base their analysis on

having an atomic or pseudo-atomic structure from which normal modes can be com-

puted [42]. While such structures are increasingly available from cryo EM itself, this

type of approach is less directly based on the cryo EM images than the approach de-

scribed in this thesis, it is not clear how to account for the measurement noise, and the

computations are extensive.

Given the availability of cryo EM data sets for HK97 PhIPro+ and PhIPro− and the pre-

viously characterized difference in biochemical stability we applied this ML Gaussian

mixture approach to look for differences in particle heterogeneity of these ensembles

that would be a structural signature of the difference in particle stability. The results

were striking, with an overall standard deviation (the square root of variance) of the

PhIPro− ensemble being approximately twice that of PhIPro+. The standard deviation

was then mapped on to the atomic models fitted into the cryo EM density, allowing

an explicit description of how the standard deviation was distributed over the 7 quasi-

equivalent molecules in the two structures.

2.2 Mathematical model and computational methods

We characterize the heterogeneity of the particles by improved versions of the math-

ematical model and computational methods described in [103], which we refer to as

“Hetero”. In the following paragraphs we sketch the approach; more detail is included

in Section 2.6.

The electron scattering intensity of a particle is described as a Fourier series. Be-
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cause the particles are heterogeneous, the Fourier coefficients can differ from particle to

particle. Rather than attempt to estimate the coefficients for each particle, which is dif-

ficult from a single cryo EM image of each particle, we treat the coefficients as random

variables rather than as unknown numbers and estimate the probability density function

(pdf) of the random variables. We assume that the particles come from one of a small

number of discrete classes and that within each class the pdf is Gaussian, which implies

that the pdf is completely determined by the mean vector and the covariance matrix of

the vector of Fourier coefficients for that class. Therefore, the computation to charac-

terize the heterogeneity is an estimator to determine the mean vectors and covariance

matrices from the cryo EM images. In the remainder of this chapter, we only describe

and give equations for the one-class case [119].

Since the transformation from Fourier coefficients to the image is linear, there is a

matrix L, which depends on the projection direction (denoted by θi for the ith image),

such that the noise-free image of the ith particle with the pixel values arrayed as a vector

y̌i is y̌i = L(θi)ci where ci are the coefficients for the ith particle arrayed as a vector.

The image is corrupted by noise (denoted by wi for the ith image) which we describe

as additive zero-mean Gaussian white noise with variance λ2. Therefore the measured

image is

yi = L(θi)ci + wi. (2.1)

The assumption that both the coefficients ci and the noise wi are Gaussian leads to sub-

stantial simplifications in the algorithms because linear combinations of Gaussian ran-

dom variables are themselves Gaussian random variables.

We estimate the mean vector c̄ and the covariance matrix V of the coefficients ci

from the cryo EM images by a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. The estimator

is computed by an expectation-maximization (E-M) algorithm. The so-called nuisance
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parameters in an E-M algorithm are parameters whose values are not known but which,

if their values were known, would greatly simplify the calculation of the ML estimate.

The nuisance parameters that we use are the projection orientation. It is required to

provide a pdf on the nuisance parameters and a pdf that is uniform over all orientations

has been sufficient for spherical viruses. Each iteration of the E-M algorithm requires

an expectation over the nuisance parameters followed by maximizing the result of the

expectation with respect to the unknown parameters in order to yield the next value of

the unknown parameters. The expectation must be computed numerically and is the

primary computational expense of the algorithm. As is fully described in Section 2.6.3,

the computation of the expectation has been accelerated by not including terms where

the pdf is negligible. This can also be interpreted as exploiting a priori knowledge

(Section 2.6.3). In addition, further acceleration has been achieved by the organization

of the linear algebra (Section 2.6.3). The maximization for the mean vector c̄ can be

determined symbolically and therefore only one set of expectation integrals is required.

However, the maximization for the covariance matrix V is computed by an iterative

numerical algorithm. Therefore multiple sets of expectation integrals must be computed,

one set for each iteration. In order to minimize the number of iterations, a carefully

designed maximization algorithm is used (Section 2.6.3). These changes have decreased

the computation time by approximately a factor of 2-3.

Either hand for a structure is equally consistent with a set of cryo EM images which

include only one image per particle. For HK97, the hand can be determined at low

resolution because it is known that the surface lattice of the particle is T = 7l not

T = 7d. For the Fourier series basis functions used in this work, a simple algorithm

exists for changing the hand of the structure (Section 2.6.5).

The two datasets PhIPro+ and PhIPro− were recorded separately and not scaled to-
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gether. Therefore, in order to compare the characterization of heterogeneity for the two

datasets, we scale the two structures by least squares (Section 2.6.5).

We compute resolution from Fourier Shell Correlation between structures which can

be evaluated either by standard software applied to the cubes (e.g., EMAN2 [97]) or by

formulas based on the Fourier series basis functions used in this work (Section 2.6.5).

The resolution is not limited by the number or quality of the cryo EM images but rather

by the limitations of our computer hardware (memory size and computational speed)

which limit the number of Fourier coefficients that we can use.

From the mean vector and covariance matrix of the Fourier coefficients we can com-

pute the mean (which is the structure) and the covariance (which is the characterization

of the heterogeneity) of the electron scattering intensity. Because the Fourier coefficients

are described as Gaussian and the transformation from coefficients to intensity is linear,

the electron scattering intensity is Gaussian and is completely described by its mean and

covariance functions. The mean is the average of the intensity at some 3-D location in

real space and is denoted by ρ̄(x) where x is the location. The mean is the equivalent of

the structure from a standard algorithm. Let ρi(x) be the intensity of the ith particle and

let δi(x) = ρi(x)− ρ̄(x) be the deviation of the intensity of the ith particle from the mean.

The covariance is the average of the product of the deviation at two possibly different

locations, i.e., the average of δi(x1)δi(x2), and is denoted by Cρ(x1, x2). The covariance is

the fundamental characterization of the heterogeneity of the particle. We specialize the

covariance function to the variance function which is defined by v(x) = Cρ(x, x) and to

the square root of the variance function which is s(x) =
√

v(x). In order to set notation,

the original Fourier series for the electron scattering intensity of the ith particle is

ρi(x) =
∑
α

ci,αφα(x) (2.2)

where φα(x) is the αth basis function evaluated at location x. Then the mean function
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for the electron scattering intensity is [103, Eq. 30]

ρ̄(x) =
∑
α

c̄αφα(x) (2.3)

which is a three dimensional cube just like the structure from a standard algorithm. In

addition, the covariance function for the electron scattering intensity is [119, Eq. 18]

Cρ(x1, x2) =
∑
α1

∑
α2

Vα1,α2φα1(x1)φα2(x2) (2.4)

which is a six dimensional cube. Finally, the variance function is [103, Eq. 32]

v(x) =
∑
α1

∑
α2

Vα1,α2φα1(x)φα2(x) (2.5)

which is a three dimensional cube just like the structure from a standard algorithm.

Both Cρ(x1, x2) (Eq. 2.4) and v(x) (Eq. 2.5) can be computed for any covariance matrix

V with elements Vα1,α2 including simplifying cases such as assuming that V is diagonal.

While Cρ(x1, x2) contains more information than v(x), much of our understanding of the

particles’ heterogeneity is based on v(x) because of the difficulty of understanding a six

dimensional cube. Most commonly it is the standard deviation that is displayed, rather

than the variance, because the standard deviation, the mean, and a structure all share the

same units. In the numerical results of Section 2.4 it is assumed that V is a diagonal

matrix which reduces the size of the optimization problem. In particular, if N Fourier

coefficients are used then there are N unknown numbers to describe the mean vector

and N(N + 1)/2 unknown numbers to describe the full covariance matrix which are

reduced to N and N when V is diagonal and this reduction in the number of unknowns is

necessary due to limitations of our computer hardware (memory size and computational

speed).

To describe the variance we use a variety of visualization tools (Section 2.6.5): (1)

Histograms of the standard deviation (s(x)). (2) Images of the surface of the structure

(ρ̄(x)) colored by the standard deviation (s(x)) via USCF Chimera [79]. (3) Plots of
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the square root of the spherical average of the variance. (4) When atomic resolution

structures are available, ribbon diagrams colored by standard deviation values. In many

instances we display the difference of standard deviation between the PhIPro+ and PhIPro−

structures.

2.3 Materials and methods

Two PhIPro+ data sets were created by random extraction of non-overlapping sets of 1200

boxed images from the larger image stack of [102] which is CTF corrected. Because the

effect of the CTF is already removed, we can decrease the size of the boxed image

(Section 2.6.4). The same process was applied to the PhIPro− image stack of [102],

which is also CTF corrected, resulting in a total of four stacks of 1200 images each. The

boxed images are 352 × 352 pixels in dimension with a sampling interval of 2.76Å per

pixel. The boxed images were truncated to 200 × 200 pixels which is a tight fit around

the particle. Four different structures using 1060 basis functions (all Fourier series basis

functions with l ≤ 55, n, and p ≤ 20, Section 2.6.1 especially Eq. 3) were computed

starting from an initial condition where no heterogeneity was allowed (i.e., V = 0).

The computations were done using a desktop PC with a program written in Matlab

and took 1-2 days per reconstruction. Computation time and memory requirements

limit the number of images used (the image collections of [102] are much larger than

1200 images) and number of coefficients used (which puts a bound on resolution that is

independent of the bound due to the number and quality of the images).
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2.4 Results

In this section we present results on the quality of the numerical approximation that we

have introduced in order to decrease computation time, the resolution of the results, the

nature of the structures of PhIPro+ and PhIPro−, and the characterization of the heterogene-

ity of PhIPro+ and PhIPro−. A simplified example (a 1-D example where the relationship

between the 1-D particle and the 1-D image lacks a projection operation, the CTF is

unity at all spatial frequencies, and the location of the origin in the 1-D image is known)

is presented in Section 2.6.6 Figure 2.

In order to measure the effect of approximating the expectation integrals in the E-M

algorithm by not including terms where the probability density function is negligible

(Section 2.2 and Section 2.6.3), the calculations have been performed both with and

without the approximation on one of the PhIPro+ cryo EM data sets. The result is that

the Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) plots between the two calculations are above 0.9 for

more than the range k ≤ 0.06Å−1 and therefore the structures are essentially identical for

more than the range k ≤ 0.06Å−1. Higher spatial frequencies are not relevant because

computer hardware limitations (memory size and computational speed) limit the number

of Fourier coefficients that can be used so the mathematical model does not represent

spatial fluctuations at higher spatial frequencies.

Figure 2.1 shows the Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) plots for the PhIPro+ and PhIPro−

cryo EM data sets. In the case of PhIPro−, the resolution is determined by the fact that

the FSC curve crosses the 0.5 level at approximately 0.057Å−1 giving a resolution of

17.5Å. In the case of PhIPro+, the FSC curve never drops below 0.5. However, due

to computer hardware limitations which restrict the number of Fourier coefficients that

can be used, the energy in both structures (the denominators of the FSC calculation)
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have dropped below 10−4 times their peak values by 0.06Å−1 so that higher scattering

angles are not relevant and a resolution of 0.06Å−1 or 16.7Å is achieved. When an

FSC curve is computed between the two data sets it is essentially identical to the FSC

curves of the individual data sets indicating that in spite of a difference in mass of

roughly 240kD (∼100 copies of the viral protease with a mass of 24kD in PhIPro+ that

are absent in PhIPro−), the structures are identical to 17Å resolution. This was the same

conclusion reached by [102] when the electron scattering density of the two maps were

compared and difference maps computed in an effort to visualize the protease density.

The implication is that the protease is sufficiently disordered relative to the icosahedral

structure of the particles that there is no reinforced density when icosahedral symmetry

is applied. That the two structures are essentially identical is the motivation for the

identical means in the two particles of the simplified example (Section 2.6.6 Figure 2).

As is described in Section 2.6.5, the virtually identical 17Å electron scattering densities

were carefully scaled together and the corresponding scaling was applied to the variance

cubes.

The difference in the data sets was immediately obvious when the distribution of

variance was computed for all voxels within the shell of density that accommodated the

atomic model of residues 103 to 351 in the viral capsid protein. Figure 2.2 shows that

98% of the voxels in PhIPro+ have a standard deviation of less than 0.6 × 10−3, while

all of the voxels in PhIPro− have a standard deviation greater than 0.6 × 10−3. That the

two heterogeneity characterizations are quite different is the motivation for the different

variances in the two particles of the simplified example (Section 2.6.6 Figure 2).

A more dramatic difference is seen in Figure 2.3(a) where the square root of the

spherically averaged variance is plotted as a function of radius for both data sets, in

which case it is seen that the heterogeneity overall for PhIPro− is roughly twice that
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of PhIPro+ and even greater at lower radii where the protease is thought to bind. Fig-

ure 2.3(b) shows the fractional difference in heterogeneity for the two data sets ((PhIPro−-

PhIPro+)/PhIPro+), emphasizing that the heterogeneity for PhIPro− is always much higher

than the heterogeneity of PhIPro+.

It is possible to have structures of a particular resolution with quite different variance

cubes because the mean of the Fourier coefficients determines the structure and the

covariance of the Fourier coefficients determines the heterogeneity and the mean and

covariance are independent, This is the case for PhIPro+ and PhIPro− where the resolutions

are both approximately 17Å resolution but the variance cubes (spherically averaged in

Figure 2.3 followed by taking the square root) differ by a factor of two.

Figure 2.4 presents the color-coded surface heterogeneity for both data sets. In the

top row different color bars were chosen for PhIPro+ and PhIPro− to emphasize the vari-

ation that occurs across the surface of each structure. In the bottom row the same color

bar was chosen for both data sets to emphasize the dramatically lower overall surface

heterogeneity in PhIPro+ compared to PhIPro−. The feature emphasized by these images is

that the PhIPro− particle has substantially higher heterogeneity than the PhIPro+ particle.

Figure 2.5 shows ribbon diagrams colored by the heterogeneity of PhIPro− minus

the heterogeneity of PhIPro+. In the side view (Figure 2.5(b)), the alpha helices extend-

ing downward in the image, corresponding to extending inward in the particle, are the

20% of the δ-domain based on the pseudo-atomic coordinates from the cryo EM struc-

ture [102]. All of the δ-domain is disordered in the x-ray crystallography structure of

Prohead-I [37] (3p8q). The greatest spatial regions of large differences in variance in

Figure 2.5(b) are the δ-domains which occupy the radial region where the ∼100 copies

of the viral protease are expected to be located.
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Figure 2.6 shows surface and cross section plots where the colors are determined by

the same difference visualized in Figure 2.5. This type of visualization can be computed

without any of the atomic coordinates needed for the ribbon diagrams of Figure 2.5.

Again, the greatest regions of large differences are the δ-domains.

Finally, Figure 2.7 plots the difference as a function of amino acid residue number.

This plot quantitatively shows the heterogeneity information from the ribbon diagrams

of Figure 2.5 but lacks the geometric information from Figure 2.5. The δ-domain is

residues 1–103. In addition to showing elevated differences in each δ-domain this plot

emphasizes that most of each δ-domain is not visualized (the “Residue number” axis

does not start at Residue Number 1) in either x-ray crystallography or cryo EM struc-

tures.

2.5 Discussion

The data presented above describe an unusual situation in structural biology. The struc-

tures determined are indistinguishable at the resolution of the reconstructions of this

work, but the variance of the density is dramatically different. The simplified example

(Section 2.6.6 Figure 2) shows the same situation. Instances of PhIPro− display excep-

tional heterogeneity over the ensemble of particles processed when compared to PhIPro+.

The method for extracting the variation in a statistically robust manner is novel and with-

out it the results presented could not have been obtained.

In this chapter the images are already classified, i.e., PhIPro+ or PhIPro−, and so we do

no clustering. However, the approach can include clustering. In particular, ensembles of

particles that differ in their structure, ensembles of particles that share the same structure

but differ in their variance, and ensembles of particles that differ in both structure and
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variance can all be clustered. These types of calculations have been demonstrated in

unpublished work based on simulated images. Many popular programs exist which can

cluster particles that differ in their structure, but the ability to classify particles of the

same structure but different variances is less common. Programs that classify based on

structure can analyze images from heterogeneous particles of a single biological class,

e.g., PhIPro+, by making multiple sub-classes and computing a structure for each sub-

class. Computing structures for each of many sub-classes is challenging because the

sub-classes will not be highly distinct. A sub-class structure would not exactly predict

the images associated with that sub-class because there would be some residual particle

heterogeneity within the sub-class. The approach of this work concisely and robustly

describes the continuous heterogeneity by computing a single structure and a variance

map. In addition to its utility in clustering, analysis of the variance can provide much

biological information, as is demonstrated in this work.

Figure 2.3 shows both the square root of the spherical average of the variance as a

function of radius and the portions of the subunit and the protease assumed to occupy

the radial shells. The 3-D variance is described in Figure 2.6 and motivates significant

insights concerning the effect of packaging the protease in PhIPro+. Previously it was

shown with HD/X analysis that regions of the δ-domain were most protected in the

presence of protease indicating that the protease bound with significant affinity to the

portion of the capsid protein that it would digest. Figure 2.6 shows that the greatest

difference in variance between PhIPro+ and PhIPro− occurs in the inner radial region where

the δ-domain is assumed to exist. This large difference presumably results from the

great decrease in heterogeneity imposed when the protease binds to the δ-domain, thus

implicitly localizing the protease to this region of the 3-D map.

The implications of such a result are noteworthy, in that there are two data sets that
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can only be distinguished by the variance or heterogeneity in the particle ensembles,

not by the Fourier coefficients derived from the structure and used to compute the 3-D

structure. The result is in agreement with the HD/X studies that localized the protease to

the δ-domain and the biochemical studies that clearly revealed PhIPro+ was significantly

more stable to disassembly than PhIPro−. In an earlier structural study of PhI [37] it

was only possible to crystallize PhIPro+, presumably due to its greater homogeneity and

stability.

The difference in heterogeneity between PhIPro− and PhIPro+ is maximal in the re-

gion of the δ-domain. However, a substantial difference in heterogeneity is present

throughout the capsid, including surface regions distant from the δ-domain and the ex-

pected location of the viral protease. This is also the case in NωV [98] where a focused

difference in the particles (a point mutation) causes a spatially broader change in het-

erogeneity. In both cases, failure to be able to follow the maturation pathway toward a

more stable infectious particle leads to a spatially broad increase in heterogeneity.

A similar situation was documented biochemically, but not structurally, for Flock

House Virus (FHV), a ssRNA insect virus. FHV subunits contain a C-terminal polypep-

tide (363-407; γ) that is auto-catalytically cleaved during particle maturation and was

shown by crystallography to be partially ordered and to reside non-covalently associated

with the interior of the ordered capsid protein [27]. These peptides facilitate cellular en-

try and are transiently exposed in solution. They were detected by incubating particles

in the presence of trypsin and showing that γ is the first polypeptide digested. VLPs

of FHV were made by expressing the capsid protein in a baculovirus expression system

resulting in particles that are indistinguishable by crystallography from authentic FHV.

The difference between the two particle types is the packaged genome. Authentic FHV

packages primarily the viral genome while VLPs package cellular RNA [85]. Exposure
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of the γ peptides was shown to be 7 times more frequent in VLPs than in authentic virus

with the protease protocol and yet the crystal structures of the VLPs and virions were

identical [4]. We expect that a cryo EM experiment of the type described here would

readily distinguish the particle types by their variance, while the lattice effects in the

crystal structure quench this dynamic character, making it undetectable.

In summary, extraction of variance from particle ensembles in the cryo EM exper-

iment enables novel structural insights that may not be directly observable from the

electron scattering density. The future direction of this work is described in Chapter 6.

2.6 Appendix

2.6.1 The mathematical model

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator is based on a mathematical description of

how the structure determines the images. This description is separated into two parts:

a description of the particle (Section 2.6.1) and a description of the behavior of the

microscope (Section 2.6.1).

The mathematical model of the particle in 3-D

In x-ray crystallography the electron density is routinely described as a Fourier series.

Then the goal of structure determination is to compute the numerical values of the coef-

ficients from the x-ray diffraction data. We use a similar series to describe the unknown

electron scattering intensity of the particle visualized by cryo EM. However, instead

of treating the coefficients as unknown numbers and computing numerical values from
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Figure 2.1: FSC plots for the mean electron scattering intensity which is the structure.
The plots are truncated at 0.06Å−1 because the limited number of coefficients that are
used in the mathematical model to describe the 3-D particle leads to a model which does
not have significant scattering at higher scattering angles. The resolution of PhIPro+ and
PhIPro− are 16.7Å and 17.5Å, respectively using an FSC cutoff of 0.5. At the spatial
resolution achieved by this number of coefficients in the mathematical model, there is
no significant difference between the mean electron scattering intensities for PhIPro+ and
PhIPro−.

the cryo EM images, we treat the coefficients as random variables and estimate their

probability density function (pdf) from the cryo EM images. We choose to describe the

coefficients using the simplest pdf, which is a Gaussian. When using a Gaussian pdf to

describe the vector of Fourier coefficients, estimating the pdf is equivalent to estimating

the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the coefficient vector. We assume that

the coefficient vectors for different instances of the particle (corresponding to different

boxed images) are independent realizations from this pdf. Therefore, each instance of
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Figure 2.2: Heterogeneity is characterized by the standard deviation s(x). Histograms
of s(x) for voxels in the capsid set C defined in Section 2.6.5 are displayed as fractions
of the total number of voxels in C on a logarithmic scale for both PhIPro+ and PhIPro−

and clearly demonstrate that the PhIPro− structure has greater heterogeneity. The spatial
distribution of heterogeneity is not visualized in this figure but is shown in detail in later
figures.

the particle has a different intensity and we denote the intensity of the ith instance by

ρi(x) where x is a 3-D location in real space. If the variances are small then each co-

efficient almost always takes a numerical value near its mean and all instances of the

particle are nearly identical. However, if the variances are large, then different instances

of the particle can have coefficients that are far from the mean of the coefficients and

therefore the ensemble of instances is heterogeneous.

Because the Fourier coefficients are random variables, the electron scattering inten-

sity described by the series is also random. Because the Fourier coefficients are Gaus-

sian and the relationship between the coefficients and the electron scattering intensity is

linear, the electron scattering intensity is also Gaussian. Because the intensity is Gaus-

sian it is completely described by its first- and second-order statistics. The first-order

statistics are the mean which is the average value of the electron scattering intensity at a

particular location in real space and is denoted by ρ̄(x) where x is the 3-D location in real

space. The mean is the structure solution. To simplify the presentation of the second-
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(a) The four curves show the
spherical average, s̄(x), for
Stacks 1 and 2 for PhIPro+ and for
PhIPro− (Section 2.6.5 Item 3)

(b) After averaging the results for
Stacks 1 and 2 for PhIPro+ and
for PhIPro−, the one curve shows
the fraction difference of the
spherical average (d̄(x)), specif-
ically, (PhIPro−-PhIPro+)/PhIPro+

(Section 2.6.5 Item 4)

Figure 2.3: The radial distribution of heterogeneity as described by the square root of
the spherical average of the variance. Several radii are marked. The largest and smallest
radii of the atomic coordinates from the x-ray crystallography structure of Prohead-
I [37] (3p8q) are 268Å and 193Å. The smallest radius of the pseudo-atomic coordinates
from the cryo EM structure [102], which includes 20% of the δ-domain, is 160Å. The
radius of the inner surface of the region of highest heterogeneity is 93Å (see also Fig-
ure 2.6(b)). The heterogeneity of PhIPro− is substantially greater than the heterogeneity
of PhIPro+ at all radii. The amount by which the heterogeneity of PhIPro− exceeds the
heterogeneity of PhIPro+, which is most clearly visualized in the fractional plot, reaches
a maximum at about a radius of 120Å. This is potentially the radius at which the pro-
tease (which is nonfunctional in the PhIPro+ particles) associates with the δ-domain and
thereby reduces its heterogeneity.

order statistics, we define the deviation of the intensity function for the ith particle from

the mean by δi(x) = ρi(x) − ρ̄(x). The second-order statistics are the covariance which

is the average value of the product of the deviation at two possibly different locations

in real space and is denoted by Cρ(x1, x2) where x1 and x2 are the 3-D locations in real

space. The covariance is the characterization of heterogeneity. We specialize the co-

variance function to the variance function (denoted by v(x)), which is the average of the

deviation squared at location x, i.e., v(x) = Cρ(x, x). We display the standard deviation
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(a) PhIPro+ (b) PhIPro−

Different colorbars (markings scaled by 104)
for each visualization

(c) PhIPro+ (d) PhIPro−

Same colorbar (markings scaled by 104) for
both visualizations

Figure 2.4: Visualization of the heterogeneity by painting a surface of the mean elec-
tron scattering intensity (which is the structure) with colors determined by the standard
deviation (which is the characterization of heterogeneity). The PhIPro− structure has
substantially greater heterogeneity than the PhIPro+ structure which is emphasized in the
second row of visualizations where both visualizations share the same colorbar. Visual-
izations are computed by USCF Chimera [79].

function, which is the square root of the variance function, i.e., s(x) =
√

v(x), because

the mean and the standard deviation have the same units.

Our mathematical model of the electron scattering intensity is more general than

is described in the previous two paragraphs. In particular, we allow multiple discrete

classes of particle and then, within each class, we describe each instance of the particle

as in the previous two paragraphs where the mean and variance of the coefficients are

different for different classes. Because we do not need these features for the HK97
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(a) From outside looking at the
particle’s center

(b) From the side with the inner
surface below.

Figure 2.5: Visualization of the heterogeneity by painting ribbon diagrams with colors
determined by the standard deviation for PhIPro− minus the standard deviation for PhIPro+

(Section 2.6.5 Item 6). In the side view the δ-domains from [102] are seen extending
inward toward the center of the particle and have much larger heterogeneity in PhIPro−

than in PhIPro+ as is shown by the red color. Panels (a) and (b) share the same colorbar.
Visualizations are computed by USCF Chimera [79].

example, they are not mentioned in the remainder of this chapter.

The Fourier series of x-ray crystallography is usually a sum of coefficients times sine

and cosine basis functions where location in 3-D space is described by rectangular co-

ordinates that match the space group geometry. For cryo EM the most common choices

for coordinate system and family of basis functions are rectangular coordinates that are

perpendicular and voxel values which are equivalent to basis functions that have value

1 inside and 0 outside of a particular voxel. Our calculations use spherical coordinates

and harmonic basis functions. The theory described in [103] will work for any choice of

coordinate system and any choice of basis functions. The spherical coordinate system

and harmonic basis functions described in this work have some advantages:

1. If the particle has rotational symmetry, then the symmetry can be imposed ex-

actly and without requiring any constraints on the coefficients which simplifies

the optimization problem implied by the maximum likelihood criteria.
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(a) Surface of the PhIPro− structure
(b) Central cross section perpen-
dicular to a 5-fold symmetry axis
of the PhIPro− structure

Figure 2.6: The mean electron scattering intensity (which is the structure) of PhIPro−

colored by the standard deviation of PhIPro− minus the standard deviation of PhIPro+. As
is shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.4, the mean electron scattering intensities of PhIPro+ and
PhIPro− are very similar. The four lines on the positive horizontal axis in Panel (b) labeled
“(1)”–“(4)” are at the same radii marked “268Å”, “193Å”, “160Å”, and “93Å”, respec-
tively, in Figure 2.3. The radii of the x-ray crystallography atomic coordinates [37] lie
between labels (1) and (2), the radii of the additional pseudo-atomic coordinates fit into
the cryo EM map [102] that represent approximately 20% of the δ-domain lie between
labels (2) and (3), and the largest values of the difference in the standard deviation of
PhIPro− minus the standard deviation of PhIPro+ lie between labels (3) and (4). Panels (a)
and (b) share the same colorbar (markings scaled by 104). Visualizations are computed
by USCF Chimera [79].

2. The resulting electron scattering intensity in real space is a smooth function of

location and can be sampled at any sampling interval.

3. For particles that are more tightly fit by a sphere than by a cube, which is the case

for many virus particles, a 3-D array of voxels in rectangular coordinates places

voxels in the corners of the cube which are known to be empty. On the other hand,

the spherical coordinate system and harmonic basis functions described here have

the emptiness of the corners built into the definition of the functions. Therefore the

same number of coefficients may give higher resolution in the spherical coordinate
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Figure 2.7: The standard deviation of PhIPro− minus the standard deviation of PhIPro+

plotted as a function of amino acid residue number for the average of the 7 peptides. The
standard deviation maps are evaluated at the locations of the Cα atoms. The locations
of the Cα atoms are taken from the combined x-ray and cryo EM structure of HK97.
This combined structure includes 20% of the δ-domain, which is disordered in the x-ray
structure [102], but does not include the inner 80% of the δ-domain.

system using harmonic basis functions than in the rectangular coordinate system

using voxels.

An important advantage for a 3-D array of voxels in rectangular coordinates is the ex-

istence of FFT algorithms which reduce computational costs. However, though less

highly developed, similar algorithms exist for the spherical coordinate system and har-

monic basis functions [86].

The mathematical model of the image formation process

The standard first-order image formation theory [17, 57, 100] is used. In summary, the

mathematical model of the image formation process includes the following components:

1. The 3-D electron scattering intensity is projected in a random direction.
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2. The 2-D projection is transformed by the contrast transfer function which de-

scribes the optics of the microscope.

3. The projected location of the center of the particle is translated from the center of

the boxed image by a random 2-D vector.

4. The image is corrupted by additive noise.

In 2-D and 3-D reciprocal spaces, the corresponding mathematics for the noise-free

image (i.e., no Item 4) is

Υi(κ) = exp(i2πχT
0,iκ)G(κ)Pi

R−1
αi,βi,γi

 κ0

 (2.6)

where

1. κ is the 2-D spatial-frequency vector in 2-D image reciprocal space.

2. Υi(κ) is the ith image in 2-D reciprocal space.

3. exp(i2πχT
0,iκ) is the translation by amount χ0,i (a 2-D vector in 2-D image real

space) for the ith image of the projected location of the center of the particle

relative to the center of the boxed image.

4. G(κ) is the contrast transfer function.

5. k is the 3-D spatial-frequency vector in 3-D reciprocal space.

6. Pi(k) is the ith particle in 3-D reciprocal space (Pi(k) is the 3-D Fourier transform

of ρi(x)).

7. (αi, βi, γi) are the Euler angles that describe the projection direction of the ith

particle.

8. Rαi,βi,γi is the 3 × 3 rotation matrix implied by the Euler angles.

9. Pi

R−1
αi,βi,γi

 κ0

 is the projection described by the projection-slice theorem.
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Combining the mathematical models of the particle and the image formation pro-

cess

Combining the mathematical models of Section 2.6.1 for the 3-D particle and Sec-

tion 2.6.1 for the image formation process gives the complete mathematical model.

Three important transformations are linear:

1. The transformation from coefficients to real-space electron scattering intensity is

linear.

2. The transformation from 3-D real-space electron scattering intensity to 3-D

reciprocal-space electron scattering intensity (i.e., the 3-D Fourier transform) is

linear.

3. The transformation from 3-D reciprocal-space electron scattering intensity to 2-D

reciprocal-space image is linear.

Therefore, if yi is the ith image arrayed as a vector and ci are the coefficients of the ith

particle arrayed as a vector, there must be a matrix L(θi = (αi, βi, γi)) such that

yi = L(θi)ci + wi (2.7)

where wi is the additive noise and we have assumed that the particle center is projected

to the center of the image so that χ0,i = 0.

The elements of the matrix L (Eq. 2.7) are described in this paragraph. We describe

only the case that we use: spherical coordinates and harmonic basis functions. The

spherical coordinates are x = (x, θ, φ) = (x, x/x) where the number x is the magnitude of

the vector x. The harmonic basis functions are a product of angular basis functions (that

are linear combinations of spherical harmonics) and radial basis functions. Therefore, if
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the electron scattering intensity is denoted by ρ(x), then

ρ(x) =

∞∑
l=0

Nl−1∑
n=0

∞∑
p=1

cl,n,phl,p(x)Ψl,n(θ, φ) (2.8)

where Ψl,n(·, ·) is a real-valued linear combination of spherical harmonics (denoted by

Yl,m(·, ·) with degree l and order m) of the same degree l, hl,p(·) is a real-valued radial

basis function, and cl,n,p is a real-valued coefficient. Using [40, Eq. 16.127], which re-

lates the complex exponential in rectangular coordinates to an infinite series in spherical

Bessel functions and spherical harmonics which are both functions of the corresponding

spherical coordinates, it is possible to symbolically compute the 3-D Fourier transform

of ρ(x), which is denoted by P(k). In particular, if k = (k, θ′, φ′) = (k,k/k) where the

number k is the magnitude of the vector k then

P(k) =

∞∑
l=0

Nl−1∑
n=0

∞∑
p=1

cl,n,p(−i)lHl,p(k)Ψl,n(θ′, φ′) (2.9)

where Hl,p(·) is the real-valued spherical Hankel transform of hl,p(·). The (q, q′) element

of L is defined by the qth 2-D reciprocal-space location denoted by κq (which is a 2-

D vector with magnitude κq) and the q′th coefficient denoted by clq′ ,nq′ ,pq′ . The (q, q′)

element of L has value

Lq,q′(θ = (α, β, γ)) = G(κq)Hlq′ ,pq′ (κq)Ψlq′ ,nq′ (R
−1
α,β,γ(κ

T
q , 0)T/κq). (2.10)

Since spherical harmonics are defined by

Yl,m(θ, φ) = Nl,mPl,m(cos θ) exp(imφ) (2.11)

where Nl,m is a normalizer and Pl,m(·) is an associated Legendre function, evaluation of

Ψl,n(·, ·) requires evaluation of Pl,m(·).

Statistical assumptions

The vector of coefficients for the ith particle is denoted by ci and is assumed to be Gaus-

sian with mean vector c̄ and covariance matrix V which are both unknown parameters.
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The vector of additive Gaussian noise for the image of the ith particle is denoted by wi

and is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix Q = λ2I where I

is the identity matrix and λ2 is an unknown parameter. The probability density function

(pdf) for the projection orientation of the ith particle (the orientation is denoted by θi)

is uniform over all orientations. All of the random variables are independent and the

random variables are identically distributed for each image. The fact that ci and wi are

jointly Gaussian is important for practical computations since then the linear combina-

tion of ci and wi indicated in Eq. 2.7 is conditionally Gaussian.

2.6.2 Maximum likelihood estimator

At a qualitative level, the goal is to partition the variability of the images into several

causes: the structure (c̄), the heterogeneity of the structure (V), the projection orientation

of each image (θi = (αi, βi, γi) where i indexes the images), and the pixel noise (λ2). At

a quantitative level, the goal is to compute numerical values of the parameters c̄, V , and

λ2 from the cryo EM image data. The structure solution is determined by c̄ and the

heterogeneity is characterized by V .

A simpler problem than the situation of this work is a problem without a projection

operation, without a contrast transfer function (CTF), and without pixel noise, i.e., sim-

plify Eq. 2.7 to yi = ci. This is a standard statistical problem described as parameter

estimation for a Gaussian mixture model [82, 70]. Our calculation is a generalization

because of the need to include the projection operation, the CTF, and the pixel noise,

i.e., yi = L(θi)ci + wi which is Eq. 2.7.

A maximum likelihood (ML) estimator is an estimator that selects, from among all

possible parameter values, the specific values that maximize the conditional probability
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density function (pdf) of the data given the parameters which is called the likelihood.

Therefore, in order to compute an ML estimate, it is necessary to solve an optimization

problem. We are unable to symbolically compute the parameter values that maximize

the likelihood function described in this work so we compute the parameter values nu-

merically. The algorithm that is used is a so-called expectation-maximization (E-M)

algorithm. Such algorithms are iterative and each iteration consists of computing an

expectation and then maximizing the expectation with respect to the parameter values.

E-M algorithms are defined by the likelihood and by a definition of so-called nuisance

variables. The nuisance variables are additional information that would simplify the

ML estimator but which are not available. In our problem, the nuisance variables are

the projection orientation of each image. The expectation step is the computation of

an expectation (i.e., an average) of a conditional likelihood with respect to the nuisance

variables. The expectation is computed numerically and is the major computational bur-

den in the program. In the maximization step, the maximization over c̄ can be done

symbolically after computing one set of expectation integrals, resulting in low cost cal-

culations, but the maximization over λ2 and V must be done numerically, which requires

repeated computations of the expectation integrals.

Our software actually uses a generalized E-M algorithm because the dynamic range

of the different parameters is different and because joint update formulas for all param-

eters are not available. In addition, the current version of our software assumes that the

covariance matrix V is diagonal.
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2.6.3 Algorithm for the maximum likelihood estimator

The principles of the structure determination and characterization of heterogene-

ity were described in Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. These principles were used previ-

ously [15, 112, 119, 103] but we have improved the algorithm implementing the princi-

ples of Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 in order to reduce the computational cost: more efficient

linear algebra, adaptive integration, and superior optimization algorithms. These im-

provements, which are described in the following subsections, have led to decreasing

computation by a factor of 2–3 for equivalent quality results.

Linear algebra

Because of the Gaussian statistical assumptions discussed in Section 2.6.1, the maxi-

mum likelihood estimator must compute the determinant of covariance matrices. Be-

cause a covariance matrix is Hermitian symmetric and positive semidefinite, a Cholesky

factorization [29] exists. Both in theory and in profiling results, the change from the

more general LU factorization [29] used previously to the Cholesky factorization saves

a factor of 2 in the determinant part of the computation.

Optimization

The optimization required by the maximum likelihood estimator is improved relative

to the process described in [103, Algorithm 1]. Using a generalized expectation-

maximization algorithm, the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the coefficients,

denoted by c̄ and V respectively, and the additive noise variance, denoted by λ2, are op-

timized alternately. The optimization of V is initiated by the first convergence of c̄ and

the overall iteration terminates when c̄ converges twice successively. The optimization
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of V is reformed such that instead of restarting the optimization each time c̄ converges,

V is updated based on the most recent optimization results.

Adaptive integration and the cost of computing L

The integration measure in the expectation step of the maximum likelihood algorithm

is the conditional pdf on the nuisance variables (the projection orientations) conditional

on the data and the current values of the parameters being estimated (which define the

particle’s structure and characterize its heterogeneity). Testing in realistic problems with

experimental data indicates that the pdf is quite peaked. For instance, only 1–5% of the

integration abscissas have a pdf value that is no less than 0.001 of the peak value of the

pdf. Using only this subset of abscissas is the adaptive integration rule and leads to an

overall decrease in computation time of a factor of 2.

The fundamental reason why the speed up is not greater, e.g., on the order of 20

since less than 5% of the abscissas are used, is due to the efficiency of the original

code. In the original code, L was computed at each abscissa, used on all images in a

Matlab matrix-matrix calculation, and then discarded. Therefore, because the projection

orientations in the entire data set are roughly uniformly distributed, all values of L must

still be computed and it is actually the computation of L rather than the use of L that

represents the larger computational cost. Investigating the cost of computing L lead

to the fact that the cost is primarily for computing the associated Legendre functions

Pl,m(·). Computing Pl,m(·) is done by a 2-term recursion in the order m so all orders from

m = 0 to m = l are computed (negative orders are unnecessary). However, for problems

with icosahedral symmetry, only orders m = 5µwith µ a nonnegative integer are needed.

Therefore a set of Pl,m(·) that is almost large enough to solve a no-symmetry problem

is computed (Pl,m(·) for l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 23, 29} are not needed
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at all in a icosahedrally-symmetric problem) even though the problem has symmetry.

While this fact does not help when solving an icosahedrally-symmetric problem, it does

mean that the current transition to no-symmetry problems will be less computationally

expensive than it initially appears to be.

The connection between adaptive integration and a priori knowledge

In many cases this structure determination algorithm is used to compute a second struc-

ture after a traditional structure determination, which assumes that all particles within

a particular class are identical, has already been performed. The traditional structure

determination will provide estimates of the projection orientation for each image. In

this situation, adaptive integration can be interpreted as exploiting this a priori projec-

tion orientation information. It then becomes important to consider how many images

are misoriented and by how much which is closely related to how often the subset of

retained abscissas should be recomputed as the iterative expectation-maximization al-

gorithm progresses. Define the projection orientation of an image as the Euler angles

of the integration abscissa for which the conditional pdf of Section 2.6.3 is maximal.

When using the algorithm described in this chapter without any a priori information on

realistic problems with experimental data, only about 10% of the orientations change

from their first non-trivial value to their converged value. Following [38, Eq. 21], define

a measure of difference between two 3 × 3 rotation matrices, denoted by R1 and R2, by

d(R1,R2) = ‖I3 − R1RT
2 ‖ where ‖ · ‖ is the matrix norm induced by the Euclidean vector

norm (the largest singular value). For any choice of R1 and R2, it can be shown that

0 ≤ d(R1,R2) ≤ 2. A histogram of d(Rinitial,Rfinal) for a typical calculation is shown in

Figure 2.8. Clearly the calculation allowing each particle to have a different vector of

Fourier series coefficients has a large impact on the projection orientation estimates of a
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Figure 2.8: Histogram of the distance measure between the initial and final orientations.
Only the 118 particles (out of 1200 particles) that change orientation are included in the
histogram. The orientations were described by the 3 × 3 rotation matrices denoted by
Rinitial and Rfinal. The distance measure is d(Rinitial,Rfinal) defined in Section 2.6.3 and
takes values between 0 and 2. The initial orientation is from a homogeneous structure
in which all particles are required to have the same structure and the final orientation is
from the heterogeneous structure. The images are from PhIPro+.

subset of the images.

2.6.4 Pre-processing of the cryo EM images

The structure determination calculations are in reciprocal space. Therefore, the first step

is to transform the 2-D real-space images into 2-D reciprocal-space images by applying a

2-D FFT. Each 2-D reciprocal-space image pixel contains information about the particle

and about the background surrounding the particle. In order to minimize the contribution

of the background to heterogeneity, the images were truncated to a square that was a tight

fit around the particle before the 2-D FFTs were computed. No other preprocessing was

performed on the boxed images of [102].
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2.6.5 Post-processing

The key results of the calculation are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the vector

of coefficients. The mean and covariance are denoted by c̄ and V , respectively, and the

maximum likelihood estimates by ˆ̄c and V̂ , respectively. From these results, the mean

and variance maps as a function of 3-D position in real space, denoted by ρ̄(x) and v(x),

can be computed from [103, Eqs. 29–32] where the true values of c̄ and V are replaced

by their maximum likelihood estimates ˆ̄c and V̂ , respectively. The mean is the structure

and the variance characterizes the heterogeneity of the structure. As was described in

Section 2.6.1, we generally display the standard deviation, which is the square root of

the variance, because the standard deviation has the same units as the mean.

Correction of the hand of the structure

Because only one image is recorded per instance of the particle, the structure can have

either hand. Even at low resolution, the hand of the structure can be checked because

HK97 has a T = 7l surface lattice, not a T = 7d surface lattice. If necessary, we

first correct the hand of the structure. In 3-D real space the two hands are related by

ρ′(x) = ρ(−x) (ρ(x) is defined in Eq. 2.8) while in 3-D reciprocal space the two hands

are related by P′(k) = P∗(k) (P(x) is defined in Eq. 2.9). The transformation between

the two hands can be computed by transforming c̄l,n,p to c̄′l,n,p by

c̄′l,n,p =


c̄l,n,p, l even

−c̄l,n,p, l odd
(2.12)

without changing the covariance matrix V . In other words, when the Gaussian pdf for

the vector of Fourier coefficients has mean vector c̄ and covariance matrix V then the

particle with the transformed hand has a pdf with mean vector c̄′ and covariance matrix

V .
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Jointly scaling the structure of PhIPro+ and PhIPro−

The sets of boxed images for PhIPro+ and PhIPro− particles were recorded separately

and were not scaled together. Instead, we scale the structures, i.e., scale the means of

the electron scattering intensities. We first determine the capsid region for a pair of

structures by the following steps: (1) For each structure, we determine which voxels fall

in an annulus from radius 190Å to 280Å. (2) For each structure, we define a set which

includes all voxels in (1) with mean value greater than 10% of the peak mean value in

(1). (3) The capsid for this pair of structures is defined as the intersection of the two sets

resulting from (2). Denote the intersection region by C. We then apply a linear scaling.

Let ρ0(x) be the reference structure and let ρ1(x) be the structure that will be scaled to

the reference structure. The scaled version of ρ1(x), which is denoted by ρ′1(x) is defined

by ρ′1(x) = gρ1(x) where g is the gain. The gain is determined by correlation over the

region C of the capsid. Specifically,

g = arg min
g

∫
C

(ρ̄0(x) − gρ̄1(x))2dx (2.13)

=

∑
x∈C

ρ̄0(x)ρ̄1(x)∑
x∈C

ρ̄2
1(x)

. (2.14)

This scaling is asymmetric between ρ̄0(x) and ρ̄1(x) and we have chosen to use the first

PhIPro− structure as the reference structure (ρ̄0(x) in Eq. 2.13) and scale the other three

structures to this reference structure. Once the scaling g is determined based on the

mean, it is also applied to the variance by v′(x) = g2v(x) and to the standard deviation

by s′(x) = |g|s(x).
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Computing resolution

The spatial resolution achieved by the structure is determined from the Fourier Shell

Correlation (FSC) between two structures (i.e., two mean electron scattering intensities)

computed from two non-overlapping sets of images of either type of particle. FSC is

defined in 3-D reciprocal space [112, Eq. 24] and can be computed, taking advantage

of our use of the spherical coordinate system and harmonic basis functions, by [112,

Eq. 22–25]:

FSC(k) =

∫
P̄(k)[P̄′(k)]∗dΩ√∫
|P̄(k)|2dΩ

∫
|P̄′(k)|2dΩ

(2.15)

=
S P̄,P̄′(k)√

S P̄,P̄(k)S P̄′,P̄′(k)
(2.16)

S P̄,P̄′(k) =

∫
P̄(k)[P̄′(k)]∗dΩ (2.17)

=

lmax∑
l=0

Nl−1∑
n=0

pmax∑
p=1

pmax∑
p′=1

c̄l,n,pc̄′l,n,p′Hl,p(k)Hl,p′(k) (2.18)

where P̄(k) and P̄′(k) are the 3-D reciprocal-space scattering intensities of two struc-

tures and dΩ = sin θdθdφ. Compared to using a standardized software package such

as EMAN2 [97], using a symbolic formula as specified in Eq. 2.18 make it possible to

evaluate exact FSC values by straightforward numerical calculations. Furthermore, the

energies of the two structures, denoted by S P,P(k) and S P′,P′(k) in Eq. 2.16, can be deter-

mined as well using Eq. 2.18 with c̄l,n,p = c̄′l,n,p. The energy curves indicate what is the

relevant part of the FSC curves since an FSC curve is not relevant at spatial frequencies

where the structures have negligible energy. A symmetrical moving average low-pass

filter is applied to the FSC curves. Note that FSC is not effected by the linear scaling

that is described in Section 2.6.5.
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Visualization and understanding of the mean and standard deviation maps

We apply several methods to understand the mean electron scattering intensity map

(which is the structure) and the standard deviation map (which characterizes the hetero-

geneity). All of these calculations are applied to the maps after scaling as is described

in Section 2.6.5.

1. We compute histograms of the standard deviation map s(x) for both types of par-

ticle where the histogram is computed over the region C of the capsid which was

also used in the calculation of the gain in Section 2.6.5.

2. We use UCSF Chimera [79] to make surface images where the shape of the sur-

face is determined by the mean electron scattering intensity which is the structure

and the color of the surface is determined by the standard deviation which is the

measure of heterogeneity.

3. We make plots of the square root of the spherical average of the variance, i.e.,

s̄(x) =

√
1

4π

∫
v(x)dΩ, (2.19)

which can be evaluated by using [103, Eq. 37]. This is particularly important for

HK97 because the viral protease molecules are known to be located at the inner

surface of the capsid.

4. We make plots of the fractional difference of the spherical average of the variance

between the two types of particle, i.e.,

d̄(x) =
s̄(1)(x) − s̄(2)(x)

1
R2−R1

∫ R2

x=R1

1
4π

∫
Ω

s̄(2)(x)xdxdΩ
(2.20)

where R1 = 50Å and R2 = 280Å for the problem of this chapter.

5. If available, we make use of atomic resolution structures. In particular, for each

atom of a PDB file we replace the B factor by the value of the standard deviation
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at the position of that atom. Then, using UCSF Chimera [79], we make ribbon

diagrams showing how the standard deviation varies along the path of the peptide.

This is important for HK97 for which several x-ray crystallographic structures are

known, including the structure for Prohead-I [37] (3p8q).

6. When atomic resolution structures are available, we also make ribbon diagrams

colored by the difference of the two standard deviation maps.

2.6.6 A one-dimensional example with features of PhIPro+ and

PhIPro−

A simplified example is described in this section that has some of the features of the

PhIPro+ and PhIPro− case. The simplification is that the example is one dimensional,

there is no projection operation, the CTF is one at all spatial frequencies, and the loca-

tion of the origin in the one-dimensional measurement is known. Therefore, the equation

yi = L(θi)ci + wi (Eq. 2.7) is replaced by yi = ci + wi. Furthermore, yi and ci represent

the real-space one-dimensional signals rather than the reciprocal-space image and the

Fourier series coefficients, respectively. In this case the mean (which is the real-space

structure) and the variance map (which characterizes the real-space heterogeneity) can

be estimated as the sample statistics of yi. The synthetic one-dimensional signals for

the two classes, analogous to PhIPro+ and PhIPro−, are defined to have the same mean

but different variances. For a 300Å particle with a sampling interval of 8Å and 1000

one-dimensional measurements, Figure 2.9 shows sample one-dimensional images, the

resulting mean (which is the structure) and the resulting variance map (which charac-

terizes the heterogeneity). The two structures are essentially the same, differing only

due to noise. However, the two variance maps are very different. Essentially, as in the
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Example one-dimensional images for each type of particle
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The two variance maps, which show large differences

Figure 2.9: Synthetic one-dimensional example.

case of PhIPro+ and PhIPro−, the differences between the two types of particle are in the

heterogeneity and not in the structure.
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CHAPTER 3

SINGLE PARTICLE CRYO EM RECONSTRUCTION FOR MATERIALS

SCIENCE

In Chapter 2 we describe 3-D reconstructions for biological nanoscale objects. As is

described in the current chapter, such reconstructions are also of importance for syn-

thetic nanoscale objects. Nanoscale objects with highly symmetrical cage-like poly-

hedral shapes, often with icosahedral symmetry, have recently been assembled us-

ing DNA [23, 22, 21], RNA [18], and proteins [50, 24] for biomedical applications.

These achievements relied on advances in the development of programmable self-

assembling biomaterials [84, 111, 47, 20], as well as rapidly developing single-particle

three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction techniques of cryo electron microscopy (cryo-

EM) images that provide high-resolution structural characterization of biological com-

plexes [118, 26, 13]. In contrast, such single-particle 3D reconstruction approaches have

not been successfully applied to help identify unknown synthetic inorganic nanomate-

rials with highly symmetrical cage-like shapes. In the work described in this chapter,

employing a combination of cryo-EM and single-particle 3D reconstruction, we suggest

the existence of isolated ultrasmall silica cages (silicages) with dodecahedral structure.

We hypothesize that this highly symmetric self-assembled cage forms via arrangement

of primary silica clusters in aqueous solutions on the surface of oppositely charged sur-

factant micelles. This discovery paves the way for such nanoscale cages from silica and

other inorganic materials to be used as building blocks for a wide range of advanced

functional materials applications. 1

1This chapter is based on “K. Ma, Y. Gong, T. Aubert, M. Z. Turker, T. Kao, P. C. Doerschuk and U.
Wiesner, Self- assembly of highly symmetrical, ultrasmall inorganic cages directed by surfactant micelles,
Nature, 558 (7711), 577-580, 2018.”
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3.1 Self-assembly of highly symmetrical, ultrasmall inorganic cages

directed by surfactant micelles

For the search of dodecahedral silica cage structures (Figure 3.1), we looked at the early

formation stages of surfactant micelle directed silica self-assembly [54]. Our synthe-

sis system contained cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) surfactant micelles and

tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) as a sol-gel silica precursor. Hydrophobic mesitylene

(TMB) was added into the aqueous CTAB micelle solution, increasing micelle size and

deformability [25]. TMOS was selected as the silica source due to its fast hydrolysis

rate in water, and the initial reaction pH was adjusted to 8.5. Following TMOS addi-

tion, its hydrolysis to silicic acid reduced the reaction pH to neutral [19, 67]. The low-

ered pH accelerated silane condensation, forming primary silica clusters with diameter

around 2 nm [8]. The negatively charged silica clusters were attracted to the positively

charged CTAB micelle surface, assembling into micelle templated nanostructures [54].

This experimental design, where fast hydrolysis and condensation of the silica precursor

quickly terminated the reaction process, allowed preservation of early formation stages

of micelle directed silica self-assembly [67]. In order to improve particle dispersity on

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids, low molar mass silane modified mono-

functional polyethylene glycol (PEG) was added into the solution one day prior to TEM

sample preparation, thereby covalently coating the accessible silica surface [68], yield-

ing PEGylated nanoparticles that could be further purified and isolated from the synthe-

sis solution. Narrowly size distributed particles were observed under TEM with average

diameter around 12 nm (Figure 3.2a and inset), consistent with silica structures wrapped

around TMB swollen CTAB micelles [25]. The detailed particle structure was difficult

to identify, however. Therefore, TEM samples were subsequently plasma etched on

carbon grids for five seconds prior to imaging to remove excess organic chemicals (e.g.
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PEG-silane), otherwise contributing to background noise. To further improve the signal-

to-noise ratio, a series of images were acquired of the same sample area and averaged.

Stripes and windows in zoomed-in images of individual particles became more clearly

recognizable, suggesting the presence of cage-like structures (Figure 3.2b and insets).

The study of thousands of such single particle TEM images revealed the prevalence of

two cage projections with two- and, in particular, five-fold symmetry, respectively (Fig-

ure 3.2c), too few to allow for a successful 3D reconstruction. We therefore shifted our

attention to cryo-EM characterization of the native reaction solution. The silica surface

PEGylation step was omitted as the high PEG concentration substantially increased radi-

ation sensitivity of the samples, resulting in difficulties obtaining clear cryo-EM images.

Cryo-EM provided direct visualization of particles in solution with arbitrary orientation,

i.e., without disturbances due to sample drying on TEM substrates, including structure

deflation. The background noise was significantly reduced as a result of the absence of

a TEM substrate as well as chemicals dried onto the substrate during sample prepara-

tion (Figure 3.2c). Although particle aggregation was occasionally observed in cryo-EM

(Figure 3.2d), individual silica nanoparticles with cage-like structures could always be

identified (Figure 3.2c and d). No particle aggregation was observed in dry-state TEM

of PEGylated particles, suggesting that particle aggregation observed by cryo-EM was

a reversible process that could be overcome via insertion of PEG chains. We manually

identified 19,000 single particle images from cryo-EM micrographs, clustered them and

averaged the images in each cluster in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio [97].

The averages showed different orientations of silica nanoparticles with cage-like struc-

tures, i.e. silicages (Figure 3.4a). Averages were identified that were consistent with se-

lected projections of a pentagonal dodecahedral cage (Figure 3.2c and Figure 3.4b). The

dodecahedral silicage (icosahedral point group, Ih, Figure 3.1) is the simplest of a set of

Voronoi polyhedra suggested to form the smallest structural units of multiple forms of
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mesoporous silica [106]. Although such highly symmetric ultrasmall silica cages have

never been isolated before, it seemed likely that this should be possible. Guided by this

structural insight, single-particle 3D reconstruction of silicages were performed using

the Hetero (Chapter 2) model-based maximum likelihood algorithm, in which a two-

class reconstruction was computed to overcome challenges associated with structural

heterogeneity and rotational icosahedral symmetry was imposed on both classes (Fig-

ure 3.4). One of the two-class reconstructions was a dodecahedral cage (Figure 3.3a and

b). Low intensity signal was identified inside the reconstructed cage, consistent with the

presence of TMB swollen CTAB micelles inside the silicage, whose electron density is

lower than silica but higher than the surrounding ice. The other class (i.e., non-cage)

did not provide an interpretable structure, likely due to heterogeneity in the structure

of the corresponding particles. Such two-class reconstructions were performed using

different numbers of single particle images (2000, 7000, and 10000) and yielded consis-

tent results. Single-class reconstructions were also performed, using only the images in

the class showing dodecahedral cages in two-class reconstructions, by the Hetero algo-

rithm. Equivalent two-class and single-class reconstructions were also performed by the

widely-used RELION 2.1 [87] system. Dodecahedral cage structures were obtained in

all these reconstructions (Figure 3.5). The resolution of the reconstructions was approx-

imately 2 nm [33] (Figure 3.6). Silica in these cages is amorphous at the atomic level,

which prevented atomic resolution in these reconstructions. The Hetero reconstruction

algorithm (Chapter 2) provided estimates of the projected orientation (i.e., three Euler

angles) for each experimental image, which were used to compute predicted projections.

Nine predicted projections and corresponding experimental images were manually clus-

tered, and averages were computed for each cluster (Figure 3.3c). The similarity of the

projections of the 3D reconstruction and the averaged experimental images supports the

dodecahedral cage structure. Furthermore, the theoretical probabilities of finding each
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of the nine projections (Figure 3.3c) were calculated based on the assumption that the

orientation of silicages in cryo-EM are random. The results were then compared to the

probabilities observed by single particle 3D reconstruction (Figure 3.7). The high con-

sistency between theoretical and experimental projection probabilities further supports

the dodecahedral cage reconstruction. While at this early point we can only speculate

about the exact formation mechanism of the observed silicage structure, there are clues

found in the details of the reconstruction. The vertices of the dodecahedral silicage

had a diameter around 2.4 nm (Figure 3.3b), only slightly larger than the diameter of

primary silica clusters, i.e., 2 nm [8]. The interstitial spacing between two nearby ver-

tices was estimated to be about 1.4 nm (i.e., edge length, 3.8 nm, minus diameter of

vertices, 2.4 nm, see Figure 3.3b), much smaller than the diameter of such clusters.

Bridges between vertices forming the edges of the dodecahedron were substantially

thinner than the size of the primary clusters (Figure 3.3a and b). This suggests that

negatively charged primary silica clusters formed in solution may start to come down

onto the positively charged micelle surface attracted by Coulomb interactions. As more

and more silica clusters assemble on the micelle surface, as a result of their repulsive

interactions and possible interactions with other micelles, they may move to the vertices

of a dodecahedron. Additional silane condensation onto the surface of growing clusters

may eventually lead to bridge formation resulting in the final observed cage structure

(Figure 3.3). The origin of icosahedral symmetry in viruses has been associated with

the energy minimization of two opposing interactions, repulsive interactions associated

with the bending rigidity and attractive hydrophobic interactions [113]. In a related way,

in addition to electrostatic interactions, deformation of the micelle surface around the

silica clusters may be another important contributor to the free energy in our system.

This is supported by experiments showing that the cage structures do not form in the

absence of TMB, which is expected to enhance micelle surface deformability. Micelle
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self-assembly directed cages like the dodecagonal structure described in this chapter

may therefore not be unique to amorphous silica, but may provide direct synthesis path-

ways to crystalline material cages. There are a number of important ramifications that

derive from our silicage discovery. For example, such cages are considered as individ-

ual structural units from which larger scale mesoporous silica is built up in a bottom-up

manner [25, 106]. However, since a dodecahedron cannot be used to generate a tessel-

lation of 3D space, other silica cage structures would be required. This motivates better

understanding of early formation pathways of surfactant directed silica self-assembly,

including the search for micelle directed ultrasmall silicages with other structures, and

from other materials. Furthermore, the chemical and practical value of this polyhedral

structure may prove extremely high. Considering the high versatility of silica surface

chemistry, and the ability to distinguish cage inside and outside via micelle directed syn-

thesis [67], one can readily conceive cage derivatives of many kinds, which may exhibit

unusual properties and be useful in applications ranging from catalysis to drug delivery.

For example, based on recent successes in clinical translation of ultrasmall fluorescent

silica nanoparticles with similar particle size and surface properties [80], a whole range

of novel diagnostic and therapeutic probes with drugs hidden in the inside of the cages

can be envisaged.

3.2 Particle reconstruction method

The Hetero model-based maximum likelihood algorithm described in Chapter 2 was

used which can simultaneously estimate: (1) a reconstruction for each type of particle

shown in the images, (2) the type of particle shown in each image, and (3) the projection

orientation for each image. Such joint estimation is a central feature of the algorithm

and is a natural approach to process data from complicated mixtures. The estimates
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Figure 3.1: Among the platonic solids, the dodecahedron best fills out its circumscribed
sphere, i.e. a sphere that passes through all its vertices (left). The inscribed sphere
passing through all facets (right) is shown for comparison.

Figure 3.2: (a), TEM images at low magnification of PEG-coated silicages on car-
bon substrate. The inset in (a) shows a zoomed-in image. (b), Averaged TEM image
using eleven images acquired of the same sample area of PEG-coated silicages with in-
sets showing representative individual structures at higher magnification. The sample
was plasma etched for five seconds prior to TEM characterization to reduce background
noise. (c), Comparison between silicages observed in TEM and cryo-EM with projec-
tions of simulated dodecahedral cages and models. (d), Cryo-EM images of silicages
without PEG coating. Scale bars in the insets in (b, c and d) are 5 nm.

in (2) and (3), which are based on 3D structure, are independent of the clustering of

2D images, which is based on pixel values (e.g., Figure 3.4). In addition to the Hetero

algorithm, the widely used RELION 2.1 [87] system was applied to compute equivalent

two-class and single-class reconstructions. The images were corrected for the CTF by

phase flipping.
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Figure 3.3: (a and b), Dodecahedral silicage reconstruction result (a) and its three most
unique projections along the two-, three- and five-fold symmetry axes (b). The average
dimensions of silicages were estimated based on the reconstructed dodecahedral silicage
(b). (c), Representative comparison of nine unique projections from the reconstruction
and cryo-EM cluster averages with projections of a 3D dodecahedral cage model (top
row in c). Corresponding single cryo-EM images are displayed at the bottom in (c)
highlighting the difference between raw data and reconstruction. Scale bar in (c) is 10
nm. Visualizations in panels (a) and (b) are by UCSF Chimera [79].

Figure 3.4: (a), 19,000 single particle cryo-EM images were sorted into 100 clus-
ters [97]. (b), Some of the projections (examples highlighted in a) exhibited features
similar to projections of dodecahedral cage structure obtained by simulation. Also
shown are projection models. The scale bars are 10 nm.
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Figure 3.5: Dodecahedral silicage reconstruction result [87] (a) and its three most
unique projections along the two-, three- and five-fold symmetry axes (b). The recon-
struction was obtained from a single-class calculation run by RELION 2.1 using the
same set of single particle images as was used in the class of the dodecahedral cage
shown in Figure 3a. Visualization is by UCSF Chimera [79].
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Figure 3.6: CTFFIND4.1.8 [83] was used to estimate defocus for individual micro-
graphs or set of micrographs with results consistent with the nominal defocus values of
1 to 2 microns. (a), Contrast transfer function (CTF) for defocus 1.98 microns. Since
the first zero-crossing of CTF occurs at 0.44 nm−1, the CTF has little effect on recon-
structions unless the resolution is greater than 1/0.44 = 2.27 nm. (b), Fourier Shell
Correlation (FSC) [33] computed by standard package [97] for two Hetero reconstruc-
tions that are independent starting at the level of separate sets of images each containing
2000 images (i.e., gold standard FSC). The resolution implied by the FSC curve (at 0.5
threshold) is 1/0.99 = 1.01 nm. The intensity cubes were processed via soft-thresholding
as suggested in [1]. (c), Energy function for the same pair of reconstructions as in (b).
Energy is the spherical average of the squared magnitude of the reciprocal-space elec-
tron scattering intensity, where the denominator of FSC is the square root of a product
of two Energy functions, one for each reconstruction. The observations that Energy
has dropped by more than 10−3 times its peak value and the character of the curve has
become oscillatory and more slowly decreasing, both by 0.44 nm−1, indicates that the
resolution implied by the FSC curve (at 0.5 threshold) is exaggerated (see Chapter 2 and
that a more conservative resolution is 1/0.44 = 2.27 nm. d, FSC computed by a standard
package [97] for two RELION 2.1 reconstructions computed from the same images as
the reconstructions in (b), from which the resolution (at 0.5 threshold) is estimated to be
around 1/0.50 = 2.00 nm.
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Figure 3.7: (a), Orientation dependence of silicage projections. The orientations, at
which the nine different silicage projections (right panel) can be seen, are calculated,
and manually mapped on a surface of a dodecahedron (left panel). The orientations,
corresponding to different projections, are assigned to different colors. (b), Probability
analysis for different silicage projections. The probability of imaging a particular pro-
jection in EM is estimated by dividing that subset of the surface area of a sphere which
contains the orientations that correspond to the specific projection, by the total surface
area of the sphere (a). (c), Experimental probability of different silicage projections.
The probability of each projection is calculated by dividing the number of the single
particle images assigned to the specific silicage projection via 3D reconstruction by the
overall number of silicage single particle images. The error bars in c are standard de-
viations calculated from three projection distributions, which were obtained from three
independent reconstruction runs using different sets of single particle images, respec-
tively.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERATIVE MECHANCIAL MODEL FOR UNDERSTANDING

TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF PARTICLES

Cryo electron microscopy records essentially projection images of each of many in-

stances of a nano bio object. This data allows reconstruction of a stochastic model of the

object, i.e., the mean and covariance functions of the electron scattering intensity of the

object. Understanding the covariance function, which characterizes the heterogeneity of

the instances of the object, is challenging because the covariance function is not wide-

sense stationary but instead depends separately on the two three-dimensional positions.

This chapter describes a method, qualitatively motivated by fluctuation-dissipation the-

ory, for estimating a spring-and-mass mechanical model of the object. Then, from the

model, a wide range of properties of the object can be understood, such as normal modes

of vibration. 1

4.1 Introduction

Cryo electron microscopy (cryo EM) [41] uses transmission electron microscopy to

record one image of each of 103–106 instances of a biological macromolecular com-

plex where each image is roughly a 2-D projection image of the 3-D electron scattering

intensity of the complex. With a favorable complex and current microscopes and di-

rect electron detectors, resolution of 3Å can be achieved, which rivals the resolution

of macromolecular x-ray crystal diffraction structures. In x-ray crystallography, the in-

stances of the complex are locked in a crystal array and have contacts with adjacent

instances which do not exist in their natural environment. Therefore the opportunities
1This chapter is based on “Y. Gong, and P. C. Doerschuk, 3-D understanding of electron microscopy

images of nano bio objects by computing generative mechanical models, ICIP, 2016.”
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for individualized motion of complexes are limited and this limitation is necessary if

the data is to be suitable for a 2–3Å reconstruction since every instance of the complex

contributes to all the data. In contrast, the instances of the complex in cryo EM are in

aqueous solution until they are snap frozen at greater than 105 degrees Kelvin per sec-

ond [14] to the temperature of liquid nitrogen. In this freezing, large-scale slow-speed

motions of the complex are frozen in place and are then imaged. The great majority of

current cryo EM studies disregard this heterogeneity of the complexes and produce a sin-

gle deterministic structure though alternatives exist [76, 93, 115, 77, 90, 62, 46, 42, 95].

We have developed [119] and demonstrated [103, 98, 30] (1) a statistical model

in which the electron scattering intensity (ρ(x)) of the complex is described as an or-

thonormal expansion with coefficients (c) that are jointly Gaussian random variables,

(2) a maximum likelihood estimator for the mean vector (c̄) and covariance matrix (V)

of the random variables, (3) an expectation-maximization algorithm for solving the max-

imization problem, and (4) a Matlab software system for computing the estimates. The

results are estimates of c̄ and V , denoted by ˆ̄c and V̂ . Since ρ(x) is a Gaussian stochas-

tic process it is completely described by its mean function (ρ̄(x)) and covariance func-

tion (Cρ(x1, x2)). The estimates of ρ̄(x) and Cρ(x1, x2) can be computed from ˆ̄c and V̂

via [119, Eqs. 16 and 18]:

ˆ̄ρ(x) =

Nc∑
τ=1

ˆ̄cτφτ(x) (4.1)

Ĉρ(x1, x2) =

Nc∑
τ1=1

Nc∑
τ2=1

V̂τ1,τ2φτ1(x1)φτ2(x2) (4.2)

where φτ(·) are the basis functions. An x-ray diffraction experiment does not provide in-

formation analogous to Ĉρ(x1, x2) which characterizes the heterogeneity of the complex.

While Ĉρ(x1, x2) is new information, it is challenging to interpret because it is six

dimensional, i.e., x1 ∈ IR3 and x2 ∈ IR3. The goal of this work is to describe a novel
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approach for transforming ˆ̄ρ(x) and Ĉρ(x1, x2) or equivalently ˆ̄c and V̂ into a generative

mechanical model of the complex. The behavior of the complex can then be understood

in terms of the properties of the mechanical model, e.g., the normal modes of vibration

of the mechanical model.

4.2 The mechanical model

The key idea is that the cryo EM data (via ˆ̄c and V̂) describes the equilibrium behav-

ior of the mechanical model of the complex just before the complex is snap frozen.

Qualitatively motivated by fluctuation-dissipation theory [7], our approach is to use the

information in ˆ̄c and V̂ to compute the parameters in the mechanical model. Then, with a

completely specified mechanical model, properties of the model can be computed, such

as its normal modes of vibration.

We use a spring-and-mass mechanical model in the limit of small vibrations to de-

scribe the complex. The mechanical model is a collection of point masses that interact

via a potential energy function that is a function of position only and is the sum of ener-

gies stored in linear springs. The equilibrium positions of the masses are x0,α ∈ IR3 and

the positions of the masses are xα = x0,α + δα (α ∈ {1, . . . ,Np}). Let the time derivative

of δα be denoted by δ̇α. Let δ = (δT
1 , . . . , δ

T
Np

)T , δ̇ = (δ̇T
1 , . . . , δ̇

T
Np

)T , x = (xT
1 , . . . , x

T
Np

)T ,

and x0 = (xT
0,1, . . . , x

T
0,Np

)T .

The kinetic energy T (δ̇) is defined by

T (δ̇) =

Np∑
α=1

1
2

mα

∥∥∥∥∥d(x0,α + δα)
dt

∥∥∥∥∥2

=
1
2
δ̇

T
T δ̇ (4.3)

where mα > 0 is the mass of the αth mass and T ∈ IR3Np×3Np is a diagonal matrix where

T3α−2,3α−2, T3α−1,3α−1, and T3α,3α all equal mα. The potential energyUx0(δ) in the limit of
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small vibrations can be approximated (Taylor series) by

Ux0(δ) =
1
2
δT Uδ. (4.4)

T and U are 3Np × 3Np real-valued Hermitian-symmetric positive and non-negative ma-

trices, respectively. For a spring-and-mass model, the potential energy function is

Ux0(δ) =
1
2

Np∑
α=1

∑
α′∈Nα

1
2

kα,α′
[∥∥∥(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′ + δα′)

∥∥∥ − bα,α′
]2

(4.5)

where the αth mass is bound to neighbors α′ ∈ Nα by linear springs with spring con-

stants kα,α′ . The first 1
2 comes from the fact that each spring is counted twice in the

summation. Consider a non-frustrated system, in which the rest length of a spring con-

necting two masses bα,α′ is defined by:

bα,α′ =
∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′

∥∥∥ . (4.6)

The total energy Ex0(δ, δ̇) is Ex0(δ, δ̇) = T (δ̇) +Ux0(δ).

In order to have a smooth electron scattering intensity, a Gaussian pulse with stan-

dard deviation q is positioned at each point mass leading to an electron scattering inten-

sity

ρq(x) =

Np∑
α=1

fαN(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + δα)). (4.7)

In order to compute the first and second moments of ρq(x) which we seek to compare

with ˆ̄ρ(x) and Ĉρ(x1, x2), we need to describe the statistical mechanics of the spring-and-

mass system since the statistical mechanics gives the pdf on the perturbations δα.

4.3 Statistical mechanics and moments

In the canonical ensemble of equilibrium statistical mechanics, the microscopic degrees

of freedom (δT , δ̇
T
)T ∈ IR6Np take all possible values and the probability of taking a
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particular value is proportional to exp(−βEx0) where β = 1
kT (k is Boltzman’s constant

and in this equation only, T is absolute temperature) [36, p. 144, Eq. 7.5]. Since all

values in IR6Np are permitted and the energy is a quadratic form, the pdf for the mi-

croscopic degrees of freedom is a Gaussian pdf with mean m = 06Np and covariance

Q = 1
β
diag(U−1,T−1). It is necessary to modify these formulas for the fact that U has a

six-dimensional null space due to rigid body rotation and translation but these modifi-

cations are suppressed here.

With this pdf on (δT , δ̇
T
)T , the first and second moments can be shown to be

ρ̄q(x) =

Np∑
α=1

fαN(x0,α,
1
β

Uα + q2I3)(x) (4.8)

Rρq(xa, xb) =

Np∑
α=1

f 2
α rα(xa, xb) +

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′ = 1
α′ , α

fα fα′r,α,α′(xa, xb) (4.9)

rα(xa, xb) =
q−3

8π3/2 exp
(
−

1
4q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa)

)
×

× N

(
1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,
1
β

Uα +
1
2

q2I3

)
(03) (4.10)

r,α,α′(xa, xb) = N


 x0,α

x0,α′

 , 1
β

Wα,α′ + q2I2·3



 xa

xb


 (4.11)

where N(m,Q)(x) is the multivariable Gaussian pdf with mean m and covariance Q

evaluated at x, U = U−1, Uα,α′ and Uα,α′ are 3 × 3 blocks of U and U, respectively, and

Wα,α′ ∈ IR2·3×2·3 is constructed from the four 3 × 3 blocks Uα,α, Uα,α′ , Uα′,α, and Uα′,α′ .

4.4 Estimating the parameters of the mechanical model

The parameters of the model are the mass and equilibrium position of each particle

and the spring constant values. The masses and equilibrium locations can be estimated
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from ˆ̄ρ(x) by existing software that can approximate continuous distributions by im-

pulses (Situs [105, 101]). We focus on the spring constant values which control the

dynamics.

We could compare functions in IR3, ( ˆ̄ρ(x), Ĉρ(x1, x2)) and (ρ̄q(x),Cρq(x1, x2) =

Rρq(x1, x2) − ρ̄q(x1)ρ̄q(x2)), or compare vectors and matrices of dimension Nc, (ˆ̄c, V̂) and

(c̄q,Vq) where c̄q and Vq describe ρ̄q(x) and Cρq(x1, x2), respectively. We have chosen to

compare vectors and matrices.

In order to compute c̄q and Vq from ρ̄q(x) and Cρq(x1, x2) we need to invert Eqs. 4.1–

4.2. Since φτ(x) are real valued and orthonormal, it follows that the inversion formulas

are

(
c̄q

)
τ
=

∫
ρ̄q(x)φτ(x)dx (4.12)(

Vq

)
τ1,τ2

=

∫
τ1

∫
τ2

Cρq(x1, x2)φτ1(x1)φτ2(x2)dx1dx2. (4.13)

The complex is known to fit in a sphere of radius R2. We use basis functions that are

the 3-D Fourier series basis functions in rectangular coordinates for a function that is

periodic with period 2R2 in all three coordinates. These basis functions (unnormalized)

are φn(x) = exp(−i 2π
2R2

nT x). The integrals in Eqs. 4.12–4.13 are then samples of the

3-D (6-D) Fourier transform of ρ̄q(x) (Cρq(x1, x2)). These transforms can be computed

symbolically because ρ̄q(x) and Rρq(x1, x2) (Eqs. 4.81–4.128) are linear combinations of

Gaussians.

The 3-D Fourier series basis functions are not ideal because we have additional

knowledge about the complex. In particular, we know that the electron scattering inten-

sity of the complex goes to zero at the boundary of the box. A standard Sturm-Liouville

problem [11, Chap. 7 Sec. 1] gives an orthonormal basis on [0, 1] that vanishes on the

endpoints of the interval: φk(x) =
√

2 sin(kπt) for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }. Adjusting the interval
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to [−R2,R2] and multiplying sets of three such basis functions in the three rectangular

coordinate directions gives a basis that vanishes on the boundary of the box and has

significantly fewer coefficients than the Fourier series basis. However, the new basis

functions can be written as linear combinations of the Fourier series basis functions so

the results of the previous paragraph can be used to compute c̄q and Vq for the Sturm-

Liouville basis.

The cost function to determine the spring constants k is

χ(k) = ‖ ˆ̄c − c̄q‖
2
2 + γ‖V̂ − Vq‖2 (4.14)

where ‖v‖2 for a vector v is the Euclidean norm and ‖M‖2 for a matrix M is the matrix

2-norm (i.e., the maximum singular value of M) and the square on the ˆ̄c term gives both

terms the same units. Alternatives such as Kullback-Leibler divergence would avoid the

need for γ but the condition number of the covariance matrices can be a challenge.

4.5 Understanding the mechanical model

With the quadratic definitions of kinetic (Eq. 4.3) and potential (Eq. 4.4) energies, the

dynamical equation is T δ̈+ Uδ = 03Np where the second time derivative of δα is denoted

by δ̈α and δ̈ = (δ̈T
1 , . . . , δ̈

T
Np

)T . Let Λ and Ũ be the eigenvalues and orthonormal eigen-

vectors, respectively, of T−1/2UT−1/2. Changing basis from δ to ξ by δ(t) = T−1/2Ũξ(t)

gives ξ̈ + Λξ = 03Np in which there is no coupling between the different vector compo-

nents since Λ is diagonal. The δ(t) solutions corresponding to ξ(t) solutions with only

one non-zero component are called normal modes and are one way of characterizing the

dynamics of the mechanical system.
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Figure 4.1: The equilibrium configuration of the spring-and-mass mechanical model used in Fig-
ures 4.3–4.5: points represent masses which all have the same mass value and lines represent springs.
There are 102 masses and 548 springs each with spring constant value of 150. The width (standard
deviation) of the isotropic Gaussian pulse located at each mass location is 0.5.

4.6 Numerical results

In this work we focus on the estimation of the spring constants kα,α′ from V because

we have already demonstrated the ability to estimate V from the image data [119, 103,

98, 30]. However, because all of our demonstrations have been for complexes that

have icosahedral symmetry, we will include one demonstration for a complex without

icosahedral symmetry.

All of our simulations concern the mechanical model shown in Figure 4.1 which is

modeled on an IgG immunoglobulin. When using experimental data, interaction with a

biologist collaborator would be crucial to defining the masses and the spring constants

of interest. We computed 1200 pseudo-random realizations from the equilibrium dis-

tribution of the model. For each realization we computed a 2-D projection of the 3-D

model in a projection direction that is uniformly distributed over all possible projection

directions. To each projection image we added i.i.d. Gaussian noise with a variance

(0.05)2 which gives an SNR of about 20 (measured as a ratio of the square root of the

sample variance of the set of images divided by the standard deviation of the noise).

Using the Hetero software (Chapter 2) we computed the mean vector ( ˆ̄c) and the covari-
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Figure 4.2: The mean of the electron scattering intensity for the model of Figure 4.1
computed via Eq. 4.81 and the estimated mean computed from a set of simulated images
via the software of Refs. [119, 103, 98, 30]. The resolution is limited because of the
limitations of our computer hardware (computational speed and memory size). Surface
visualizations by UCSF Chimera [79] cross sections by Matlab.
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Figure 4.3: The sparsity of Vq computed from Eq. 4.13 for Nc = 512. Left: Fraction
(0 to .25) of elements whose absolute value is above a threshold described as a fraction
(10−6 to 10−1) of the maximum value of Vq. Right: Image of |Vq|/maxi, j(Vq)i, j.

ance matrix (V̂) of the vector of coefficients in the orthonormal expansion of the electron

scattering density. Figure 4.2 shows the mean of the electron scattering intensity (ρ̄q(x)

from Eq. 4.81) and the estimate of the mean of the electron scattering intensity ( ˆ̄ρ(x)

based on ˆ̄c from Eq. 4.1).

As is shown in Figure 4.3, the covariance Vq is quite sparse. This sparsity is not used

in our current software and represents a major opportunity for efficiency. However, the

pattern of sparsity is dependent on the shape of the object so exploiting the sparsity will

not be straightforward.

A Matlab program using fminbnd was used to minimize the cost described in

Eq. 4.14 (γ = 1) in order to determine the value of the spring constants. The true

Cρq(x1, x2) function cannot be represented using a finite number of basis functions and

so the number of Sturm-Liouville basis functions that are used, denoted by Nc, is an

important design parameter that trades off accuracy and computational cost. Rather

than a complete simulation (mechanical model to images to V̂), we create the estimate
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Figure 4.4: Spring constant estimates. Left: The cost function (SNR = 10 and
Nc = 125) as a function of estimated spring constant value k̂ in the range 50–600.
The minimum occurs near the true value of ktrue = 150. Right: |ktrue − k̂| as a function
of SNR in the range of 5 to 50 for two values of Nc, 27 (blue) and 125 (red), where Nc

is the number of Sturm-Liouville basis functions that are used. Nc = 125, which is only
5 basis functions in each of the three coordinate directions, provides good performance
over a wide range of SNR.

V̂ by degrading the truth Vq by adding i.i.d. Gaussian noise so that the SNR, measured

as a ratio of standard deviations (square root of the sample variance of the elements

of Vq divided by the standard deviation of the noise), is controlled. As is shown in

Figure 4.4(a), the cost has single minimum near the true value of the spring constant.

As is shown in Figure 4.4(b), the estimates of the spring constant value are accurate so

long as a sufficient number of Sturm-Liouville basis functions are used.

The first 6 normal modes correspond to 3 rigid body translations and 3 rigid body

rotations. Therefore, the first interesting normal mode is Mode 7. Figure 4.5 shows

Modes 7, 8, 11, and 15 which are robust to changes in the spring constants k (not shown).

Other, problem specific, properties of the model can also be computed. Mimicking

the detailed modeling which would be done in a biological problem with a biological

collaborator, we have generalized the model of Figure 4.1 so that the true value of the

spring constant is 150 in the two arms and 300 in the tail. Therefore the arms are more

flexible than the tail as in the motivating immunoglobulin problem. We use Nc = 125 at

SNR = 20 and replace Matlab’s fminbnd by fminsearch. With an initial condition

where all spring constants have the value resulting from estimation under the assumption

that all spring constants are equal, the resulting estimates are 155.8 and 368.4 for the

arms and tail, respectively. This demonstrates the potential of progressively increasing
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Figure 4.5: Normal Modes 7, 8, 11, and 15. Each panel shows the masses and the
directions and amplitudes of the masses’ motions in that normal mode. Modes 7, 8, and
15 are nearly 2-D while Mode 11 is fully 3-D (torsional motions of the two arms). In
Mode 7 the two arms move toward and away from each other while the tail is almost
stationary, in Mode 8 both arms move to the left and then to right in phase while the tail
moves in the other direction, and in Mode 15 both arms undergo bending motions while
the tail remains almost stationary.

the model’s complexity until it accurately reflects the type of questions that a biologist

would like to ask about the complex.

4.7 Appendix: alternative model based on 2-D projection images

In earlier sections of this chapter, the mechanical model was determined based on es-

sentially a moment-estimation approach. Specifically, moments of the Fourier series

coefficients are computed from two sources, the image data via the Hetero algorithm of

Chapter 2 and the mathematical mechanical model via the equilibrium statistical me-

chanics assumption, and the spring constants in the mechanical model are determined

by optimizing a cost that measures the difference between the two calculations. In this

appendix, an alternative approach is described. In the alternative approach, the calcula-

tion starting with the mathematical mechanical model is carried through all the way to
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the moments of the 2-D projection image data. This enables the posing of a maximum-

likelihood statistical learning problem where the data is the cryo EM image data, the

image formation model is the mean and covariance from the mathematical mechanical

model, and the goal of the learning problem is to determine the spring constants in the

mechanical model.

In the remainder of this section, several ideas relevant to both the approach of the

previous paragraph and Sections 4.1-4.6 are presented in detail. Section 4.7.1 gives the

details for the 3-D electron scattering intensity ρ(x), the first and second moments of

ρ(x), and the first and second moments of the 2-D projections of ρ(x), denoted by σR,

which depend on the projection orientation. Section 4.7.2 gives the details of the statis-

tical mechanics. The approach is to use a multi-variable Taylor series to approximate

the potential energy of the spring-and-mass system by a quadratic function and the sec-

tion contains the detailed derivative calculations. Section 4.7.3 discusses the fact that

translational and rotational symmetry of the spring-and-mass system lead to a Hessian

that is not full rank. However, explicit calculations of the null space of the Hessian

are provided which may be of use in the future. The fact that the Hessian is not full

rank implies that the probability density function (pdf) from the statistical mechanics

is a Gaussian pdf with a six-dimensional null space and methods for addressing this

are discussed. Section 4.7.4 gives the moments of ρ(x) and σR for the pdf implied by

the statistical mechanics. Section 4.7.5 gives the moments of the coefficients in the

orthonormal expansion of ρ(x) (Eq. 2.2). These results depend on the choice of basis

functions and, if the basis functions are complex valued, can be written in various forms.

Section 4.7.6 describes methods for comparing the first and second order moments. Fi-

nally, Section 4.7.7 gives mathematical details such as integrals of products of Gaussian

pdfs and Kullback-Leibler divergence for pairs of Gaussian pdfs.
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4.7.1 Electron Scattering Intensity Model

Deriving Eqs. 4.81 and 4.130, which give the first and second moments of the elec-

tron scattering intensity of the 3-D object (along with analogous equations for the 2-D

projection image rather than the 3-D object), is done in several steps. The goal of this

section is to give the moments in terms of integrals over the probability density function

of the perturbations of each mass from its equilibrium position.

Consider a basic model where the α-th mass is an impulsive electron scatterer with

weight fα. Let x ∈ IR3. Then the impulsive scatterer model is

ρ(x) =

Np∑
α=1

fαδ(x − (x0,α + δα)). (4.15)

Because of the impulsive nature of the left hand side of Eq. 4.15, it is not possible to

multiply ρ(x) by ρ(x′) which is necessary in order to define the auto-correlation function

of ρ(·). Therefore, define a smoothed electron scattering intensity, denoted by ρq(·), by

ρq(x) = ρ(x) ∗ N(03, q2I3)(x) (4.16)

where ∗ is 3-D convolution and where it is natural to use a covariance matrix, i.e., q2I3,

that is proportional to the identity matrix, i.e., isotropic, because the model is a point

mass model. Expanding Eq. 4.16 gives Eq. 4.7.

The model for the image data, i.e., a real-space 2D projection along a random ori-

entation (described by the rotation matrix Rβ determined by a set of Euler angles) is

then

σRβ(χ) = ρq(R−1
β x)|projection to 2D =

Np∑
α=1

fαN(Rβ(x0,α + δα), q2I2)(χ) (4.17)

where Rβ is the first two rows of a 3-by-3 rotation matrix Rβ, and χ is a 2D vector for

coordinates in real space.
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Pre-determined Parameters

The following parameters could be pre-determined using Situs software (http://

situs.biomachina.org):

Np: number of point masses.

fα: weight of the impulsive electron scattering intensity of the αth mass.

x0,α: vector in IR3 representing the equilibrium position of the αth mass.

q2: blurring factor related to the resolution of the reconstruction structure.

Moments of Intensity

The random variable in this problem is the vector δ ∈ IR3Np where δ = (δT
1 , . . . , δ

T
Np

)T and

each δT
i is a vector in IR3 for i ∈ {1, . . . ,Np} representing the deviation of each point mass

away from its equilibrium position. Let IE denote expectation which is taken over δ. Let

the mean and auto correlation functions of ρq(·) be denoted by ρ̄q(x) and Rρq,ρq(xa, xb),

respectively, and defined by

ρ̄q(x) = IE[ρq(x)] (4.18)

=

Np∑
α=1

fαIE
[
N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + δα))

]
(4.19)

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δ∈IR3Np

N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + δα))Pδ(δ)d3Npδ (4.20)
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and

Rρq,ρq(xa, xb)=IE[ρq(xa)ρq(xb)] (4.21)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′IE[N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δα)) ×

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δα′))] (4.22)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′
∫
δ∈IR3Np

N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δα)) ×

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δα′)Pδ(δ)d3Npδ, (4.23)

respectively.

Similarly, the first and second order statistics for real space 2D projections are:

σ̄Rβ(χ) = IE[σRβ(χ)] =

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δ∈IR3Np

N(Rβ(x0,α + δα), q2I2)(χ)Pδ(δ)d3Npδ (4.24)

and

RσRβ ,σRβ
(χa,χb)=IE[σRβ(χa)σRβ(χb)] (4.25)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′
∫
δ∈IR3Np

N(Rβ(x0,α + δα), q2I2)(χa) ×

× N(Rβ(x0,α + δα), q2I2)(χb)Pδ(δ)d3Npδ, (4.26)

respectively.

4.7.2 Statistical Mechanics

The distribution of random variable δ used in Eq. 4.24 and 4.26 is determined through

statistical mechanics following Section 4.2. Specifically, the kinetic energy and potential

energy of the system of the masses are defined as T (δ̇) and Ux0(δ) in Eq. 4.3 and 4.5,

respectively.
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Only small perturbations around the equilibrium position x0 are considered, i.e., ‖δ‖

is small. Consider the Taylor series of Ux0(δ) with respect to δ around δ = 03Np . By

redefining the zero of potential energy, it can be assumed without loss of generality that

the constant term, i.e., Ux0(03Np), satisfies Ux0(03Np) = 0. The coefficients of the linear

term are the partial derivatives
∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i

∣∣∣∣∣
δ=03Np

(4.27)

for α ∈ {1, . . . ,Np} and i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Because x0 is an equilibrium, these coefficients are

all 0. The coefficients of the quadratic term are the partial derivatives

Uα,i;α′,i′ =
∂2Ux0(δ)

∂(δα)i∂(δα′)i′

∣∣∣∣∣∣δ=03Np

(4.28)

for α, α′ ∈ {1, . . . ,Np} and i, i′ ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Because Ux0(·) is real valued, it follows that

Uα,i;α′,i′ ∈ IR. Because the order of the partial derivatives does not matter, it follows

that Uα,i;α′,i′ = Uα′,i′;α,i. Because the equilibrium is stable, it follows that the matrix

U ∈ IR3Np×3Np with elements Uα,i;α′,i′ is positive semi-definite. Taking the first non-zero

term in the Taylor series for small ‖δ‖, it follows that Ux0(δ) can be approximated by

Eq. 4.4 where U ∈ IR3Np×3Np is a real-valued Hermitian-symmetric non-negative matrix.

The canonical ensemble model implies that the probability distribution of δ is pro-

portional to the quadratic form and therefore it is natural to model the distribution of δ

as a Gaussian distribution N(03Np ,U
−1). The symbolic calculation of this matrix U is

described in the remainder of this section.

Since there is no spring connecting a mass to itself, it follows that kα,α = 0. Let Nα

be the indices of the masses which are connected by springs to the mass with index α.

Then it follows that kα,α′ , 0 only when α′ ∈ Nα. The matrix U, which is the Hessian
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of potential energyUx0(δ) at δ = 03Np , is calculated in the following steps. First,

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i

=
∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δ3(α−1)+i))

=

Np∑
α′=1,α′,α

1
2

kα,α′


√√

3∑
n=1

(δα,n − δα′,n + x0,α,n − x0,α)2 − bα,α′


2

(4.29)

=

Np∑
α′=1,α′,α

kα,α′(1 −
bα,α′∥∥∥(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′ + δ′α)

∥∥∥ )(δα,i − δα′,i + x0,α,i − x0,α′,i).

(4.30)

Second,

1. If α = α′, i = i′,

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)2

i

=
∑
α′′∈Nα

[
kα,α′′

(
1 −

bα,α′′
‖(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′′ + δα′′)‖

+ (δα,i − δα′′,i + x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)2 bα,α′′
‖(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′′ + δα′′)‖3

)]
(4.31)

2. If α = α′, i , i′,

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i∂(δα)i′

=
∑
α′′∈Nα

[
kα,α′′(δα,i − δα′′,i + x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)×

× (δα,i′ − δα′′,i′ + x0,α,i′ − x0,α′′,i′)
bα,α′′

‖(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′′ + δα′′)‖3
]

(4.32)

3. If α , α′, i = i′,

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i∂(δα′)i

= kα,α′
[ bα,α′∥∥∥(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′ + δα′)

∥∥∥ − 1

− (δα,i − δα′,i + x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)2 bα,α′∥∥∥(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′ + δα′)
∥∥∥3

]
(4.33)

4. If α , α′, i , i′,

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i∂(δα′)i′

= kα,α′(δα,i − δα′,i + x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)(δα′,i′ − δα,i′ + x0,α′,i′ − x0,α,i′)×

×
bα,α′∥∥∥(x0,α + δα) − (x0,α′ + δα′)

∥∥∥3 . (4.34)
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Third, when δ = 03Np , evaluating Eq. 4.31 gives diagonal terms in matrix U:

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)2

i

=
∑
α′′∈Nα

kα,α′′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)2

‖x0,α − x0,α′′‖
2 . (4.35)

Evaluating Eq. 4.32 gives non-diagonal terms of diagonal sub-matrices in matrix U:

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i∂(δα)i′

=
∑
α′′∈Nα

kα,α′′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)(x0,α,i′ − x0,α′′,i′)∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′′

∥∥∥2 . (4.36)

Evaluating Eq. 4.33 gives diagonal terms of non-diagonal sub-matrices:

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i∂(δα′)i

= −kα,α′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)2∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′

∥∥∥2 . (4.37)

Evaluating Eq. 4.34 gives non-diagonal terms of non-diagonal sub-matrices:

∂Ux0(δ)
∂(δα)i∂(δα′)i′

= kα,α′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)(x0,α′,i′ − x0,α,i′)∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′

∥∥∥2 . (4.38)

Combining Eq. 4.35-4.38, we have

∂2Ux0

∂(δα)i∂(δα′)i′
(δ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣δ=03Np

=δα,α′

Np∑
α′′=1

kα,α′′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)(x0,α,i′ − x0,α′′,i′)

b2
α,α′′

− kα,α′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)(x0,α,i′ − x0,α′,i′)

b2
α,α′

. (4.39)

4.7.3 Rank of Matrix U

The matrix U defined in Section 4.7.2 is symmetric. However U is not invertable, i.e., it

is not full rank. The reason that U is not full rank is the translational and rotational sym-

metry of the potential energy function Ux0(·). The null space of U is six dimensional,

with translation and rotation both responsible for three dimensions. In the remainder of

this section, basis vectors for the null space are computed and the probability density

function for δ, which depends on U, is described. The proof is as follows.
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Translation

First, consider translation. Let v ∈ IR3. When δ ∈ IR3Np is in the form

δ =



v

v
...

v


(4.40)

where v =


1

0

0

 ,


0

1

0

 or


0

0

1

, then we can show that Uδ = 0. In particular, for each

α ∈ {1, . . . ,Np} and each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, when i = i′ the corresponding elements in Uδ are

the sum of diagonal terms of sub-matrices of U in the same row (combining Items 1.

and 3. in Section 4.7.2) and are in the form of

∑
α′′∈Nα

kα,α′′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)2

‖x0,α − x0,α′′‖
2 −

Np∑
α′=1

kα,α′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)2∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′

∥∥∥2 = 0. (4.41)

Furthermore when i , i′ the corresponding elements in Uδ are the sum of non-diagonal

terms of sub-matrices of U in the same row (combining Items 2. and 4. in Section 4.7.2)

and are in the form of

∑
α′′∈Nα

kα,α′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′′,i)(x0,α,i′ − x0,α′′,i′)∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′′

∥∥∥2 +

Np∑
α′=1

kα,α′
(x0,α,i − x0,α′,i)(x0,α′,i′ − x0,α,i′)∥∥∥x0,α − x0,α′

∥∥∥2 = 0.

(4.42)

Rotation

Second, consider rotation. Let v be one of the three standard unit vectors. For the αth

particle, we consider a vector that is perpendicular to the unit vector of interest (since

the rotation is around the unit vector) and perpendicular to the vector from the origin to
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the equilibrium position of the particle (i.e., x0,α). The vector should be proportional in

length to x0,α. We can define such a vector vα ∈ IR3 by

vα = x0,α × v (4.43)

where × is the vector cross product operation. When δ ∈ IR3Np is in the form of

δ =



v1

v2

...

vNp


(4.44)

we can show that Uδ = 0 which is equivalent to showing that for each α,

Np∑
α′=1

Uα,α′vα′ = 0 (4.45)

where Uα,α′ is the corresponding sub-matrix of U. For example, when vα = x0,α ×

[1, 0, 0]T = [0x0,α,3,−x0,α,2]T , for i′′ = 1, 2, 3, we have∑
α′′∈Nα

kα,α′′
(x0,α,i′′ − x0,α′′,i′′)
‖x0,α − x0,α′′‖

2 [(x0,α,2 − x0,α′′,2)x0,α,3 − (x0,α,3 − x0,α′′,3)x0,α,2]

+

Np∑
α′,α,α′=1

kα,α′
(x0,α,i′′ − x0,α′,i′′)
‖x0,α − x0,α′‖

2 [(x0,α′,2 − x0,α,2)x0,α′,3 − (x0,α′,3 − x0,α,3)x0,α′,2] = 0.

(4.46)

The proofs are similar for the cases with respect to the other two unit vectors. Therefore,

in summary of the results so far in this section, we have shown that matrix U has 6

eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalue 0 and is therefore not full rank.

Distribution of δ

To calculate the mean and correlation function of the electron scattering intensity de-

fined in Eq. 4.24 and Eq. 4.26, we need to find the distribution of the random variable
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δ ∈ IR3Np . Considering the canonical ensemble in statistical mechanics, we model the

distribution of δ as N(03Np ,U
−1)(δ). However U is not full rank and therefore non-

invertible so we have to redefine the distribution of δ. The ideas adapted in the remainder

of this section follow the discussion on singular covariance matrix problems provided

in [12] and [9].

Since U is always symmetric with a 6-dimensional null space, there exists a eigen-

decomposition of U such that

U = BΛB−1 = BΛBT =

[
Bnz Bz

]  Λnz 03N p−6,6

06,3N p−6 06,6


B

T
nz

BT
z

 = BnzΛnzBT
nz (4.47)

where B is an orthogonal matrix contains the eigenvectors of U. Specifically, columns

of Bnz span the column space and the columns of Bz span the null space. U will be

invertible if all the eigenvalues, i.e., the diagonal terms in Λ, are positive. Therefore let

the distribution of δ be

Pδ(δ) = lim
ε→0
N(03Np , B

 Λ−1
nz 03N p−6,6

06,3N p−6 ε2I6

 BT )(δ). (4.48)

Define δ′ ∈ IR3Np by

δ′ =

δ
′
nz

δ′z

 =

B
T
nzδ

BT
z δ

 = BTδ. (4.49)

Note that the delta function can be expressed as

δ(t) = lim
ε→0

1
√

2πε2
exp(−

t2

2ε2 ). (4.50)
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The distribution of δ′ is determined by changing variable and then allowing ε → 0:

Pδ′ =Pδ((BT )−1δ′)
1

| det(BT )|
= Pδ(Bδ′) = lim

ε→0
N(03Np , B

 Λ−1
nz 03N p−6,6

06,3N p−6 ε2I6

 BT )(Bδ′)

(4.51)

= lim
ε→0

(
1√√√√√√

(2π)3Np det(B

 Λ−1
nz 03N p−6,6

06,3N p−6 ε2I6

 BT )

×

× exp(−
1
2

(Bδ′)T (B

 Λ−1
nz 03N p−6,6

06,3N p−6 ε2I6

 BT )−1(Bδ′))) (4.52)

= lim
ε→0

1√
(2π)3Np−6 det Λ−1

nz

√
(2π)6 det(ε2I6)

exp(−
1
2
δ′T

 Λ−1
nz 03N p−6,6

06,3N p−6 ε2I6


−1

δ′)

(4.53)

= lim
ε→0
N(03Np−6,Λ

−1
nz )(δ′nz)N(06, ε

2I6)(δ′z) (4.54)

=N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz)δ

(6)(δ′z). (4.55)

Then, following the definition of mean and correlation function specified in Eq. 4.20

and Eq. 4.23, the corresponding integrations can be calculated with respect to the distri-
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bution of δ′. We first consider the mean as is described by. Eq. ??:

IE[ρq(δ)] = IE[ρq(Bδ′)] (4.56)

=

∫
δ′∈IR3Np

ρq(Bδ′)N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz)δ

(6)(δ′z)d
6δ′zd

3Np−6δ′nz (4.57)

=

∫
δ′∈IR3Np

ρq(B

δ
′
nz

06

)N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz)δ

(6)(δ′z)d
6δ′zd

3Np−6δ′nz (4.58)

=

∫
δ′nz∈IR

3Np−6
ρq(B

δ
′
nz

06

)N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz

∫
δ′z∈IR6

δ(6)(δ′z)d
6δ′z

(4.59)

=

∫
δ′nz∈IR

3Np−6
ρq(B

δ
′
nz

06

)N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz (4.60)

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δ′nz∈IR

3Np−6
N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + Bα

nzδ
′
nz))Pδ′nz(δ

′
nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz (4.61)

where Bα
nz ∈ IR3×3Np−6 refers to 3 rows of matrix Bnz.

Now define δ
α

= Bα
nzδ
′
nz ∈ IR3. Because δ′nz has Gaussian distribution

N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz), it follows that δ

α
is also a Gaussian random variable with proba-

bility density function:

Pδα
(δ

α
) = N(03,Vα

)(δ
α
) = N(03, Bα

nzΛ
−1
nz Bα

nz
T )(δ

α
). (4.62)

Continuing from Eq. 4.61 we have

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δ′nz∈IR

3Np−6
N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + Bα

nzδ
′
nz))Pδ′nz(δ

′
nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz (4.63)

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δα∈IR3

N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + δ
α
))Pδα

(δ
α
)d3δ

α

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δα∈IR3

N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + δ
α
))N(03,Vα

)(δ
α
)d3δ

α
. (4.64)
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Similarly for the mean of the 2D projection, we have:

σRβ(δ) = σRβ(Bδ
′) =

Np∑
α=1

fαN(Rβ(x0,α + Bδ′), q2I2)(χ) (4.65)

IE[σRβ] =

∫
δ′∈IR3Np

(
Np∑
α=1

fαN(Rβ(x0,α + Bδ′), q2I2)(χ))Pδ′d6δ′zd
3Np−6δ′nz (4.66)

=

∫
δ′nz

(
Np∑
α=1

fαN(Rβ(x0,α + B

δ
′
nz

06

), q2I2)(χ))N(0,Λ−1
nz )(δ′nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz×

×

∫
δ′z
δ(6)(δ′z)d

6(δ′z) (4.67)

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δ′nz

N(Rβx0,α + RβBα
nzδ
′
nz, q

2I2)(χ))N(0,Λ−1
nz )(δ′nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz. (4.68)

In this case, we can define δ
α

to be RβBα
nzδ
′
nz ∈ IR2, with a distribution N(0,V

α
) =

N(0,RβB
α
nzΛ

−1
nz Bα

nz
T Rβ

T ). Then Eq. 4.68 can be written as sum of expectations with

respect to δ
α
.
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For correlation calculation, which was begun in Eq. 4.21-4.23, we have

IE[ρq(xa)ρq(xb)]

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′
∫
δ∈IR3Np

N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δα))×

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δα′)Pδ(δ)d3Npδ (4.69)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′
∫
δ′∈IR3Np

N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + (B

δ
′
nz

06

)α))×

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + (B

δ
′
nz

06

)α′))N(03Np−6,Λ
−1
nz )(δ′nz)δ

(6)(δ′z)d
6δ′zd

3Np−6δ′nz (4.70)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′
∫
δ′nz∈IR

3Np
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + Bα

nzδ
′
nz)× (4.71)

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + Bα′

nzδ
′
nz)N(03Np−6,Λ

−1
nz )(δ′nz)d

3Np−6δ′nz

∫
δ′z∈IR6

δ(6)(δ′z)d
6δ′z

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′
∫
δ′nz∈IR

3Np
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
)N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δ

α′
)×

× Pδ′(δ′nz)d
3Np−6δ′nz (4.72)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′IE
[
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
))N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δ

α′
))
]
. (4.73)

Focus on the expectation in Eq. 4.73. When α = α′, the expectation is taken with respect

to the probability distribution Pδα
as defined in Eq. 4.62 since the two δ random variables

are the same random variable. On the other hand, for cases α , α′, we need the joint

distribution Pδα,δα′
(δ

α
, δ

α′
). Since a linear transformation of Gaussian random variable

δ′nz is still Gaussian, the joint probability is a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and

covariance matrix Wα,α′ defined by

Wα,α′ =

 Bα
nz

Bα′

nz

 Λ−1
nz

[
BαT

nz Bα′T
nz

]
=


Bα

nzΛ
−1
nz BαT

nz Bα
nzΛ

−1
nz Bα′T

nz

Bα′

nzΛ
−1
nz BαT

nz Bα′

nzΛ
−1
nz Bα′T

nz

 =


U
α,α

U
α,α′

U
α′,α

U
α′,α′

 .
(4.74)
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Instead of by symbolic calculation, we could get Λ and B directly using Matlab func-

tion eig(U).

Similarly for the correlation function of σRβ(χ) we have

IE[σRβ(χa)σRβ(χb)] (4.75)

=

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′IE[N(02, q2I2)(χa − (Rβx0,α + δ
α
))N(02, q2I2)(χb − (Rβx0,α′ + δ′

α
))].

Noted that in this case, δ
α

is in IR2 and is defined as δ
α

= RβBα
nzδ
′
nz. In the case of α , α′,

one needs to consider the joint distribution of the vector

 δαδ′
α

 =

 RβB
α
nz

RβB
α′

nz

 δ′nz ∈ IR4.

Since δ′nz ∼ N(0,Λ−1
nz ), linear transformation of δ′nz is also a Gaussian random vector

which has zero mean and covariance matrix

Wα,α′ =

 RβB
α
nz

RβB
α′

nz

 Λ−1
nz

[
BαT

nz RT
β Bα′T

nz RT
β

]
=


RβB

α
nzΛ

−1
nz BαT

nz RT
β RβB

α
nzΛ

−1
nz Bα′T

nz RT
β

RβBα′

nzΛ
−1
nz BαT

nz RT
β RβB

α′

nzΛ
−1
nz Bα′T

nz RT
β

 .
(4.76)
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4.7.4 Calculating the Moments of Intensity

Symbolic Calculation of ρ̄q(x) and σ̄Rβ(χ)

From Eq. 4.64 it follows that

ρ̄q(x) =

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(03, q2I3)(x − (x0,α + δ

α
))N(03,Uα

)(δ
α
)d3δ

α
(4.77)

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(03, q2I3)(δ

α
− (x − x0,α))N(03,Uα

)(δ
α
)d3δ

α
(4.78)

=

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(x − x0,α, q2I3)(δ

α
)N(03,Uα

)(δ
α
)d3δ

α
. (4.79)

Using Eq. 4.238 it follows that

ρ̄q(x) =

Np∑
α=1

fαN(x − x0,α,Uα
+ q2I3)(03) (4.80)

=

Np∑
α=1

fαN(x0,α,Uα
+ q2I3)(x). (4.81)

Similarly for σ̄Rβ we have

IE[σRβ(χ)] =

N p∑
α=1

fα

∫
δα

N(Rβx0,α + δ
α
, q2I2)(χ)N(02,Uα

)(δ
α
)d2δ

α
(4.82)

=

N p∑
α=1

fαN(Rβx0,α, q2I2 + U
α
)(χ). (4.83)

Please note that U
α
∈ IR2×2 is defined as RβB

α
nzΛ

−1
nz Bα

nz
T Rβ

T in this case.

Symbolic Calculation of Rρq,ρq(xa, xb)

Now consider Rρq,ρq(xa, xb) (Eq. 4.73) which can be expressed in the form

Rρq,ρq(xa, xb) =

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′rα,α′(xa, xb) (4.84)

rα,α′(xa, xb) = IE
[
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
)) ×

×N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δ
α′

))
]
. (4.85)
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Case of α = α′

For the case of α = α′, define

rα(xa, xb) = rα,α(xa, xb). (4.86)

Then

rα(xa, xb) = IE
[
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
))N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α + δ

α
))
]

(4.87)

=

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
))N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α + δ

α
)) ×

× Pδα
(δ
α
)d3δ

α
(4.88)

=

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
))N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α + δ

α
)) ×

× N(03,Uα
)(δ

α
)d3δ

α
(4.89)

=

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(xa − x0,α, q2I3)(δ

α
)N(xb − x0,α, q2I3)(δ

α
) ×

× N(03,Uα
)(δ

α
)d3δ

α
. (4.90)

Eqs. 4.213, 4.214, and 4.217 provide a formula for the product of two Gaussian pdfs in

terms of a third Gaussian pdf times a scaling. In particular,

Λ =
[
Λ−1

1 + Λ−1
2

]−1
(4.91)

µ = Λ(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2) (4.92)

N(µ1,Λ1)(x)N(µ2,Λ2)(x)

=

√
det Λ

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ1
√

det Λ2
N(µ,Λ)(x) ×

× exp
(1
2

[
(Λ−1

1 µ1 + Λ−1
2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1

1 µ1 + Λ−1
2 µ2)

−µT
1 Λ−1

1 µ1 − µ
T
2 Λ−1

2 µ2

])
(4.93)
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Use Eq. 4.217 on the two pdfs with covariance q2I3 so that

Λ1 = q2I3 (4.94)

Λ2 = q2I3 (4.95)

µ1 = xa − x0,α (4.96)

µ2 = xb − x0,α (4.97)

and therefore

Λ =
1
2

q2I3 (4.98)

µ =
1
2

(µ1 + µ2) (4.99)

=
1
2

(
xa − x0,α + xb − x0,α

)
(4.100)

=
1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α (4.101)

√
det Λ

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ1
√

det Λ2
=

√
2−3q6

(2π)3/2
√

q6
√

q6
(4.102)

=
1

8π3/2q3 (4.103)

(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2)

= (Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2)T 1
2

(µ1 + µ2) (4.104)

= (µ1 + µ2)T 1
q2 I3

1
2

(µ1 + µ2) (4.105)

=
1

2q2 (µ1 + µ2)T (µ1 + µ2) − µT
1 Λ−1

1 µ1 − µ
T
2 Λ−1

2 µ2 (4.106)

= −
1
q2 [µT

1µ1 + µT
2µ2] (4.107)
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(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2) − µT
1 Λ−1

1 µ1 − µ
T
2 Λ−1

2 µ2

=
1

2q2 (µ1 + µ2)T (µ1 + µ2) −
1
q2 [µT

1µ1 + µT
2µ2] (4.108)

=
1

2q2

[
µT

1µ1 + µT
1µ2 + µT

2µ1 + µT
2µ2 − 2µT

1µ1 − 2µT
2µ2

]
(4.109)

=
1

2q2

[
−µT

1µ1 + µT
1µ2 + µT

2µ1 − µ
T
2µ2

]
(4.110)

= −
1

2q2

[
µT

1µ1 − µ
T
1µ2 − µ

T
2µ1 + µT

2µ2

]
(4.111)

= −
1

2q2 (µ1 − µ2)T (µ1 − µ2) (4.112)

= −
1

2q2 (x0,α − xa − (x0,α − xb))T (x0,α − xa − (x0,α − xb)) (4.113)

= −
1

2q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa) (4.114)

N(µ1,Λ1)(x)N(µ2,Λ2)(x)

=

√
det Λ

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ1
√

det Λ2
N(µ,Λ)(x)×

× exp
(1
2

[
(Λ−1

1 µ1 + Λ−1
2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1

1 µ1 + Λ−1
2 µ2) − µT

1 Λ−1
1 µ1 − µ

T
2 Λ−1

2 µ2

])
(4.115)

=
1

8π3/2q3N(
1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,
1
2

q2I3)(x) exp
(
−

1
2

1
2q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa)

)
(4.116)

=
1

8π3/2q3 exp
(
−

1
4q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa)

)
N(

1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,
1
2

q2I3)(x). (4.117)

Therefore

rα(xa, xb) =

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(xa − x0,α, q2I3)(δ

α
)N(xb − x0,α, q2I3)(δ

α
) ×

× N(03,Uα
)(δ

α
)d3δ

α
(4.118)

=

∫
δα∈IR

3

1
8π3/2q3 exp

(
−

1
4q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa)

)
×

× N(
1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,
1
2

q2I3)(δ
α
)N(03,Uα

)(δ
α
)d3δ

α
(4.119)

=
1

8π3/2q3 exp
(
−

1
4q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa)

)
×

×

∫
δα∈IR

3
N(

1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,
1
2

q2I3)(δ
α
)N(03,Uα

)(δ
α
)d3δ

α
.(4.120)
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The integral can be calculated via Eq. 4.238 with the result that

rα(xa, xb) =
1

8π3/2q3 exp
(
−

1
4q2 (xb − xa)T (xb − xa)

)
×

× N

(
1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,Uα
+

1
2

q2I3

)
(03) (4.121)

= N(xb − xa, 2q2I3)(03)N
(
1
2

(xa + xb) − x0,α,Uα
+

1
2

q2I3

)
(03). (4.122)

Case of α , α′

For the case of α , α′, define

r,α,α′(xa, xb) = rα,α′(xa, xb). (4.123)

Then

r,α,α′(xa, xb) = IE
[
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
)) × (4.124)

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δ
α′

))
]

=

∫
δα∈IR

3

∫
δα′∈IR

3
N(03, q2I3)(xa − (x0,α + δ

α
)) × (4.125)

× N(03, q2I3)(xb − (x0,α′ + δ
α′

))N(02·3,Wα,α′)


 δ

α

δ
α′


 d3δ

α
d3δ

α′

=

∫
δα∈IR

3

∫
δα′∈IR

3
N


 xa − x0,α

xb − x0,α′

 , q2I2·3



 δαδ

α′


 × (4.126)

× N(02·3,Wα,α′)


 δαδ

α′


 d3δ

α
d3δ

α′
.

Using Eq. 4.238, this integral can be evaluated with the result that

r,α,α′(xa, xb) = N


 xa − x0,α

xb − x0,α′

 ,Wα,α′ + q2I2·3

 (02·3) (4.127)

= N


 x0,α

x0,α′

 ,Wα,α′ + q2I2·3



 xa

xb


 . (4.128)
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Evaluating Eq. 4.84 using Eq. 4.122 and Eq. 4.128, we can then get the complete formula

for the correlation function in the form

Rρq,ρq(xa, xb) =

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1

fα fα′rα,α′(xa, xb) (4.129)

=

Np∑
α=1

f 2
α rα(xa, xb) +

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′ = 1
α′ , α

fα fα′r,α,α′(xa, xb). (4.130)

Repeating the calculation above for the correlation of σRβ , we have

RσRβ ,σRβ
(χa,χb) =

Np∑
α=1

f 2
α rα,2D(χa,χb) +

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1,α′,α

fα f ′αr,α,α′,2D(χa,χb) (4.131)

where rα,2D and r,α,α′,2D are computed in the remainder of this section. First, for rα,2D,

rα,2D(χa,χb) =

∫
δα∈IR

2
N(χa − χ0,α, q2I2)(δ

α
)N(χb − χ0,α, q2I2)(δ

α
)N(02,Uα

)(δ
α
)d2δ

α

(4.132)

where χ0,α denotes Rβx0,α ∈ IR2. Eq. 4.102 becomes
√

det Λ

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ1
√

det Λ2
=

√
2−2q4

(2π)2/2
√

q4
√

q4
=

1
4πq2 (4.133)

and Eq. 4.122 becomes

rα,2D(χa,χb) = N(χb − χa, 2q2I2)(02)N(
1
2

(χa + χb) − χ0,α,Uα
+

1
2

q2I2)(02). (4.134)

Second, for r,α,α′,2D, Eq. 4.128 becomes

r,α,α′,2D(χa,χb) = N(

 χ0,α

χ0,α′

 ,Wα,α′ + q2I2×2)

 χa

χb

 . (4.135)

4.7.5 Computing the Statistics of the Basis Coefficients

Based on the derived formulas for the mean and correlation function of the electron

scattering intensity specified in Eq. 4.81 and Eq. 4.130, we then want to compute the
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mean and covariance of the basis coefficients when the electron scattering intensity is

expressed as an orthonormal expansion where

ρ(x) =
∑
τ

cτφτ(x) (4.136)

cτ =

∫
x∈IR3

ρ(x)φτ(x)d3x. (4.137)

Let c be a vector with components cτ. The goal is to compute the mean, correlation, and

covariance of c, which are denoted by mc, Rc,c, and Cc,c, respectively, and defined by

mc = IE[c], Rc,c = IE[ccT ], and Cc,c = IE[(c − mc)(c − mc)T ], respectively.

Take the expectation of Eq. 4.137 with respect to the microscopic degrees of freedom

which are hidden in ρ(x) to find that the τth component of mc is

(mc)τ = IE[cτ] =

∫
x∈IR3

ρ̄q(x)φτ(x)d3x. (4.138)

Similarly, take the expectation of the product of Eq. 4.137 with itself at two possibly dif-

ferent values of the index (τ and τ′) with respect to the microscopic degrees of freedom

which are hidden in ρ(x) to find that the (τ, τ′)th element of Rc,c is

(Rc,c)τ,τ′ = IE[cτcτ′] =

∫
x∈IR3

∫
x′∈IR3

Rρq,ρq(x, x′)φτ(x)φτ′(x′)d3xd3x′. (4.139)

Finally,

Cc,c = Rc,c − mcmT
c (4.140)

which follows directly from the definition of Cc,c.

The details of the evaluation of these integrals depends on the specific choice of basis

functions. The current software system uses the spherical harmonic basis functions

φl,n,p(x) =


Ψl,n(θ(x), ϕ(x))hl,p(‖x‖), ‖x‖ ≤ R

0, otherwise
(4.141)

where Ψl,n is an appropriate linear combination of spherical harmonics of order l; hl,p

is a radial basis function, which is a linear combination of spherical Bessel functions
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of the first kind of order l; and θ(x) and ϕ(x) are the spherical angles of x. However,

considering the complexity of evaluating the integrals symbolically, we propose to use

a rectangular basis in a box with side length 2R, which is defined as

Φn̄(x) =


1

(2R)3/2 exp−i 2π
2R n̄T x, |x1|, |x2|, |x3| ≤ R

0, otherwise
(4.142)

This basis is orthonormal since∫ T

0
exp(i

2π
T

nt) exp(−i
2π
T

mt)dt =

∫ T

0
exp(i

2π
T

(n − m)t)dt = Tδn,m. (4.143)

Integrals over this rectangular basis can be related to the 3-D Fourier transform∫
f (x) exp(−2πik̄x)dx (4.144)

where

Φk̄(x) = exp(−2πik̄x) (4.145)

is the 3-D Fourier basis.

The rectangular basis specified in Eq. 4.142 can be expressed as

Φn̄(x) =
1

(2R)3/2 Φk̄= n̄
2R

(x). (4.146)

Calculating Mean of Basis Coefficients mc

From Eq. 4.138 and Eq. 4.81, it follows that

(mc)τ =

Np∑
α=1

fα

∫
IR3
N(x0,α,Uα

′ + q2I3)(x)Φτ(x)d3x. (4.147)

Let

µα = x0,α (4.148)

Σα = Uα
′ + q2I3. (4.149)
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Using the expression for the basis function from Eq. 4.146, the key integral to be evalu-

ated in the calculation of mc is∫
IR3
N(µα,Σα)(x)Φτ(x)d3x =

1
(2R)3/2

∫
2R−cube

N(µα,Σα)(x)Φk̄= n̄
2R

(x)d3x. (4.150)

The right hand side of Eq. 4.150 is just a scaling factor times a windowed Fourier Trans-

form of the Gaussian distribution N(µα,Σα) evaluated at k̄ = n̄
2R . Since the Fourier

transform of N(µα,Σα) is

exp(−iµαT (2πk̄) −
1
2

(2πk̄)T Σα(2πk̄)) (4.151)

the integral in Eq. 4.150 can be evaluated as

1
(2R)3/2 exp(−iµαT (2π

n̄
2R

) −
1
2

(2π
n̄

2R
)T Σα(2π

n̄
2R

)). (4.152)

Then the mean coefficient of the rectangular basis specified in Eq. 4.142 has the formula

(mc)n̄ =

Np∑
α=1

fα
1

(2R)3/2 exp(−ix0,α
T 2π

n̄
2R
−

1
2

(2π
n̄

2R
)T (Uα

′ + q2I3)2π
n̄

2R
). (4.153)

Calculating Correlation of Basis Coefficients (Rc,c,)τ,τ′

Following Eq. 4.130 and 4.139, we then divide the calculation of correlation into two

integrals over rα and r,α,α′ as defined in Eq. 4.122 and 4.128, respectively. To calculate

the integration over rα,α, we change variables and let

y = xa + xb

z = xb − xa

→

xa =
1
2

(y − z)

xb =
1
2

(y + z)
. (4.154)
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Then the integral is calculated as

rα(xa, xb) =

∫
IR3

∫
IR3
N(03, 2q2I3)(xb − xa)N(x03,α,Uα

′ +
1
2

q2I3)(−
1
2

(xa + xb))×

×
1

(2R)3/2φka=
na
2R

(xa)
1

(2R)3/2φkb=
nb
2R

(xb)d3xad3xb (4.155)

=

∫
IR3

∫
IR3
N(03, 2q2I3)(z)N(x03,α,Uα

′ +
1
2

q2I3)(−
1
2

y)×

×
1

(2R)3 exp(−2πika
1
2

(y − z)) exp(−2πikb
1
2

(y + z))Jd3yd3z (4.156)

=

∫
2R−cube

∫
2R−cube

J
(2R)3N(03, 2q2I3)(z) exp(−2πi(

kb − ka

2
)z)×

× N(x03,α,Uα
′ +

1
2

q2I3)(−
1
2

y) exp(−2πi(
ka + kb

2
)y)d3yd3z (4.157)

where J denotes the Jacobian determinant calculated as

J = det


∂xa
∂y

∂xa
∂z

∂xb
∂y

∂xb
∂z

 = det


1
2 −1

2

1
2

1
2

 =
1
2
. (4.158)

The scaling property of the Fourier transform is the property that if

f (x)←→ F(k) (4.159)

then

f (ax)←→
1
|a|

F(
k
a

). (4.160)

Using the scaling property and Eq. 4.151 and 4.157, the integral is calculated as

rα(xa, xb) =
1
2

1
(2R)3 FN(03,2q2I3)(z)(

kb − ka

2
)FN(x03 ,α,Uα

′+ 1
2 q2I3)(y)((

ka + kb

2
)/(−

1
2

))
1
|12 |

(4.161)

=
1

(2R)3 exp(−
1
2

4π2(
ka − kb

2
)T (

ka − kb

2
)2q2) exp(−ix03,α

T (−2π(ka + kb))

−
1
2

(−2π(ka + kb))T (Uα
′ +

1
2

q2I3)(−2π(ka + kb))) (4.162)

=
1

(2R)3 exp[−π2q2(kb − ka)T (kb − ka) + ix03,α
T 2π(ka + kb)

− 2π2(ka + kb)T (Uα
′ +

1
2

q2I3)(ka + kb)] (4.163)

=
1

(2R)3 exp(−
π2q2

4R2 (nb − na)T (nb − na) + ix03,α
T π

R
(nb + na)

−
1
2
π2

R2 (na + nb)T (Uα
′ +

1
2

q2I3)(na + nb)). (4.164)
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Then the symbolic result for the first part (the rα part) of the correlation of the basis

coefficients (Eq. 4.142) is

Np∑
α=1

f 2
α

∫
IR3

∫
IR3

rα(xa, xb)φτ(xa)φτ′(xb)d3xad3xb

=

Np∑
α=1

f 2
α

1
8R3 exp(−

π2q2

4R2 (nb − na)T (nb − na) + ix03,α
T π

R
(nb + na)

−
1
2
π2

R2 (na + nb)T (Uα
′ +

1
2

q2I3)(na + nb)). (4.165)

Continuing from Eq. 4.128 and 4.139, we now consider the integral containing the factor

r,α,α′ which is

∫
IR3

∫
IR3
N


 x0,α

x0,α′

 ,Wα,α′ + q2I2·3



 xa

xb


 1

(2R)3φka=
na
2R

(xa)φkb=
nb
2R

(xb)d3xad3xb

=
1

(2R)3

∫
IR6
N (µ,Q) (x) φk= n

2R
(x) d6x (4.166)

where

x =[xa xb]T (4.167)

µ =[x0,α x0,α′]T (4.168)

Q =

A B

C D

 =

q
2I3 + U′α U′α,α′

U′α′,α q2I3 + U′α′

 (4.169)

k =[ka kb]T (4.170)

n
2R

=[
na

2R
nb

2R
]T . (4.171)

Symmetry implies that B = C.

Then, using Fourier transform result described in Eq. 4.151, the integral in Eq. 4.166

has the value
1

(2R)3 exp(−iµT 2πk −
1
2

(2πk)T Q(2πk)). (4.172)
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Then the symbolic result for the second part (the r,α,α′ part) of the correlation of the basis

coefficients (Eq. 4.142) is

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1,α′,α

fα f ′α

∫
IR3

∫
IR3
N


 x0,α

x0,α′

 ,Wα,α′ + q2I2·3



 xa

xb


×

×
1

(2R)3φka=
na
2R

(xa)φkb=
nb
2R

(xb)d3xad3xb

=
1

(2R)3

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1,α′,α

fα f ′α exp(−2πi(xT
0,αka + xT

0,α′kb)

−
1
2

4π2[kT
a kT

b ]

q
2I3 + U′α U′α,α′

U′α′,α q2I3 + U′α′


 ka

kb

) (4.173)

=
1

(2R)3

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′=1,α′,α

fα f ′α exp(−
πi
R

(xT
0,αna + xT

0,α′nb)

−
π2

2R2 [nT
a nT

b ]

q
2I3 + U′α U′α,α′

U′α′,α q2I3 + U′α′


 na

nb

). (4.174)
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Combining the results in Eq. 4.165 and 4.174, the overall expression for correlation of

(rectangular) basis coefficients is

Rρq,ρq(xa, xb)

=

∫
x∈IR3

∫
x′∈IR3


Np∑
α=1

f 2
α rα(xa, xb) +

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′ = 1
α′ , α

fα fα′r,α,α′(xa, xb)

 φτ(xa)φτ′(xb)d3xad3xb

(4.175)

=

Np∑
α=1

f 2
α

1
8R3 exp(−

π2q2

4R2 (nb − na)T (nb − na) +
πi
R

x03,α
T (nb + na)

−
π2

2R2 (na + nb)T (Uα
′ +

1
2

q2I3)(na + nb))

+
1

(2R)3

Np∑
α=1

Np∑
α′ = 1
α′ , α

fα fα′ exp(−
πi
R

(xT
0,αna + xT

0,α′nb)

−
π2

2R2 [nT
a nT

b ]

q
2I3 + U′α U′α,α′

U′α′,α q2I3 + U′α′


 na

nb

). (4.176)

Considering the fact that coefficients for the rectangular basis are complex, for any pair

of basis coefficients cτ, cτ′ , the complete correlation function should be a 2-by-2 matrix

instead of a single value,.i.e.,

IE


 <(cτ)

=(cτ)


 <(cτ′)

=(cτ′)


T  =

IE[<(cτ)<(cτ′)] IE[<(cτ)=(cτ′)

IE[<(cτ′)=(cτ)] IE[=(cτ)=(cτ′)

 . (4.177)

The 2-by-2 matrix in Eq. 4.177 is real. For any cτ ∈ CC we have

<(cτ) =
1
2

(cτ + c∗τ) (4.178)

=(cτ) =
1
2

(cτ − c∗τ) (4.179)

where c∗τ denotes the complex conjugate of cτ. Using Eqs. 4.178 and 4.179 in Eq. 4.177

demonstrates that in order to express the complete correlation information we need to
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compute IE[cτcτ′], IE[cτc∗τ′], IE[c∗τcτ′] and IE[c∗τc
∗
τ′]. The first expectation IE[cτcτ′] is de-

fined in Eq. 4.139 and the calculation result is specified in Eq. 4.176. IE[cτc∗τ′] is defined

as

IE[cτc∗τ′] =

∫
x∈IR3

∫
x′∈IR3

Rρq,ρq(x, x′)φτ(x)φ∗τ′(x′)d3xd3x′. (4.180)

Comparing Eq. 4.139 and Eq. 4.180 and considering the definition of the rectangular

basis specified in Eq. 4.145 and Eq. 4.146, IE[cτc∗τ′] can be computed by substituting

every nb in Eq. 4.176 by −nb. We also observe that IE[c∗τcτ′] and IE[c∗τc
∗
τ′] are just complex

conjugates of IE[cτc∗τ′] and IE[cτcτ′], respectively. Finally Ccτ,cτ′ , which is defined in

Eq. 4.140, can be computed from the correlation matrix (Eq. 4.177) by

Ccτ,cτ′ = IE


 <(cτ)

=(cτ)


 <(cτ′)

=(cτ′)


T  − IE

 <(cτ)

=(cτ)

 IE

 <(cτ′)

=(cτ′)


T

. (4.181)

The overall covariance matrix will be a 2Nc-by-2Nc matrix in which each 2-by-2 block

is computed as in Eq. 4.181.

4.7.6 Estimating the Mechanical Properties from the Data

To optimize the set of spring constants in the mechanical model, we want to compare

the calculated mean vector and covariance matrix of the rectangular basis coefficients

to the results obtained from reconstruction from the experimental image data. One ap-

proach is to measure the difference between the two probability density functions (pdfs)

implied by the mean vectors and covariance matrices. The mathematical model used

in the current reconstruction software system uses a Gaussian pdf for the vector c of

parameters. While m̂c and Ĉc,c are only estimates of the parameters in the Gaussian pdf,

it is still natural to take N(m̂c, Ĉc,c)(·) as one of the two pdfs. The statistical mechanical

model predicts a pdf on c, but it is not Gaussian. However, since all that is computed is
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the mean and covariance of the pdf, it is still natural to take N(mc,Cc,c)(·) as the second

pdf. A natural way in which to compare two pdfs is the Kullback-Leibler divergence

which, if the two pdfs are denoted by p and q, is denoted by DKL(p||q) and defined by

DKL(p||q) =

∫
p(x) ln

(
p(x)
q(x)

)
dx. (4.182)

The divergence is not symmetrical, i.e., DKL(p||q) , DKL(q||p), and p of DKL(p||q) is

typically the “true” pdf while q is approximating p. Therefore, p(c) = N(m̂c, Ĉc,c)(c)

and q(c) = N(mc,Cc,c)(c). Minimization of Eq. 4.182 for this case with respect to the

statistical mechanical parameters determines all of the parameters jointly while match-

ing, in a pdf-sense, the mean vectors and covariance matrices. Eq. 4.182 appears to

be an integral over a number of dimensions equal to the number of coefficients in the

orthonormal expansion, which is large. However, for the case of two Gaussian pdfs,

Eq. 4.182 can be computed symbolically (Appendix 4.7.7): if p(x) = N(mp,Qp)(x) and

q(x) = N(mq,Qq)(x) then

DKL(p||q) =
1
2

[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + tr
[
QpQ−1

q

]
− n + (mp − mq)T Q−1

q (mp − mq)
]

(4.183)

where n is the dimension of the random vectors described by the pdfs.

In order to apply Eq. 4.183, the mean vector and covariance matrix evaluated from

mechanical model are given in Eq. 4.153 and Eq. 4.181 respectively. However, the mean

vector and covariance matrix estimated from the experimental image data are given in

spherical basis and therefore we need to convert them into the rectangular basis before

comparison. This conversion can be done computationally by solving the following

least squares problem

χ =

∫
cube

(ρ̄sphere(x) − ρ̄rect(x))2d3x (4.184)

=

∫
cube

(ρ̄sphere(x))2d3x − 2
∫

cube
ρ̄sphere(x)ρ̄rect(x)d3x +

∫
cube

(ρ̄rect(x))2d3x. (4.185)
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The first integral in Eq. 4.185 is a constan that is denoted by C. Using Eq. 4.136, the

second integral has the form∫
cube

ρ̄sphere(x)ρ̄rect(x)d3x (4.186)

=

∫
sphere

∑
n

c̄rect
n̄ Ψrect

n̄ (x)
∑
l,n,p

c̄sphere
l,n,p Ψ

sphere
l,n,p (x)d3x

=
∑

n̄

∑
l,n,p

c̄rect
n̄ c̄sphere

l,n,p

∫
sphere

Ψrect
n̄ (x)Ψsphere

l,n,p (x)d3x (4.187)

=c̄T
n̄ Ac̄l,n,p (4.188)

where the matrix A refers to the integral of the product of two basis function over the

sphere which can be computed numerically. Finally, using Eq. 4.136 and the fact that c̄n̄

has Hermitian Symmetry, the third integral can be written as∫
cube

∑
n

c̄rect
n̄ Ψrect

n̄ (x)
∑

n′
c̄rect

n̄′ Ψrect
n̄′ (x)d3x (4.189)

=
∑

n

∑
n′

c̄n̄c̄n̄′

∫
cube

Ψrect
n̄ (x)Ψrect

n̄′ (x)d3x (4.190)

=
∑

n

∑
n′

c̄n̄c̄n̄′

∫
cube

Ψrect
n̄ (x)Ψrect

−n̄′ (x)∗d3x (4.191)

=
∑

n

∑
n′

c̄n̄c̄n̄′δn̄,−n̄′ (4.192)

=
∑

n̄

c̄n̄c̄−n̄′ (4.193)

=
∑

n̄

c̄n̄c̄∗n̄′ . (4.194)

Using Eq. 4.188 and Eq. 4.194, Eq. 4.185 then becomes

χ = C +
∑

n̄

c̄n̄c̄∗n̄′ − 2c̄T
n̄ Ac̄l,n,p. (4.195)

The minimization of χ can be performed as follows:

∂χ

∂c̄n̄
= 2c̄n̄ − 2Ac̄l,n,p = 0 (4.196)

c̄n̄ = Ac̄l,n,p (4.197)
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where A is a complex matrix and c̄l,n,p is always real. Therefore

<(c̄n̄) =
1
2

(c̄n̄ + c̄∗n̄) =
1
2

(A + A∗)c̄l,n,p (4.198)

=(c̄n̄) =
1
2

(c̄n̄ − c̄∗n̄) =
1
2

(A − A∗)c̄l,n,p. (4.199)

To match the size and structure of the mean vector and covariance matrix, let

Bi, j =


1
2 (A i+1

2 , j + A∗i+1
2 , j

), i is odd

1
2 (A i

2 , j
− A∗i

2 , j
), i is even

. (4.200)

Then the mean vector m̂c and covariance matrix Ĉc,c estimated from the experimental

image data can be computed as

m̂c = c̄rect
n̄ = Bc̄l,n,p (4.201)

Ĉc,c = Vrect = BV sphereBT . (4.202)

4.7.7 Mathematical Derivations

Integrals of products of Gaussian functions

Suppose that

ΛT = Λ (4.203)

N(µ,Λ)(x) =
1

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ
exp(−

1
2

(x − µ)T Λ−1(x − µ)) (4.204)

N(µ1,Λ1)(x)N(µ2,Λ2)(x) =
1

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ1

1
(2π)n/2

√
det Λ2

× (4.205)

× exp(−
1
2

[(x − µ)T Λ−1
1 (x − µ) + (x − µ)T Λ−1

2 (x − µ)]).

For simplicity, define

Q1 � Λ−1
1 (4.206)

Q2 � Λ−1
2 . (4.207)
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Then complete the square to get

(x − µ)T Λ−1
1 (x − µ) + (x − µ)T Λ−1

2 (x − µ)

= xT Q1x − 2xT Q1µ1 + µT
1 Q1µ1 + xT Q2x − 2xT Q2µ2 + µT

2 Q2µ2 (4.208)

= xT (Q1 + Q2)x − 2xT (Q1µ1 + Q2µ2) + µT
1 Q1µ1 + µT

2 Q2µ2 (4.209)

Q � Q1 + Q2

= xT Qx − 2xT Q[Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]

+ [Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]T Q[Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]

− [Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]T Q[Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)] + µT
1 Q1µ1 + µT

2 Q2µ2 (4.210)

= [x − Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]T Q[x − Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]

− [Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]T Q[Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)] + µT
1 Q1µ1 + µT

2 Q2µ2 (4.211)

= [x − Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]T Q[x − Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)]

− (Q1µ1 + Q2µ2)T Q−1(Q1µ1 + Q2µ2) + µT
1 Q1µ1 + µT

2 Q2µ2. (4.212)

Define

Λ =
[
Λ−1

1 + Λ−1
2

]−1
(4.213)

µ = Λ(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2). (4.214)

Then

(x − µ)T Λ−1
1 (x − µ) + (x − µ)T Λ−1

2 (x − µ)

= (x − µ)T Λ−1(x − µ)

− (Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2) + µT
1 Λ−1

1 µ1 + µT
2 Λ−1

2 µ2. (4.215)
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Therefore,

N(µ1,Λ1)(x)N(µ2,Λ2)(x)

=
(2π)n/2

√
det Λ

((2π)n/2
√

det Λ1)((2π)n/2
√

det Λ2)
1

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ
×

× exp
(
−

1
2

[
(x − µ)T Λ−1(x − µ)

− (Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1
1 µ1 + Λ−1

2 µ2) + µT
1 Λ−1

1 µ1 + µT
2 Λ−1

2 µ2

])
(4.216)

=

√
det Λ

(2π)n/2
√

det Λ1
√

det Λ2
N(µ,Λ)(x) × (4.217)

× exp
(1
2

[
(Λ−1

1 µ1 + Λ−1
2 µ2)T Λ(Λ−1

1 µ1 + Λ−1
2 µ2) − µT

1 Λ−1
1 µ1 − µ

T
2 Λ−1

2 µ2

])
.

Integrals of products of Gaussians via convolution

The sum of two Gaussian random vectors is a Gaussian random vector. For the case of

two independent random vectors, the three pdfs are related by convolution:

psum(x) =

∫
λ

p1(λ)p2(x − λ)dλ (4.218)

p1(x1) = N(m1,Q1)(x1) (4.219)

p2(x2) = N(m2,Q2)(x2) (4.220)

x = x1 + x2 (4.221)

m = IE[x] (4.222)

= m1 + m2 (4.223)

Q = Cov[x] (4.224)

= Q1 + Q2 (4.225)

N(m,Q)(x) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(m2,Q2)(x − λ)dλ (4.226)

N(m2,Q2)(x − λ) = N(0,Q2)(x − λ − m2) (4.227)

= N(0,Q2)(−(x − λ − m2)) (4.228)
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= N(0,Q2)(λ − (x − m2)) (4.229)

= N(x − m2,Q2)(λ) (4.230)

Using Eq. 4.230 as the integrand of Eq. 4.226 gives

N(m,Q)(x) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(x − m2,Q2)(λ)dλ (4.231)

Define µ2 = x − m2 to replace x

N(m,Q)(µ2 + m2) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(µ2,Q2)(λ)dλ (4.232)

Substituting Eqs. 4.223 and 4.225 in the left hand side of Eq. 4.232 gives

N(m1 + m2,Q1 + Q2)(µ2 + m2) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(µ2,Q2)(λ)dλ(4.233)

N(0,Q1 + Q2)(µ2 + m2 − (m1 + m2)) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(µ2,Q2)(λ)dλ(4.234)

N(0,Q1 + Q2)(µ2 − m1) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(µ2,Q2)(λ)dλ(4.235)

N(µ2 − m1,Q1 + Q2)(0) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(µ2,Q2)(λ)dλ(4.236)

rename µ2 to m2

N(m2 − m1,Q1 + Q2)(0) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(m2,Q2)(λ)dλ(4.237)

N(m2 − m1,Q1 + Q2)(0) =

∫
λ

N(m1,Q1)(λ)N(m2,Q2)(λ)dλ.(4.238)

Kullback-Leibler divergence for Gaussian pdfs

Let p(x) = N(mp,Qp)(x) and q(x) = N(mq,Qq)(x). Then

p(x)
q(x)

=

√
det(Qq)√
det(Qp)

exp
(
−

1
2

[
(x − mp)T Q−1

p (x − mp) − (x − mq)T Q−1
q (x − mq)

])
.

(4.239)
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Therefore, letting tr denote the trace operator,

ln
(

p(x)
q(x)

)
=

1
2

[
ln

det(Qq)
det(Qp)

+ (x − mq)T Q−1
q (x − mq) − (x − mp)T Q−1

p (x − mp)
]

(4.240)

=
1
2

[
ln

[
det(Q−1

p ) det(Qq)
]

+ ((x − mp) + (mp − mq))T Q−1
q ((x − mp) + (mp − mq))

− (x − mp)T Q−1
p (x − mp)

]
(4.241)

=
1
2
[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + (x − mp)T Q−1
q (x − mp) + 2(x − mp)T Q−1

q (mp − mq)

+ (mp − mq)T Q−1
q (mp − mq) − (x − mp)T Q−1

p (x − mp)
]

(4.242)

=
1
2
[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + (x − mp)T (Q−1
q − Q−1

p )(x − mp)

+ 2(x − mp)T Q−1
q (mp − mq) + (mp − mq)T Q−1

q (mp − mq)
]

(4.243)

=
1
2
[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + tr
[
(x − mp)T (Q−1

q − Q−1
p )(x − mp)

]
+ 2(x − mp)T Q−1

q (mp − mq) + (mp − mq)T Q−1
q (mp − mq)

]
(4.244)

=
1
2
[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + tr
[
(x − mp)(x − mp)T (Q−1

q − Q−1
p )

]
+ 2(x − mp)T Q−1

q (mp − mq) + (mp − mq)T Q−1
q (mp − mq)

]
. (4.245)

Finally, DKL(p||q) is the expectation of Eq. 4.245 with respect to x so that

DKL(p||q) (4.246)

=
1
2

[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + tr
[
Qp(Q−1

q − Q−1
p )

]
+ (mp − mq)T Q−1

q (mp − mq)
]
(4.247)

=
1
2

[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + tr
[
QpQ−1

q − In)
]

+ (mp − mq)T Q−1
q (mp − mq)

]
(4.248)

=
1
2

[
ln det(Q−1

p Qq) + tr
[
QpQ−1

q

]
− n + (mp − mq)T Q−1

q (mp − mq)
]

(4.249)

where n is the dimension of the random vectors described by the pdfs.
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Matrix inverse and determinant in block form

The determinant of a matrix Q which can be expressed in block form can be calculated

via [6]:

det(Q) = det

A B

C D

 = det(A) det(D −CA−1B) = det(D) det(A − BD−1C). (4.250)

The inverse of Q can be computed via [34]:

Q−1 =

A B

C D


−1

=

 (A − BD−1C)−1 −A−1B(D −CA−1B)−1

−D−1C(A − BD−1C)−1 (D −CA−1B)−1

 . (4.251)
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CHAPTER 5

LEARNING COMPOSITIONAL VISUAL CONCEPTS WITH MUTUAL

CONSISTENCY

As is discussed in Chapter 1, for some important problems it is highly challenging to

formulate useful statistical models of data as were used in Chapters 2-4. For instance,

many natural image problems, such as problems related to images of human faces, are of

this type. For such problems, deep neural networks have been quite successful in recent

years. However, the training of deep neural networks typically requires large amounts of

accurately annotated data and such data may not be available. When experimental data

is not available it is natural to consider using synthetic data. The challenge is to generate

synthetic data that is related to concepts of interest rather than just transformations (e.g.,

rotation) of some limited set of experimental data.

Compositionality of semantic concepts in image synthesis and analysis is appealing

in this case as it can help in decomposing known and generatively recomposing un-

known data. For instance, we may learn concepts of changing illumination, geometry

or albedo of a scene, and try to recombine them to generate physically meaningful, but

unseen data for training and testing. In practice however we often do not have samples

from the joint concept space available: We may have data on illumination change in

one data set and on geometric change in another one without complete overlap. We

pose the following question: How can we learn two or more concepts jointly from dif-

ferent data sets with mutual consistency where we do not have samples from the full

joint space? We present a novel answer in this chapter based on cyclic consistency over

multiple concepts, represented individually by generative adversarial networks (GANs).

Our method, ConceptGAN, can be understood as a drop in for data augmentation to

improve resilience for real world applications. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations
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demonstrate its efficacy in generating semantically meaningful images, as well as one

shot face verification as an example application. 1

5.1 Introduction

In applications such as object detection and face recognition, a large set of training

data with accurate annotation is critical for the success of modern deep learning-based

methods. However, collecting and annotating such data can be a laborious or even

an essentially impossible task. Conventional data augmentation techniques typically

involve either manual effort or simple transformations such as translation and rotation

of the available data, and may not result in semantically meaningful data samples.

Proposed: ConceptGANBaseline CycleGAN

color‐
bags

edge‐
bags

color‐
bags

edge‐
bags

reconstr‐
uctions

reconstr‐
uctions

no training data
edge‐
shoes

no training data
edge‐
shoes

color‐
shoes

color‐
shoes

Figure 5.1: We propose ConceptGAN, a framework that can jointly learn, transfer and

compose concepts to generate semantically meaningful images, even in subdomains

with no training data (highlighted) while the state-of-the-art methods such as Cycle-

GAN [120] fail to do so.

Recently, generative models have been shown to successfully synthesize unseen data

1This chapter is based on “Y. Gong, S. Karanam, Z. Wu, K. C. Peng, J. Ernst and P. C. Doerschuk,
Learning compositional visual concepts with mutual consistency, CVPR, 2018.”



samples, such as image-to-image translation and CycleGAN [120, 48]. Given sufficient

training data, these allow us, for instance, to translate from an image of a textured hand-

bag to a corresponding visually convincing image of a shoe with the same texture, or

from a color image of a handbag to a consistent line drawing of a handbag. Starting with

this limitation of learning one concept at a time, naturally one would like to continue

learning more concepts to generate a wider variety of data. However, samples from the

joint distribution, in our simple case of line drawings of shoes, may not be available

for training. Going beyond two concepts, the joint concept space certainly becomes

exponential and unfeasible for gathering data. As shown in Figure 5.1, it is difficult to

directly compose separately trained CycleGAN mappings in a semantically meaningful

way to synthesize plausible images in the subdomains with no training data. For exam-

ple shape-varying mappings trained with color images may fail to translate images in

the line drawing domain. As an answer to this challenge, we make compositionality a

principled and explicit part of the model while learning individual concepts. We achieve

this by regularizing the learning of the individual concepts by enforcing consistency of

concept composition. In our earlier example, this implies enforcing cyclic consistency

of applying bag to shoe, color to line drawing, and their corresponding inverses, result-

ing in a cycle of four concept shifts (Figure 5.2). In general, we enforce consistency

over multiple closed paths in the underlying graph. The benefits of this are twofold: (a)

we ensure that the concepts are mutually consistent in the sense of not impacting their

mutual forward and inverse generation capability, and (b) we can optimize the result-

ing cost function irrespective of whether data samples from the joint concept space are

available. In fact, we focus on the case where no data is available from one joint concept

space (e.g., line drawings of shoes) and demonstrate that we can nevertheless generate

meaningful samples from it. This work focuses primarily on the simplest case of our

framework with two-concept cycles.
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(Synthetic)

(Synthetic) 

Real 

Synthetic 

Figure 5.2: The proposed concept learning approach: Four-vertex cyclic graph for joint
learning of two latent concepts.

While not strictly necessary, we assume that the application of concepts is commu-

tative, yielding a set of symmetric cycle consistency constraints. As it is notoriously

difficult to gauge the performance of novel image synthesis, we use a surrogate task,

face verification, for performance evaluation and demonstrate how a black-box baseline

system can be improved by data augmentation. In summary:

• We propose a principled framework for learning pairwise visual concepts from

partial data with mutual consistency.

• We demonstrate that via joint learning, transfer and composition of concepts, se-

mantically meaningful image synthesis can be achieved over a joint latent space

with incomplete data, for instance from a subdomain where no data is available at

training time.

• We demonstrate a scalable framework for efficient data augmentation where mul-

tiple concepts learned in a pair-wise fashion can be directly composed in image
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synthesis.

• Using face verification as a surrogate problem, we show how the proposed method

can be used as a framework to perform conditional image synthesis, helping im-

prove face verification accuracy.

• We provide a scheme for building iterative solutions for an arbitrary number of

concepts as a generalization.

5.2 Related work

The challenge of data scarcity has been addressed in various computer vision re-

search [107, 94, 59]. In particular, data augmentation techniques have been uti-

lized to improve the training performance especially for deep learning-based meth-

ods [91, 75, 58, 99]. Conventional approaches mostly rely on simple transformations

such as rotation [89], random cropping [58], random flipping [91, 75, 58] and altering

RGB channel intensities [55]. The amount of new information introduced in such oper-

ations is limited as no latent manipulation (e.g., varying the illumination) is involved.

Generative adversarial networks (GAN) [31] provide an efficient tool to augment

data with virtual samples [92, 114, 117]. In GAN, plausible yet unseen images are gen-

erated by matching the synthetic sample distribution to the real data distribution. The ad-

versarial idea has been successfully applied to the transformation across image domains.

Isola et al. [39] propose the pix2pix framework, which adapts a conditional GAN [72]

to map images from the input to output domain given paired training data. Various

strategies have been utilized to tackle the problem with unsupervised data, such as us-

ing weight-sharing between adversarial networks to learn the joint distribution across

domains [64, 63] and using an additional regularization loss term which minimizes a
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similarity distance between the inputs and the outputs [96, 5, 88].

In particular, Zhu et al. [120] propose CycleGAN, which extends the pix2pix [39]

framework by introducing additional cycle-consistency constraints to simultaneously

learn a pair of forward and backward mappings between two domains given unpaired

training data. Similar unsupervised learning ideas are also proposed in the Disco-

GAN [48] and the DualGAN [110]. Following the cycle-consistency formulation, Liang

et al. [60] focus on editing high-level semantic content of objects while preserving back-

ground characteristics. In these prior works, however, translation mappings learned in

each experiment depend on specific training distributions, and therefore can not be eas-

ily transferred or semantically composed without extra training experiments.

Another group of generative model-based approaches seek to learn the disentangled

latent representations [53, 52, 69, 56, 108] where the semantic perturbation can then be

expressed via the vector arithmetic [71, 81]. Various recent efforts have successfully

combined the representation learning with adversarial networks in applications such as

conditional image synthesis [73, 78, 16, 43, 116]. Chen et al. [10] adopt an unsupervised

approach by maximizing the mutual information between code space input and output

observations. Fu et al. [28] perform conditional image synthesis given training data

only supervised in one (source) domain via joint feature disentanglement and adaption.

Lu et al. [66] and Kim et al. [49] both propose models on top of a cycle-consistency

formulation [120].

While these works can provide plausible image synthesis conditional on attribute

manipulations, the discussions are still under the assumption that training data are avail-

able over the joint latent space and have no accommodation for the challenge of the

data scarcity. Unlike prior works, the proposed ConceptGAN captures image space

mappings that correspond to commutative shifts in the underlying latent space. In each
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experiment, we jointly learn, transfer and compose such concepts to synthesize images

over joint latent space including a subdomain missing at the training stage. Given the

transferability of such learned concepts, our technique also paves a way for a princi-

pled framework to generalize to multiple concepts where new concepts can be learned

incrementally without looking at past data.

5.3 Model formulation

We propose ConceptGAN, a concept learning framework aimed at recovering the joint

space information given missing training data in one subdomain. As illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.2, the basic unit of the framework is modeled as a four-vertex cyclic graph, where

a pair of latent concepts is jointly learned. Each vertex refers to a subdomain ΣXY with

binary latent labels X and Y and corresponding training samples {σi
XY}

NXY
i=1 ∈ ΣXY , where

NXY denotes the number of training samples in the subdomain ΣXY . The variation over

each latent concept is learned as a pair of forward and inverse mappings, (Gi, Fi)i=1,2

between subdomains. For example, G1 : ΣX=0,Y → ΣX=1,Y and F1 : ΣX=1,Y → ΣX=0,Y de-

fine the variation over concept X. In particular, no pairwise correspondence is required

for data samples between any two subdomains and our goal is to generate realistic syn-

thetic samples over all four subdomains under the assumption that no training samples

are available in one of the subdomains. In the following discussion, we assume that

the subdomain Σ11 has no training data (i.e. N11 = 0). An adversarial discriminator

DXY is introduced at each of the three subdomains Σ00, Σ01 and Σ10 to tell synthetic data

and real data apart. We further extend cycle-consistency constraints used in the Cycle-

GAN [120] and introduce a commutative loss to encourage learning transferable and

composable concept mappings.
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5.3.1 Adversarial loss

The adversarial loss [31] is applied to each of the three subdomains where real data is

available during training, which encourages learning mappings between adjacent sub-

domains to generate realistic samples. Let PXY denote the underlying distribution of the

real data in subdomain ΣXY . For generator G1 and discriminator D10, for example, the

adversarial loss is expressed as:

Ladv(G1,D10,Σ00,Σ10) = Eσ10∼P10[log D10(σ10)]

+Eσ00∼P00[log(1 − D10(G1(σ00)))]
(5.1)

where the generator G1 and discriminator D10 are learned to optimize a minimax objec-

tive such that

G∗1 = arg min
G1

max
D10
Ladv(G1,D10,Σ00,Σ10) (5.2)

Similarly we define Ladv(G2,D01,Σ00,Σ01), Ladv(F1,D00,Σ10,Σ00), and

Ladv(F2,D00,Σ01,Σ00) for G2, F1 and F2 respectively. The overall adversarial loss LADV

is the sum of these four terms.

5.3.2 Extended cycle-consistency loss

In Zhu et al. [120] a pairwise cycle-consistency loss is proposed to encourage generators

to learn bijectional mappings between two distributions. Let LCYC2 denote the sum of

all such pairwise (i.e., distance-2) cycle consistency losses adopted in the cyclic model,

where six terms are included: (1) both forward cycle-consistency and backward cycle-

consistency [120] between pairs (Σ00,Σ01) and (Σ00,Σ10) and (2) only forward cycle-

consistency between pairs (Σ01,Σ11) and (Σ10,Σ11). Such consistency constraints can

naturally be extended to potentially any closed walks in the cyclic graph and thus further

reduce the space of possible mappings. In particular, the difference between training
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data samples and image samples reconstructed via walking through all four vertices from

either direction is minimized. For example, for any data sample σ00 in subdomain Σ00,

a distance-4 cycle consistency constraint is defined in the clockwise direction (F2 ◦ F1 ◦

G2◦G1)(σ00) ≈ σ00 and in the counterclockwise direction (F1◦F2◦G1◦G2)(σ00) ≈ σ00.

Such constraints are implemented by the penalty function:

Lcyc4(G, F,Σ00)

= Eσ00∼P00[‖(F2 ◦ F1 ◦G2 ◦G1)(σ00) − σ00‖1]

+ Eσ00∼P00[‖(F1 ◦ F2 ◦G1 ◦G2)(σ00) − σ00‖1]. (5.3)

Similarly, we define Lcyc4(G, F,Σ01) and Lcyc4(G, F,Σ10) considering the case where the

original image is in subdomain Σ01 and Σ10 respectively. Let LCYC4 denotes the sum of

these three terms. The overall cycle consistency loss LCYC = LCYC2 +LCYC4.

5.3.3 Commutative loss

Adversarial training in Zhu et al. [120] learns mappings that capture sample distribu-

tions of training data and therefore are not easily transferable to input data that follows

a different distribution without a second training, which may lead to weak composi-

tionality. In order to encourage the model to capture semantic shifts, which corre-

spond to commutative operators such as addition and subtraction in latent space, we

enforce a commutative property for concept composition such that starting from one

data sample, similar outputs are expected after applying concepts in different orders.

For example, for any data sample σ00 in subdomain Σ00, we introduce a constraint

(G2 ◦G1)(σ00) ≈ (G1 ◦G2)(σ00) implemented by the penalty function:

Lcomm(G1,G2,Σ00)

=Eσ00∼P00[‖(G2 ◦G1)(σ00) − (G1 ◦G2)(σ00)‖1] (5.4)
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Lcomm(G1,G2,Σ01) and Lcomm(G1,G2,Σ10) are defined in a similar way by considering

original image in subdomains Σ01 and Σ10. The overall commutative loss LCOMM is the

sum of the three terms.

(A)

(B)

Figure 5.3: Image translation and synthesis conditional on concepts: (A) “smile” and
”eyeglasses”; (B) “handbag vs. shoe” and “color vs. edge”. Each panel in column
(I) demonstrates the clockwise cycle consistency where σ00, G1(σ00), (G2 ◦ G1)(σ00),
(F1◦G2◦G1)(σ00), (F2◦F1◦G2◦G1)(σ00) are shown in sequence, from left to right. Each
panel in column (II) demonstrates the counter-clockwise cycle consistency where σ00,
G2(σ00), (G1◦G2)(σ00), (F2◦G1◦G2)(σ00), (F1◦F2◦G1◦G2)(σ00) are shown in sequence,
from left to right. Each panel in column (III) demonstrates the commutative property of
the concept composition where σ00, G1(σ00), G2(σ00), (G2 ◦ G1)(σ00), (G1 ◦ G2)(σ00)
are shown in sequence, from left to right. Synthesis results obtained in the subdomains
where no training data is available are highlighted in yellow boxes.

Test data Synthetic outputs over all possible permutations of 3 concepts learned in two experiments

Figure 5.4: Image synthesis in a zero-shot subdomain by composing three concepts
(smile, eyeglasses, bangs) learned in two separate experiments. Concept mappings with
respect to ”eyeglasses” is learned in each of two experiments therefore 2 × (3!) = 12
different compositions of mappings available to translate images labeled as (no smile,
no eyeglasses, no bangs) to the target subdomain.
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(I) Clockwise cycle-consistency

G1 G2 F1 F2
G2 G1 F2 F1

(II) Counter-clockwise cycle-consistency (III) Commutative property

G1 G2 G1G2

LFW

MS-

CELEB

1M

No training data

G1: +eyeglasses; 

G2: +bangs; 

F1: -eyeglasses; 

F2: -bangs

Figure 5.5: Transfer of learned concepts: Image translation and conditional synthesis
on face attributes “eyeglasses” and “bangs” via direct application of models trained by
CelebA data [65] on independent test datasets MS-Celeb-1M [32] (top) and LFW [35]
(bottom).

5.3.4 Overall loss function

The overall loss function is expressed as:

L(G, F,D,Σ) = LADV + λLCYC + µLCOMM (5.5)

with weight parameters λ and µ. The generators are learned as the solutions of a mini-

max problem:

G∗, F∗ = arg min
G,F

max
D
L(G, F,D,Σ). (5.6)

5.3.5 Composition of multiple concepts

In each experiment, two concepts are jointly trained via the proposed cyclic model

shown in Figure 5.2, where synthetic images are generated in all four sudomains. In

particular, by composing the pair of concepts, plausible images are synthesized in sub-

domain Σ11 where we assume no training data is available. Such image synthesis mech-

anism can be generalized by considering the composition of multiple concepts. For ex-

ample, we demonstrate in Figure 5.4, that by directly combining two pairs of concepts
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learned in separate experiments, plausible images can be generated over three dimen-

sional latent space, including a subdomain where no training data is available in either of

the experiments, which suggests that the proposed system can be scaled up with linearly

increased complexity via direct composition of concepts learned in pairwise fashion.

5.3.6 Implementation details

For all discriminators, we use the architecture similar to Kim et al. [48] which contains 5

convolution layers with 4×4 filters. Compared to the PatchGAN used in Zhu et al. [120],

the discriminator network takes 64x64 input images and output a scalar from the sigmoid

function for each image. For all the generators, we use the architecture adapted from

Zhu et al [120], which contains 2 convolution layers with stride 2, 6 residual blocks

and 2 fractionally-strided convolution layers with stride 1
2 . We use Adam optimizer [51]

with an initial learning rate of 0.0002 at the first 150 epochs, followed by a linearly

decaying learning rate for the next 150 epochs as the rate goes to zero. For experiments

in Section 5.4.1, we set µ = λ = 10 and we also include an identity loss component [120]

with weight 10.

5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Conditional image synthesis

Image synthesis experiments are performed each corresponding to the manipulation over

two concepts. In Figure 5.3, column (I), (II) and (III) demonstrate the clockwise cycle-

consistency, the counter-clockwise cycle-consistency and the commutative property of
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the concept composition respectively. Given real testing images shown at the leftmost

in each panel, plausible synthetic data are generated with correct semantic variation in

each subdomain, including the subdomain where no training data is available.

Concept learning with face images Figures 5.3 (A) and Figure 5.4 show the results

of applying proposed method on face images. The concept learning models are trained

and tested on CelebA dataset [65]. In the experiment concerning the concepts “smile”

and “eyeglasses” (Figure 5.3(A)), 4851,3945 and 4618 images with attribute labels (no

smile, no eyeglasses), (no smile, with eyeglasses) and (with smile, no eyeglasses) are

used at the training stage for subdomains Σ00, Σ01 and Σ10 respectively. Figure 5.4

presents the results of directly composing three concepts learned in two separate exper-

iments described above. Synthetic images are generated in the subdomain with labels

(with smile, with eyeglasses, with bangs) where no training data is available in either

experiment. It is shown that the proposed method can thus be generalized to manipula-

tion over higher dimensional latent spaces.

Transfer of learned concepts Here, we qualitatively demonstrate the transferability of

the concepts learned by ConceptGAN on different datasets not used at all during train-

ing. Figure 5.5 presents the results of this experiment of direct transfer of the learned

concept pair to independent test sets. Concepts ”eyeglasses” and ”bangs” are trained

with CelebA [65] dataset and tested on datasets LFW [35] and MS-CELEB-1M [32]

respectively.

Concept learning of shape and texture Figure 5.3 (B) shows the results of applying the

proposed method on images concerning the concepts “handbag vs. shoe” (shape varia-

tion) and “photo vs. edge” (texture variation). Without taking advantage of the paired

labels, we use the “edges2shoes” and “edges2handbags” dataset from “pix2pix” [39]

dataset. 5124, 5124 and 4982 images with attribute labels (color, handbag), (edge,

handbag) and (color, shoe) are used at the training stage for subdomains Σ00, Σ01 and Σ10
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respectively. Given no training data, synthetic line drawing (“edge”) images are gen-

erated for shoes. The importance of simultaneously learning and transferring concept

mappings is demonstrated in comparison to results of direct composition of separately

trained CycleGAN units [120] in Figure 5.1. In particular, the mappings trained via

baseline CycleGAN with images in subdomains Σ00 and Σ10 are restricted to training

distributions and therefore fail to preserve the correct texture information when directly

transferred to input images in subdomain Σ01
2.

5.5 Quantitative evaluations

We provide quantitative performance evaluations of our proposed concept learning

framework for two different tasks: attribute classification and face verification.

5.5.1 Attribute classification

In this section, our goal is to quantitatively demonstrate the importance of simultane-

ously learning and transferring concept mappings as opposed to learning and composing

concepts separately via a single CycleGAN unit. To this end, we perform, and report

results of, several classification experiments. Specifically, we employ the following

evaluation protocol: (a) We use data in subdomains Σ00, Σ01 and Σ10 to learn concept

mappings and automatically synthesize data in the subdomain Σ11 using the proposed

concept learning model. We then use the generated images in the subdomain Σ11 and

perform a two-class classification experiment on each of the concepts. (b) We repeat the

experiment described above, but now data in Σ11 is generated as composition of two in-

2Additional results of the experiments, including with other concepts, can be found in Section 5.8
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Classifier Val CycleGAN Ours
C1: “color/shoe” vs. “edge/shoe” 99 0 99
C2: “edge/handbag” vs. “edge/shoe” 99 99 98
Both C1 and C2 N/A 0 98

Table 5.1: The accuracy (%) of classifying “edge/shoe” images synthesized via Con-
ceptGAN (ours) vs. CycleGAN [120]. Joint classification accuracy is reported as the
percentage of the images correctly classified in two tests at the same time.

Classifier Val CycleGAN Ours
C1: “with” vs. “no” eyeglasses 98 93 98
C2: “with” vs. “no” bangs 93 61 67
Both C1 and C2 N/A 56 66

Table 5.2: The accuracy (%) of classifying face images synthesized via ConceptGAN
(ours) vs. CycleGAN [120].

dependently learned CycleGAN units, i.e., we learn one CycleGAN for the Σ00 =⇒ Σ10

mapping and another CycleGAN for the Σ00 =⇒ Σ01 mapping. Given data in Σ00, we

then compose the two learned mappings to synthesize data in Σ11. We use the same

network architecture to train the separate CycleGAN unit as described in Section 5.3.6.

Key results of this experiment for multiple concept examples include the follow-

ing. (a) Classifying shoe and edge images: In this experiment, we demonstrate re-

sults on the “handbag vs. shoe” and “color vs. edge” concepts. We use images of

“color/handbag” (Σ00), “color/shoe” (Σ10), and “edge/handbag” (Σ01) for learning the

mappings of our proposed concept learning approach as well as individual mappings for

CycleGAN. The results of this experiment are shown in Table 5.1. The results demon-

Attributes Smiling & Eyeglasses Bangs & Eyeglasses
Smiling, Bangs,

& Eyeglasses
Ranking Method l2 RNP SRID l2 RNP SRID l2 RNP SRID

Augmentation No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
CaffeFace 8.3 10.7 12.8 7.9 12.3 16.9 11.5 13.3 16.6
VGGFace 38.6 43.9 49.4 49.8 59.4 61.5 44.4 54.8 58.6

Table 5.3: Rank-1 face verification results (in %) for three different attribute sets: no
augmentation (where we use l2 distance to rank) vs. augmentation with ConceptGAN
(where we use the multi-shot ranking algorithms, RNP and SRID to rank).
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strate that the proposed method successfully composes two concepts in the subdomain

Σ11 as 98% of the synthesized images pass both classification tests, which greatly out-

performs the results of direct composition of two separately trained CycleGAN units

where no synthesized image survive both tests. (b) Classifying face images with “eye-

glasses” and “bangs”: In this experiment, we demonstrate results on the “eyeglasses”

and “bangs” concepts. We use images of “no eyeglasses, no bangs” (Σ00), “with eye-

glasses, no bangs” (Σ10), and “no eyeglasses, with bangs” (Σ01) to learn the mappings

of ConceptGAN and baseline CycleGAN. The results of this experiment are shown in

Table 5.2. The proposed method outperforms direct composition of CycleGAN units in

terms of the synthesis quality in the subdomain Σ11 by around 10% improvement in joint

classification accuracy.

5.5.2 Face verification with augmented data

Given a pair of face images, face verification is the problem of determining whether the

pair represents the same person. Here, we demonstrate the applicability of ConceptGAN

to this problem. Specifically, we begin with the one-shot version where every person in

the probe and the gallery has exactly one image each. We then use the learned concept

mappings to synthesize new, unseen face images, transforming the one-shot version to

a multi-shot one. We demonstrate that by performing this conversion with our synthe-

sized images, we improve the face verification performance. Here, we note that the

focus of these evaluations is not to obtain state-of-the-art results but to demonstrate the

applicability of ConceptGAN as a plug-in module that can be used in conjunction with

any existing face verification algorithm to obtain improved performance. We use the

CelebA [65] dataset for all experiments, where we generate 10 random splits of 100

people each not used in training ConceptGAN and report the average performance.
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Euclidean distance 
No Augmentation

Rank=5
⋯

RNP
Augmentation 

(Eyeglasses and 
Bangs)
Rank=1
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Figure 5.6: A qualitative illustration of improvement in face verification performance
with augmented data using the “eyeglasses” and “bangs” attribute pair.

Without 
commutative

Without 
cycle 

consistency
Full model

Test data

(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: (a) Sample qualitative results for ablation experiments. (b) Synthesis results
for 128x128 images with “Bangs” and ”Eyeglasses”: column1: Σ00, column2: synthe-
sized in Σ11.

We first perform one-shot experiments where we use two popular pre-trained face

representation models, VGGFace [74] and CaffeFace [104] to compute feature repre-

sentations of the images and rank gallery candidates using the Euclidean distance. We

next perform multi-shot experiments by augmenting both probe and gallery sets for each

person using ConceptGAN, and rank gallery candidates with two multi-shot ranking al-

gorithms, SRID [45, 44] and RNP [109]. Results of all the experiments discussed above

are summarized in Table 5.3, where the augmented probe and gallery sets have 4 im-

ages each in the cases of two concepts and 8 images each in the case of 3 concepts.

Ranking method l2 SRID
Augmentation No Yes
LFW 9.5 13.1
MS-Celeb1M 11.7 14.8

Table 5.4: Rank-1 face verification results (in %): Transfer of concepts learned on
CelebA to LFW and MS-Celeb1M.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Generalizing ConceptGAN to n concepts, illustrated with n = 3. (a) con-
cepts c1, c2, c3, the 2n = 8 states, and all possible shifts between the states. (b) c1, c2, c3

defined by observing nodes 0,1,2,4, allowing primary inference of nodes 3,5,6, and sec-
ondary inference of node 7; (c) c1, c2, c3 defined by observing nodes 0,4,6,7 with result-
ing primary (brown) and secondary (sand) inferred nodes.

As can be noted from these results, converting the one-shot face verification problem

to a multi-shot one by means of ConceptGAN has obvious benefits, with the multi-shot

rank-1 face verification results consistently outperforming the corresponding one-shot

results. We further qualitatively show the rank improvement in Figure 5.6, where we see

improved retrieval in the cases where face verification was performed with augmented

data. Here we also provide qualitative evaluations for the transferability of concepts

learned by CycleGAN. Specifically, in Table 5.4, we show rank-1 face verification re-

sults with CaffeFace and SRID on two independent test sets (LFW and MS-Celeb1M)

using concepts learned by ConceptGAN on the CelebA dataset, where we see improved

performance with data synthetized using the transferred concepts. These results, com-

plemented by the qualitative evaluations of the previous section, provide evidence for

the transferability of the learned concepts to new datasets, demonstrating promise in

learning the underlying latent space information.
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5.5.3 Ablation experiments

In this section, we study the impact of the various components of the proposed loss

function presented in Section 5.3.4. We first present qualitative results in Figure 5.7(a)

for sample test images with and without the commutative (Lcomm) and distance-4 cycle

consistency loss (Lcyc4). In each case, we start with a test image (“No Bangs” and

“No Eyeglasses”) and show the synthesized image in subdomain Σ11 (with “Bangs”

and “Eyeglasses”). One can see that with the “full model”, the visual quality of the

generated images is better. We note that with SRID and CaffeFace, we obtain a rank-1

face verification performance of 12.1% without Lcyc4, 15.3% without Lcomm, and 16.9%

with the full model. Furthermore, we report the following attribute classification results

corresponding to those in Table 5.2: combined C1 and C2 performance of 18% without

Lcyc4, 60% withoutLcomm, and 66% with the full model. These results provide empirical

justification for each of the individual terms in our proposed loss function presented

in Section 5.3.4. Finally, we also provide sample results for synthesizing images of

resolution higher than the 64 × 64 discussed previously- in Figure 5.7(b), we provide

two examples of synthesizing 128×128 images using our model. Additional results can

be found in Section 5.8.

5.6 Generalizing to multiple concepts

In the previous sections, we discussed a possible way we could scale up to three con-

cepts, and showed qualitative and quantitative results. Here, we provide a scheme to

generalize our method to n concepts under two assumptions: (a) concepts have distinct

states, i.e. they are not continuous, and (b) activating one concept does not inhibit any

other. We show that pairwise constraints over two concepts are sufficient for generating
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samplers from all concept combinations. Figure 5.8(a) illustrates n = 3 with concepts

C = {c1, c2, c3} as a graph where the edges apply a concept and the nodes are the 2n

concept combinations. Each node of the graph may be observed or not as illustrated

in figure 5.8(b) (green indicates an observed node). “Observed” means that we have

samples from the underlying distribution of a node. Applying our method then allows

inferring node 3, indicated in brown, with two concepts ±c1 and ±c2 involved. Indeed,

the sub-graph of nodes {0, 1, 2, 3} is exactly our proposed two concept solution. Let

us add data drawn from node 4, observing the additional concept ±c3. The resulting

graph shows that we can also infer nodes 5 and 6 by adding constraints correspond-

ing the cycles (0, 2, 6, 4) and (0, 1, 5, 4). We now take the next step in generalization

by considering node 7. Assuming that we indeed can infer nodes 3, 5, 6, we consider

constraints that treat them as “observed”, such as over the cycles (3, 7, 5, 1), (5, 7, 6, 4),

and (6, 7, 3, 2). This allows us to estimate samples for node 7. To illustrate the generic

nature, figure 5.8(c) shows a situation with data at nodes {0, 4, 6, 7}. We can firstly infer

nodes {2, 5} and secondarily {1, 3}. Generalizing to n > 3, we propose to discover new

layers of nodes in order of their distance from any observed node. Naturally, one can-

not escape the combinatorial complexity of generating all the samplers. However, our

generalization paves the way for iterative algorithms that yield approximate solutions

efficiently based on a graphical representation of concepts and data.

5.7 Conclusions

We proposed ConceptGAN, a novel concept learning framework where we seek to cap-

ture underlying semantic shifts between data domains instead of mappings restricted to

training distributions. The key idea is that via joint concept learning, transfer and com-

position, information over a joint latent space is recovered given incomplete training
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data. We showed that the proposed method can be applied as a smart data augmentation

technique to generate realistic samples over different variations of concept attributes,

including samples in a subdomain where the variation is completely unseen at the train-

ing stage. We demonstrated the compositionality of the captured concepts as well as the

transferability of data augmentation in application on face verification problems.

5.8 Appendix

5.8.1 Objective functions

In this section, we provide complete mathematical expressions for each of the three

terms in our loss function, following the notation defined in Section 5.3 and the assump-

tion that no training data is available in subdomain Σ11.

Adversarial loss

For generator G1 and discriminator D10, for example, the adversarial loss is expressed

as:

Ladv(G1,D10,Σ00,Σ10) = Eσ10∼P10[log D10(σ10)]

+Eσ00∼P00[log(1 − D10(G1(σ00)))]
(5.7)

where the generator G1 and discriminator D10 are learned to optimize a minimax

objective such that

G∗1 = arg min
G1

max
D10
Ladv(G1,D10,Σ00,Σ10) (5.8)



For generator G2 and discriminator D01, the adversarial loss is expressed as:

Ladv(G2,D01,Σ00,Σ01) = Eσ01∼P01[log D01(σ01)]

+Eσ00∼P00[log(1 − D01(G2(σ00)))]
(5.9)

For generator F1 and discriminator D00, the adversarial loss is expressed as:

Ladv(F1,D00,Σ10,Σ00) = Eσ00∼P00[log D00(σ00)]

+Eσ10∼P10[log(1 − D00(F1(σ10)))]
(5.10)

For generator F2 and discriminator D00, the adversarial loss is expressed as:

Ladv(F2,D00,Σ01,Σ00) = Eσ00∼P00[log D00(σ00)]

+Eσ01∼P01[log(1 − D00(F2(σ01)))]
(5.11)

The overall adversarial loss LADV is the sum of these four terms.

LADV =Ladv(G1,D10,Σ00,Σ10)

+Ladv(G2,D01,Σ00,Σ01)

+Ladv(F1,D00,Σ10,Σ00)

+Ladv(F2,D00,Σ01,Σ00)

(5.12)

Extended cycle-consistency loss

Following our discussion in Section 5.3, for any data sample σ00 in subdomain Σ00, a

distance-4 cycle consistency constraint is defined in the clockwise direction (F2 ◦ F1 ◦

G2◦G1)(σ00) ≈ σ00 and in the counterclockwise direction (F1◦F2◦G1◦G2)(σ00) ≈ σ00.

Such constraints are implemented by the penalty function:

Lcyc4(G, F,Σ00)

= Eσ00∼P00[‖(F2 ◦ F1 ◦G2 ◦G1)(σ00) − σ00‖1]

+ Eσ00∼P00[‖(F1 ◦ F2 ◦G1 ◦G2)(σ00) − σ00‖1]. (5.13)
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Similarly, Lcyc4(G, F,Σ01) is defined as:

Lcyc4(G, F,Σ01)

= Eσ01∼P01[‖(F1 ◦G2 ◦G1 ◦ F2)(σ01) − σ01‖1]

+ Eσ01∼P01[‖(G2 ◦ F1 ◦ F2 ◦G1)(σ01) − σ01‖1]. (5.14)

Finally, Lcyc4(G, F,Σ10) is defined as:

Lcyc4(G, F,Σ10)

= Eσ10∼P10[‖(G1 ◦ F2 ◦ F1 ◦G2)(σ10) − σ10‖1]

+ Eσ10∼P10[‖(F2 ◦G1 ◦G2 ◦ F1)(σ10) − σ10‖1]. (5.15)

Let LCYC4 denotes the sum of these three terms:

LCYC4 =Lcyc4(G, F,Σ00) +Lcyc4(G, F,Σ01)

+Lcyc4(G, F,Σ10)
(5.16)

The overall cycle consistency loss LCYC is defined as:

LCYC = LCYC2 +LCYC4 (5.17)

where LCYC2 is the sum of all pairwise distance-2 cycle consistency losses as de-

scribed in Section 5.3.

Commutative loss

Following our discussion in Section 5.3, for any data sample σ00 in subdomain Σ00,

we introduce a constraint (G2 ◦G1)(σ00) ≈ (G1 ◦G2)(σ00) implemented by the penalty
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function:

Lcomm(G1,G2,Σ00)

=Eσ00∼P00[‖(G2 ◦G1)(σ00) − (G1 ◦G2)(σ00)‖1] (5.18)

Similarly, Lcomm(G1, F2,Σ01) is defined as:

Lcomm(G1, F2,Σ01)

=Eσ01∼P01[‖(F2 ◦G1)(σ01) − (G1 ◦ F2)(σ01)‖1] (5.19)

and Lcomm(F1,G2,Σ10) as:

Lcomm(F1,G2,Σ10)

=Eσ10∼P10[‖(G2 ◦ F1)(σ10) − (F1 ◦G2)(σ10)‖1] (5.20)

The overall commutative loss LCOMM is the sum of the three terms.

LCOMM =Lcomm(G1,G2,Σ00) +Lcomm(G1, F2,Σ01)

+Lcomm(F1,G2,Σ10)
(5.21)

The overall loss function is as defined in Equation 5.5 in Section 5.3.

5.8.2 Additional implementation details

In this section we provide additional implementation details to reproduce our results.

For all three discriminators, we use the architecture adapted from Kim et al. [48] which

contains 5 convolution layers with 4 × 4 filters where the first four are each followed by

a leaky ReLU. Compared to the PatchGAN used in Zhu et al. [120], the discriminator

network takes 64x64x3 input images and outputs a scalar for each image. For all the
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generators, we use the architecture adapted from Zhu et al [120], which contains 2

convolution layers with stride 2, 6 residual blocks and 2 fractionally-strided convolution

layers with stride 1
2 . We use batch normalization for both the discriminator network and

the generator network.

At the training stage, we apply the algorithm from Arjovsky et al. [2] for an alter-

native adversarial training. We use Adam optimizer [51] with an initial learning rate of

0.0002 at the first 150 epochs, followed by a linearly decaying learning rate for the next

150 epochs as the rate goes to zero. We set µ = λ = 10 and we also include an identity

loss component [120] with weight 10. In particular for the experiment involving two

concepts with greater difference (i.e., “handbag vs. shoe” and “color vs. edge”) , we

include additional distance-3 adversarial components. For each training sample in Σ00,

the synthetic image generated by sequentially applying (G1,G2, F1) and (G2,G1, F2) are

discriminated from real data in the corresponding output subdomains Σ01 and Σ10, re-

spectively. To compare results of the proposed method to baseline CycleGANs [120],

we consider two CycleGAN models each between two adjacent subdomains in our pro-

posed framework, which are trained separately using the same network architecture of

discriminators and generators as described above.

5.8.3 Additional results

In Figures 5.9 through 5.11, we provide additional image synthesis outputs of the pro-

posed ConceptGAN. In Figure 5.12, we provide additional illustrations of improvement

in face verification with augmented data generated by ConceptGAN. In Figures 5.13

and 5.14, we show additional qualitative results demonstrating the transferability of

concepts learned using ConceptGAN to independent test datasets LFW [65] and MS-
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Attributes Smiling, Bangs, & Eyeglasses
Ranking Method l2 RNP SRID

Augmentation No Yes Yes
CaffeFace 10.4 10.7 13.3
VGGFace 46.7 54.7 59.3

Table 5.5: Rank-1 face verification results (in %) for three concepts: no augmentation
(where we use l2 distance to rank) vs. augmentation with ConceptGAN (where we use
the multi-shot ranking algorithms, RNP and SRID to rank).

Celeb-1M [32].

In Table 5.3 where we show face verification results for 3 concepts, we adopted a

specific set of paths in our graph using which the augmented data, 8 images in total, one

corresponding to each of the 8 vertices in our cyclic graph, was generated. To show that

this is not a critical constraint, we repeat this experiment with multiple randomly chosen

sets of paths to generate the augmented data, again, 8 images in total as above. The aver-

age results over these multiple trials are shown in Table 5.5, where we see: (a) improved

face verification performance with augmented data, and (b) no substantial difference

when compared to those of Table 5.3. In Section 5.5.3, we reported ablation results for

the attribute classification experiment corresponding to the “Bangs” and ”Eyeglasses”

attributes. In Table 5.6, we report complete results corresponding to this experiment.

Classifier Val CycleGAN Full model
Without
LCOMM

Without
LCYC4

C1: “with” vs. “no” eyeglasses 98 93 98 88 31
C2: “with” vs. “no” bangs 93 61 67 68 62
Both C1 and C2 N/A 56 66 60 18

Table 5.6: Ablation results for classifying face images synthesized via ConceptGAN
(ours) vs. CycleGAN [120]. Classifier 1 is trained and validated with images with and
without eyeglasses. Classifier 2 is trained and validated with images with and with-
out bangs. The test set consists of “with eyeglasses, with bangs” images only and the
different orders of composing learned mappings contribute equally. Joint classification
accuracy is reported as the percentage of the images correctly classified in two tests at
the same time.
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G1 G2 F1 F2
G2 G1 F2 F1 G1 G2

G1G2

G1: + eyeglasses; G2: + bangs; F1: - eyeglasses; F2: - bangs

Test data Test data Test dataSynthetic outputs Synthetic outputs Synthetic outputs

no training data no training data no training data(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.9: Image translation and synthesis conditional on concepts “bangs” and ”eye-
glasses”. Each panel in column (a) demonstrates the clockwise cycle consistency where
σ00, G1(σ00), (G2 ◦ G1)(σ00), (F1 ◦ G2 ◦ G1)(σ00), (F2 ◦ F1 ◦ G2 ◦ G1)(σ00) are shown
in sequence, from left to right. Each panel in column (b) demonstrates the counter-
clockwise cycle consistency where σ00, G2(σ00), (G1 ◦ G2)(σ00), (F2 ◦ G1 ◦ G2)(σ00),
(F1 ◦ F2 ◦ G1 ◦ G2)(σ00) are shown in sequence, from left to right. Each panel in col-
umn (c) demonstrates the commutative property of the concept composition where σ00,
G1(σ00), G2(σ00), (G2 ◦ G1)(σ00), (G1 ◦ G2)(σ00) are shown in sequence, from left to
right. Synthesis results obtained in the subdomains where no training data is available
are highlighted in yellow boxes.

5.8.4 Discussion

In this section, we provide further insight and discussion on ConceptGAN. In particular,

while we do not make any assumptions on the type of concepts to be learned, except for

encouraging a commutative composition, the symmetric design of our model suggests

that training may be challenging in cases where the two concepts are greatly imbalanced.

As an example, consider the experiment involving the concepts “handbag vs. shoe” and

“color vs. edge”, which are of markedly different types. As shown in Figure 5.15 panel

(a), it is harder to achieve a semantically meaningful composition in subdomain Σ11 by

composing pairs of concepts in one particular order than the other, i.e., G2 ◦ G1 gives

better performance when compared to G1 ◦G2. In such cases, the results in subdomain
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G1 G2 F1 F2
G2 G1 F2 F1 G1 G2

G1G2

G1: sunny-to-cloudy; F1: cloudy-to-sunny; G2: day-to-night; F2: night-to-day

Test data Test data Test dataSynthetic outputs Synthetic outputs Synthetic outputs

no training data no training data no training data(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.10: Image translation and synthesis conditional on scene attributes ”day/night”
and ”sunny/cloudy”. Each panel in column (a) demonstrates the clockwise cycle con-
sistency where σ00, G1(σ00), (G2 ◦G1)(σ00), (F1 ◦G2 ◦G1)(σ00), (F2 ◦F1 ◦G2 ◦G1)(σ00)
are shown in sequence, from left to right. Each panel in column (b) demonstrates the
counter-clockwise cycle consistency where σ00, G2(σ00), (G1 ◦ G2)(σ00), (F2 ◦ G1 ◦

G2)(σ00), (F1 ◦ F2 ◦G1 ◦G2)(σ00) are shown in sequence, from left to right. Each panel
in column (c) demonstrates the commutative property of the concept composition where
σ00, G1(σ00), G2(σ00), (G2◦G1)(σ00), (G1◦G2)(σ00) are shown in sequence, from left to
right. Synthesis results obtained in the subdomains where no training data is available
are highlighted in yellow boxes.

Test data
Synthetic outputs over all possible permutations of 3 concepts learned in two experiments: + eyeglasses, + smile, + bangs

Subdomain with no training data 

Figure 5.11: Image synthesis in a zero-shot subdomain by composing three concepts
(smile, eyeglasses, bangs) learned in two separate experiments. Concept mappings with
respect to “eyeglasses” is learned in each of two experiments therefore 2 × (3!) = 12
different compositions of mappings available to translate images labeled as (no smile,
no eyeglasses, no bangs) to the target subdomain.
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Figure 5.12: Qualitative illustrations of improvement in face verification performance-
we show the improvement in the retrieved rank with augmented data using the (“eye-
glasses”, “bangs”) and (“eyeglasses”,“bangs”,“smiling”) attribute sets.

G1 G2 F1 F2
G2 G1 F2 F1

G1 G2
G1G2

G1: +eyeglasses; F1: -eyeglasses G2: +bangs; F2: -bangs

Test data Test data Test dataSynthetic outputs Synthetic outputs Synthetic outputs

no training data no training data no training data(b)(a) (c)

Figure 5.13: Transfer of learned concepts to LFW: Image translation and conditional
synthesis on face attributes “eyeglasses” and “bangs” via direct application of models
trained by CelebA data [65] on independent test dataset LFW [35].

Σ11 may reflect translation with respect to only one concept instead of composition of

the two concepts. To achieve plausible synthesis as reported in Figures 5.1 and 5.3

and shown in panel (b) of Figure 5.15, we address the issue by further constraining the

system with additional distance-3 adversarial constraints.
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G1 G2 F1 F2
G2 G1 F2 F1 G1 G2

G1G2

G1: +eyeglasses; F1: -eyeglasses G2: +bangs; F2: -bangs

Test data Test data Test dataSynthetic outputs Synthetic outputs Synthetic outputs

no training data no training data no training data(b)(a) (c)

Figure 5.14: Transfer of learned concepts to MS-Celeb-1M: Image translation and con-
ditional synthesis on face attributes “eyeglasses” and “bangs” via direct application of
models trained by CelebA data [65] on independent test dataset MS-Celeb-1M [32].

G1 G2
G1G2 G1 G2 F1 F2

G2 G1 F2 F1

Epoch20

Epoch120

(a)
Failed

examples

(b)
Additional
constraints

Σ00
(data)

Σ10 Σ01 Σ11
Σ00

(data)
Σ10 Σ11 Σ01 Σ00 Σ00

(data)
Σ01 Σ11 Σ10 Σ00

Figure 5.15: Examples illustrating the limitation of the symmetric setup of Concept-
GAN in case of imbalanced concepts. Four subdomains are “color/handbag” (Σ00),
“color/shoe”(Σ10), “edge/handbag”(Σ01) and “edge/shoe”(Σ11) respectively. Yellow
boxes highlights synthetic results in subdomain Σ11 where no training data is available.
Panel (a) shows results without additional distance-3 adversarial constraints. The first
row provides results at an early stage of the training, where the differences between
highlighted outputs suggest that in this example, concept “color vs. edge” (G2/F2) is
easier to get transferred (i.e., performs well on different input subdomains) compared to
the concept “handbag vs. shoe”(G1/F1). The second row provides examples of failed
composition as training proceeds, where only the concept that is easier to learn is re-
flected. Panel (b) shows results with the above-mentioned additional constraints.

5.8.5 Generalizing ConceptGAN

This section provides an extended discussion on a principled generalization of our

framework to n ≥ 1 concepts under the assumptions that concepts have distinct states
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and that they are not mutually inhibiting. We do not necessarily need to capture the

universe of concepts in the data, i.e., all concepts in existence, as long as the domain

mapping for each known concept can be learned from data.

Assumption: Concepts have distinct states

More precisely we assume that each sample x has a likelihood P(x|Θ), where Θ is the

universe of latent and observable variables that influence x, for instance illumination,

geometry and object class. Then each concept ci ∈ C of interest has to be attributable to

a random variable ci ⊆ Θ and ci has to be discrete. Naturally the case c = Θ is not partic-

ularly interesting as there is only one concept in the universe that generates the data. It

is important to note that in the general case of {c1, . . . , cn} ⊂ Θ the non-concept variables

Θ \C may be continuous random variables and the distribution P(x|Θ) = P(x|{C,Θ \C})

itself may be continuous. Without loss of generality the following sections assume that

the number of states for each concept is two, i.e., binary concepts. Settings with more

states may be mapped by assigning binary sub-concepts corresponding to a binary rep-

resentation of the states.

Assumption: Concepts are mutually compatible

The second simplifying assumption is that the activation of one concept does not pre-

clude activation of any other concept, i.e. all combinations of concepts are physically

meaningful. This is motivated from the perspective that it enables us to formulate a

consistent optimization framework based on constraint cycles without special cases. It

is conceivable to impose less strict assumptions, and our graph-based solution described

here may yield a suitable starting point to address the case where not all combinations
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of concepts are physically meaningful.

Generalization

The main insight in our generalization is that mutual constraints over two concepts are

sufficient to provide principled approximations to generating samplers from the distri-

bution of all concepts, even when not all concept combinations can be observed in the

data. Figure 5.16 illustrates the case n = 3 where the universe of concepts are the bi-

nary random variables C = {c1, c2, c3} as a graph G = (V,E) where the edges E are

changes in one binary concept and the nodesV are the 2n states of the n latent variables.

All other influence factors Θ \ C are not shown. Each node corresponds to one possi-

ble state over the concepts. This is where our assumption about mutual compatibility

becomes relevant, as it implies that the graph is connected as shown, with each node

having exactly n incoming and n outgoing edges corresponding to activating or deacti-

vating a concept. Each concept transfer is represented multiple times in the graph, for

instance ±c3 can be observed four times. Under our assumptions, in general each con-

cept transfer will occur 2n−1 times in the graph. There are two options concerning how

to model the concept transfer in this case: state-dependent or state-independent. In the

first case we assume that the concept transfer ±ci is a function of its originating state, in

the first case we assume that the concept transfer is independent of the originating state.

The latter leads to more constraints per concept transfer and a smaller solution space

with the first case vice versa. For instance, in the example of figure 5.16, the concept

transfer +c3 may be considered state-dependent, where we have the four separate, but

related concepts +c3|[0, 0, 0], +c3|[0, 1, 0], +c3|[1, 0, 0] and +c3|[1, 1, 0] to learn. If we

are concerned about the lack of constraints available, we may choose to rather treat +c3

as state independent, leaving only +c3|[·, ·, 0] to be learned, where we can aggregate all
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constraints over the combinations of c1 and c2. Our method presented in this chapter

and the further discussion assumes that the concept transfer is state-independent and

aggregates the constraints over all possible combinations.
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Figure 5.16: Generalizing ConceptGAN to n concepts, illustrated with n = 3.

Given sets of data, each node may be observed or not as illustrated in Figure 5.17,

where the color green indicates an observed node. “Observed” precisely means that

we have data available that is drawn from the underlying distribution corresponding

to a node. In our example three nodes and thus three concept combinations are ob-

servable: v0 = [c1 = 0, c2 = 0, c3 = 0], v1 = [c1 = 1, c2 = 0, c3 = 0] and

v2 = [c1 = 0, c2 = 1, c3 = 0]. We can hope to infer two concept transfers from this,

with the corresponding edges between the observable nodes denoted by ±c1 and ±c2 in

Figure 5.16. Applying our previous discussion on cycle consistent concept learning then

allows us to infer a generator for data from node v3, indicated in brown, as there are two

concepts involved, ±c1 and ±c2. Indeed, the sub-graph composed of the nodes v{0,1,2,3}

and their corresponding edges is exactly our proposed solution with two concepts. Let’s

now add another data set drawn from v4, as illustrated in figure 5.18, meaning that we

observe the additional concept combination corresponding to v4. This allows us to ob-

serve ±c3 between v0 and v4. The resulting graph shows that we can now infer also v5

and v6 by adding the two concept constraints corresponding the the cycles (0, 2, 6, 4) and

(0, 1, 5, 4). Together with their reflections and shifts we need to add a total of 4 ∗ 2 addi-

tional constraints per added inferred node for complete cycle consistency. Note that so

far we have only applied our method without changing the nature of optimizing over two

concept constraints. We now take the next step in generalization by considering node v7,
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which in this particular example corresponds to all three concepts being activated. As-

suming that we indeed can infer nodes v3,5,6, we can consider constraints that treat them

as “observed”, such as over the cycles (3, 7, 5, 1), (5, 7, 6, 4), and (6, 7, 3, 2). This allows

us in principle to estimate samples for v7, and yields a generic template for approximate,

iterative algorithms based on a structure graph representation of concepts and available

data. To illustrate the generic nature of this approach, Figure 5.19, illustrates a situation

where we have data from the nodes {0, 4, 6, 7}. We then can infer primarily nodes {2, 5}

and secondarily {1, 3}.

0 2

1

4

3

5

6

7

Figure 5.17: Green color indicates observed node, i.e., we have data available from the
underlying distribution corresponding to the node.

0 2

1

4

3

5

6

7

Figure 5.18: Concepts c1, c2, c3 defined by observing nodes 0,1,2,4, allowing primary
inference of nodes 3,5,6, and secondary inference of node 7.
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Figure 5.19: Concepts c1, c2, c3 defined by observing nodes 0,4,6,7, allowing primary
inference of nodes 2,5, and secondary inference of node 1,3.

Without loss of generality for arbitrary n > 3 we consider the special case where all

observed concepts have one common ancestor as in Figure 5.18 (compare to Figure 5.19,
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where this is not the case). Then a baseline algorithm would first infer m2 primary, then

m3 secondary nodes and so on, with mk =
(

n
k

)
, and

∑
k mk = 2n. Figure 5.20 sketches

this for n = 4. It is important to note here that one cannot escape the combinatorial

complexity of generating samplers over all concept combinations. Nevertheless, our

proposed generalization paves the way for iterative algorithms that yield approximate

solutions in polynomial time. For instance, a simple optimization scheme may fully fix

the inferred nodes at stage k before starting to infer stage k + 1, where a more powerful

scheme may instead weigh the uncertainty of each unobserved nodes’ estimation in

the joint inference process. The uncertainty may be proportional to the likelihood of

the node resembling its true underlying distribution. Other factors in optimizing may

include properties of the available data, where nodes with less data are less trusted.

In the general case of n >= 1, one would reasonably expect that the uncertainty over

the estimation of a sample generator increases with its nodes’ graph distance to the

available observed nodes. For instance, it may be proportional to the average distance

to all observed nodes, or the minimum distance to the next observed node.
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Figure 5.20: Sketching the modes of inference for n = 4 concepts.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Chapters 2-4 described a statistical modeling framework for spatial-temporal recon-

struction of heterogeneous nano-scale particles especially in the context of interdisci-

plinary data understanding challenges in structural biology and materials science. In

particular, a maximum-likelihood based model was optimized by a generalized expec-

tation maximization scheme. Currently numerical intergrals are required in the expec-

tation step over Euler angles describing the projection orientations in 3-D space and an

adaptive algorithm considering subsets of abscissas is utilized to reduce computation

costs. Potentially parallel computing can be implemented which would lead to desir-

able speed up for higher resolution calculations. Furthermore, the current model of 3D

electron scattering intensity incorporated icosahedral symmetry in its basis functions.

This idea can naturally be extended to any rotational point group symmetry, where the

basis would be a different linear combination of spherical harmonics. For particles

with more specific structural priors (e.g., a cage), instead of an orthonormal expansion

with symmetry-incorporated basis, the model can be designed to exploit the given struc-

ture and provide a sparser parametrization, for example, via superpositions of Gaussian

pulses as described in Chapter 3, e.g., Figure 3.3. The generative mechanical model

described in Chapter 4 demonstrated a comprehensive interpretation of the dynamics of

nano-particles in the case of a synthetic particle inspired by the Y-shape antibody Im-

munoglobulin G. The idea can be adapted to provide data-driven analysis of dynamical

behaviors of real-world biological particles which are encoded in experimental data but

can not be directly observed. Compared to the demonstrated spring-and-mass model,

a continuous model describing small vibrations of an elastic materials can also be in-

vestigated which would provide better control of the spatial resolution of the model.

Chapter 5 described learning of semantic concepts in images in the case where some
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combinations of concepts are never seen in the training data. Detailed results are pre-

sented for two concepts. A framework is described for the generalization to more than

two concepts.

Considering the strengths and limitations of model-based statistical inference and

deep neural networks-based learning approaches described in Chapter 2-4 and Chap-

ter 5, respectively, novel ideas can be explored in the context of fusing the two perspec-

tives and providing hybrid solutions to data understanding problems. In particular, for

challenging real-world applications, solutions from the statistical inference community

allow incorporation of parametric uncertainty but are often challenged by the curse of

dimensionality in order to provide a accurate model for complicated data. At the same

time, the deep learning solutions can efficiently describe large sets of complicated data

empirically but only a small amount of prior information (e.g., physics) is incorporated

in current designs, they tend to regard the data as uncorrupted and they do not pro-

vide provable performance guarantees. Therefore, such methods are often challenged

by data-related problems (e.g., data bias, data and label scarcity, etc) and are mostly

applied to the problems where humans excel, such as face recognition, and not prob-

lems that are intractable to humans, like tomography or other inverse problems. To

address those challenges, hybrid solution ideas such as exploiting deep neural networks

as efficient function approximators to facilitate traditional inference computation and

incorporating physics priors into deep neural networks deserve to be explored.
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